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PREFACE
The iRMX 86 Operating System is a software package that provides a
realtime, multitasking environment for Intel iAPX 86-based
microcomputers, including the iSBC 86/12A single board computer. This
manual contains the instructions that you need to configure an iRMX. 86
application system using Release 3.0 of the iRMX 86 Operating System. By
following the instructions in this manual, you can use an INTELLEC Series
II or Series III Microcomputer Development System to build an iRMX. 86
system.

READER LEVEL
This manual assumes that you are a system programmer, experienced in
dealing with operating systems. In particular, it assumes you are
familiar with the following:
•

The iRMX. 86 Operating System and the iRMX. 86 reference manuals

•

The 8086/8087/8088 Macro Assembly Language and/or PL/M-86

•

The INTELLEC Series II or Series III Microcomputer Development
System

•

LINK86 and LOC86

•

The notions of segments, groups, and classes as they apply to
assembly language, PL/M-86, LINK86, and LOC86

NOTATIONAL CONVENTIONS
The following conventions are used to show syntax in this manual:
UPPERCASE

Information appearing in uppercase must be entered or
coded exactly as shown. This information, however, can
actually be entered in uppercase .or lowercase.

lowercase

Fields appearing in lowercase indicate variable
information. The user must enter the appropriate value or
symbol for variable fields.
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

The Intel iRMX 86 Operating System is a software package designed for use
with the Intel iAPX 86-based microcomputers. It is a powerful and
flexible system around which you can build your application system.
The iRMX 86 Operating System consists of a number of subsystems, some of
which must be included in your application system, and some of which are
optional. The subsystems of the iRMX 86 Operating System are:
•

Nucleus

This is the core of the iRMX 86 Operating
System and is required by every application
system. It provides services for the remainder
of the software running in the system.

•

Terminal Handler

This is an optional subsystem that provides a
real-time interface between your terminal and
other software running under the supervision of
the Nucleus.

•

Debugger

This is an optional subsystem that provides a
facility for debugging and monitoring software
running under the supervision of the Nucleus.

•

I/O System

This is an optional subsystem that provides
asynchronous file access capabilities for
software running under the supervision of the
Nucleus.

•

Extended I/O
System

This is an optional subsystem that provides high
level, synchronous file access capabilities for
software running under the supervision of th~
Nucleus.

•

Application
Loader

This is an optional subsystem that provides the
capability to load object files into memory
from disk under the control of the Operating
System.

•

Bootstrap Loader

This is an optional subsystem that provides the
capability to load the other subsystems and/or
application jobs into memory from disk and
begin system execution.

•

Human Interface

This is an optional subsystem that provides an
interactive interface between a user and
software running under the supervision of the
Nucleus.
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Software that you create runs in an iRMX 86 application system using the
facilities of the Nucleus and the other subsystems.
Configuration consists of selecting the subsystems that are appropriate
for your system, tailoring them to meet your individual needs, and
combining them with your own application software to form a functional
application system. Figure 1-1 illustrates this.
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INTROPUCTION
CONFIGURATION ENVIRONMENT
The INTELLEC Microcomputer Development System provides the environment in
which you create your application system. With the development system
you can code and translate your user software, and link and locate the
various components of the application system. Upon completion, you can
load your iRMX 86 application system from the INTELLEC development system
into an iAPX 86-based microcomputer using the ICE-86 in-circuit emulator,
or the iSBC 957A package.
The development system can also be used to run the Files Utility
(described in the iRMX 86 INSTALLATION GUIDE). The Files Utility can
format iRMX 86 disks and copy your system onto disk. Then you can use
the Bootstrap Loader to load your system.

TASKS, JOBS, AND THE INITIAL SYSTEM
Tasks are the active parts of an iRMX 86 application system. The
subsystems contain tasks that perform some of the functions of the
Operating System. Your application software also consists of one or more
tasks. Each task is part of a job. A job is the environment in which
tasks run; thus a job consists of tasks and the resources that they use.
The iRMX 86 NUCLEUS REFERENCE MANUAL describes this in detail.
The jobs in a system form a hierarchy. A task in one job can create
other jobs. Tasks in the new jobs can create still other jobs, and so
forth. The jobs which contain tasks that create other jobs are called
parent jobs, and the jobs they create are their offspring.
Task and job creation is a dynamic process. However, when you configure
a system, you specify an initial system which is created automatically
when the system starts executing. The job tree for an initial system
consists of an ultimate parent job called the root job and a number of
its offspring called first-level jobs. Intel supplies the root job.
Some of the first-level jobs are jobs for the subsystems that your
application system requires (the Debugger, the Terminal Handler, the I/O
System, the Extended I/O System, the Application Loader, and/or the Human
Interface). Intel also supplies these jobs as part of the subsystems.
The remainder of the first-level jobs are jobs that you provide. Figure
1-2 illustrates an initial job tree.
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First-level jobs can spawn a number of offspring jobs, beginning the
dynamic tree structure of the system. The iRMX 86 NUCLEUS REFERENCE
MANUAL describes how to create new tasks and jobs. However, in order to
create all of its offspring jobs, a first-level job must be able to
determine where in memory the code for all of its offspring tasks
resides. You provide this ability in one of two ways:
•

The easiest and most common way is by linking a first-level job
and all of its offspring jobs together in one link module.' This
allows tasks in the first-level job to use symbolic names to
specify the start addresses and data segment bases in calls to
CREATE$JOB.

•

If the code is too large to link together in one module, you can
link and locate the tasks separately. However, this prevents
some tasks from referring to other tasks with symbolic names. In
this case, when a task in the first-level job creates offspring
jobs or tasks, it must specify absolute values for the start
address and data segment base parameters of CREATE$JOB or
CREATE$TASK.

You must use one of these methods for each first-level job that you
create. Chapter 4 contains a further description. When you configure a
system, you must supply information to the root job about each
first-level job.
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TYPES OF SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
When you define an iRMX 86 configuration, you may have one of several
goals in mind. You may be putting together your first iRMX 86 system and
thus want to test and debug the entire system. You may have gotten
portions of the system working to your satisfaction, but now want to
correct a few isolated bugs or add a new task or tasks. Or, you may have
completely tested and debugged your system and now want to create the
final ROM-based version.
When building your first system, you should locate your entire system in
RAM only. This saves you the trouble of burning code into PROM, only to
have to reburn it later.
When creating your final system, you must perform additional procedures
because you are locating the system in two different areas of memory, ROM
and RAM. In a ROM/RAM system, you must separate all of the ROM-resident
parts of the system and locate them in ROM.
When building an intermediate system, you have debugged and tested
portions of your system, but are still developing or debugging others.
In this case you have two options. Each time you make a correction you
can use the same initial RAM-only configuration, and reload the entire
system into RAM for testing. Or, you can follow the procedures for
locating a ROM/RAM system for the stable portions of your system only,
such as the Nucleus. If you burn the stable portions into PROM, you save
the time of loading each time you generate a new system.

USING THIS MANUAL
Chapter 2 of this manual lists the procedure involved in building an iRMX
86-based system in step-by-step instructions. You can read Chapter 2
first as an overview and then use it later as an easy reference.
Chapter 3 and Chapters 6 through 13 discuss creating your application
jobs and selecting features of the subsystems that you want to include in
your application system. You should read Chapters 3 and 6 and some or
all of Chapters 7 through 13, depending on which subsystems you are
including in your application system.
Chapter 4 describes locating a test system in RAM. Use it when you are
building your first system. It also contains step-by-step instructions,
but in much more detail than in Chapter 2.
Chapter. 5 describes the modification you must make to your RAM configuration in order to make ita ROM/RAM configuration. Use it in conjunction
with Chapter 4 to create either an intermediate or final system.
Appendix A contains a sample configuration session for a RAM-based system.
AppendixB describes the process of burning the ,Nucleus code into PROM.
AppendixC lists .the: system call requirements 'Of each of the optional
subsystems.
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PROCEDURAL OVERVIEW

The process of defining and building an iRMX 86 application system
involves a number of steps. The following overview illustrates the main
points and refers you to appropriate sections of this manual for detailed
descriptions.
1.

Build and generate a configuration file for each subsystem that
you are going to include in your system. Refer to Chapter 6 for
a discussion of the Nucleus, Chapter 7 for the Terminal Handler,
Chapter 8 for the Debugger, Chapter 9 for the Basic I/O System,
Chapter 10 for the Application Loader, Chapter 11 for the
Bootstrap Loader, Chapter 12 for the Extended I/O System, and
Chapter 13 for the Human Interface.

2.

Write code for and compile all application jobs that you want to
be a part of the application system. Refer to Chapter 3 for
further information.

3.

Prepare the memory map for your system. Refer to the "General
System Layout" section of Chapter 4 for further information.

4.

Iteratively link and locate each subsystem and first-level
application job in your application system. Record the pertinent
information on the memory map. Refer to the "Iterative Link and
Locate Process" section of Chapter 4 for further information.

5.

Build a configuration file containing a %JOB macro for each
subsystem and first-level application job, one or more %SAB
macros, and one %SYSTEM macro. Refer to the "Build The
Configuration File" section of Chapter 4 for further information.

6.

Assemble the configuration file and link and locate the root
job. Refer to the "Generate The Root Job" section of Chapter 4
for further information.

7.

Using the ICE-86 in-circuit emulator or the iSBC 957A package,
load the system into RAM. Refer to the "Load and Test The
System" section of Chapter 4 for further information.

8.

Test and debug the system in RAM. Refer to the "Load And Test
The System" section of Chapter 4 for further information.

9.

Layout a ROM/RAM system, but load it into RAM for testing.
Refer to Chapter 5 for further information.

10.

Load the final system into ROM/RAM.
further information.
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CHAPTER 3.

PREPARING JOBS FOR SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

Building a system involves linking and locating each job in the iRMX 86
application system and providing the root job with information concerning
the first-level jobs. Before you begin this process, you must make sure
that the pieces of the system, the Intel-supplied jobs and your user
jobs, are ready to be combined. This involves the following of two
operations.
•

Preparing application jobs

•

Preparing the subsystems

When you begin the configuration process, you do not need to have all the
jobs in your system written, because configuration can be an iterative
process. That is, you can build your initial system with only one
application job, and test it, before adding more jobs into the system.
In this way you can build on a stable system. Or, if all your
application jobs are available, you can build your initial system with
all of your application jobs present, and test and debug the entire
system at once. Regardless of how you build your application system, the
information provided in this chapter allows you to integrate jobs easily
into the iRMX 86 environment.

PREPARING APPLICATION JOBS
You can write the code for your application tasks in either PL/M-86 or
assembly language. This manual assumes that you are using PL/M-86. In
order to use assembly language, you must use version 3.0 of the
8086/8087/8088 Macro Assembly Language andadhere to the PL/M-86 calling
conventions. These are described in the appropriate 8086/8087/8088 MACRO
ASSEMBLER OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS manual. The iRMX 86 PROGRAMMING
TECHNIQUES manual also contains information to help you write assembly
language tasks.
If you have any problems using the PL/M-86 language or compiling PL/M-86
code, refer to the appropriate PL/M-86 manual, either the PL/M-86
PROGRAMMING MANUAL FOR 8080/B08S-BASED DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS, the PL/M-B6
COMPILER OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS FOR 808S-BASED DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS, or
the PL/M-86 USER'S GUIDE FOR 8086-BASED DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS. However, in
order to make use of the features of the iRMX 86 Operating System, you
must follow instructions additional to those provided in the PL/M-86
manuals when writing your code. The following sections provide this
information.
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LANGUAGE REQUIREMENTS
Note the following language requirements when writing your task code:
•

Designate all of your tasks as procedures.
modules in your application system.

Do not use main

•

If you are compiling your PL/M-86 code using any model other than
large, specify the ROM compiler'control. This causes the
compiler to place the CONST segment in the CODE class, where it
can be more easily loaded into ROM. You do not need to specify
the ROM control for those programs compiled using the large
model, because the compiler automatically does this for the large
model.

•

Be careful of using the DATA and INITIAL statements. The DATA
statement is valid only if you are using the PL/M-86 large model
of computation or if you specify the ROM compiler control. The
INITIAL statement cannot be used in a procedure if you are going
to place that procedure in ROM. It can be used, however, if you
are going to use the Bootstrap Loader or the Application Loader
to load the procedure.

INCLUDE FILES
Th-ere are a number of files contained on the iRMX 86 release diskettes
that can be included with your PL/M-86 procedures at compilation time.
You must include some or all of these files, depending on the subsystems
your programs make use of. Table 3-1 lists these files according to type
and subsystem. You must include the files in the compilation of your
procedures if those procedures use the system calls of the associated
subsystems. For example, if your procedures make Nucleus and I/O System
system calls, then you must include the four files associated with those
subsystems in the compilation of your procedures.
The INCLUDE files with the extension EXT contain the external PL/M-86
declarations that procedures need in order to use the system calls of the
associated subsystems. You can copy these files, edit them, and
eliminate the external declarations for system calls that you do not use
in your procedures. This can prevent dynamic storage overflow in the
compiler. Refer to the iRMX 86 PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES MANUAL Jor further
information.
The INCLUDE files with the extension LIT contain thePL/M-86 declarations
and assignments for the subsystem condition codes.
To include the necessary files in the compilation of your procedures, use
the PL/M-86 $INCLUDE control. Both the PL/M-86 COMPILER OPERATING
INSTRUCTIONS FOR 8080/8085-BASED DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS and the PL/M-86
USER'S GUIDE FOR 8086-BASED DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS describe this control.
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Table 3-1.

SUBSYSTEM

INCLUDE Files

EXTERNAL DECLARATIONS
FILE

CONDITION CODE
FILE

Nucleus

NUCLUS.EXT

NEXCEP.LIT

I/O System

IOS.EXT

IEXCEP.LIT

Application Loader

LOADER. EXT

LEXCEP.LIT

Extended I/O System

EIOS.EXT

EEXCEP.LIT

Human Interface

HI.EXT

SIZE CONTROL CONSIDERATIONS
Part of the configuration process requires selectively locating various
modules of the system (as described in Chapter 4). When you use class
names on segment declarations you simplify this procedure. The PL/M-86
compiler provides standard class designators for various segments of a
program module. However, when writing your application code, be aware
that the assignment of segments, classes, and groups in the PL/M-86
output module varies according to the size control specified with the
PL/M-86 compiler call. (Refer to the PL/M-86 COMPILER OPERATING
INSTRUCTIONS FOR 8080/8085-BASED DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS or the PL/M-86
USER'S GUIDE FOR 8086-BASED DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS for details.)
The size control of the PL/M-86 compiler call also determines how certain
registers are initialized •. The next chapter discusses this in detail.
It is recommended that you use the same PL/M-86 size control for all of
your PL/M-86 jobs, and that any assembly language modules be compatible
with this control.

INITIALIZATION
When you configure an application system, you specify an initial system
consisting of a root job and several first-level jobs. When the system
starts executing, the Nucleus creates the root job. A task in the root
job, the root task, then cr.eates each of the first-level jobs. Tasks in
the first-level jobs create the remainder of the application system.
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When created, each first-level job contAins only a single task. That
single task creates or starts the creation of ~ll other objects required
by the first-level job. Thus it is referred to·· as the initialization
task for its job, even though it may perform other functions as well. It
is important for you to synchronize the operation of each initialization
task with that of the root task to ensure proper functioning of your
application system.
The root task is structured so that it creates the first-level jobs one
at a time. It contains a programming loop that in general performs the
following:
Repeat for each first-level job
1.

Create first-level job

2.

Suspend root task (until resumed by a first-level job)

Until finished
End
Each time the root task creates a first-level job, the root task suspends
itself to allow the initialization task in the new job to perform
synchronous initialization. Synchronous initialization consists of
functions that must be performed immediately, before some other
first-level job is created. Typically, this requires creating objects or
making resources available that tasks in first-level jobs not yet created
expect to be available when they themselves are created. (For example,
the initialization task in the I/O System job must create the entire I/O
System before it can allow the root task to create other first-level jobs
that might make use of I/O System functions.)
When the initialization task finishes its synchronous initialization, it
must inform the root task that it is finished, so that the root task can
resume execution and create another first-level job. The initialization
task must always inform the root task that it has completed its
synchronous initialization process by making the following procedure call:
CALL RQ$END$INIT$TASK;
This procedure call is not described in any other manual. It requires no
parameters. When you call this procedure, the root task resumes
execution, allowing it to create the next first-level job. You must
include a call to RQ$END$INIT$TASK in the initialization task of each of
your first-level jobs, even if the jobs require no synchronous
initialization. If one of the first-level tasks does not include this
call, the root job remains suspended and cannot create any of the
remaining first-level jobs. File NUCLUS.EXT contains the external
declaration for this RQ$END$INIT$TASK and the Nucleus interface library
(described in Chapter 4) contains its code.
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The amount of synchronous initialization that an initialization task must
do depends on your job structure. You may require some of your
initialization tasks to create all of the offspring jobs and a number of
other objects before calling RQ$END$INIT$TASK. Some others may only have
to perform one or two functions, call RQ$END$INIT$TASK, and then resume
the process of initialization asynchronously. Still other initialization
tasks may not have any synchronous initialization requirements and so can
call RQ$END$INIT$TASK before performing any initialization. You must
determine how the pieces of your system interact, and how they must be
synchronized.
Another important factor in initialization is the order in which the root
job creates the first-level jobs. The amount of processing your
initialization tasks must do before calling RQ$END$INIT$TASK may depend
on which jobs the root task has already created and which jobs it has yet
to create. The order in which the root task creates first-level jobs
depends on the order that you specify these jobs in a configuration file,
not on the priority of the tasks in those jobs. (Refer to the
description of the %JOB macro in Chapter 4.) Always specify the %JOB
calls for the subsystems first, so that they are created and initialized
first and are available to all other jobs. The order in which you
specify your other first-level jobs depends on your application system.
You should always use RQ$END$INIT$TASK as described in this section in
order to perform your synchronous initialization. Do not attempt to
accomplish the same function by temporarily raising and lowering task
priorities. The iRMX 86 Operating System does not guarantee that your
tasks will execute in the correct order if you use priorities to
determine initialization order.

PREPARING THE SUBSYSTEMS
The subsystems have been created in a manner that allows you to choose
system calls and features that you want to have available in your
system. To prepare them, you must create tables that select or omit
features. You must create these tables in a format understandable to the
8086/8087/8088 Macro Assembler, assemble them, and link them to the
subsystems. The details of preparing individual subsystems are contained
in Chapters 6 through 11.
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LOCATING A TEST AND DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM IN RAM

After you have prepared your application jobs and the subsystems, you
should locate your first system entirely in RAM to facilitate testing and
debugging of your programs. It is much easier to test and debug your
programs in RAM than it is to continually reburn your PROMs when you
detect errors. After debugging in RAM, you can locate the final system
in ROM/RAM or copy it to a secondary storage device and load it with the
Bootstrap Loader.
Putting together a RAM-based system consists of the following steps:
1.

Laying out the system

2.

Linking and locating the Nucleus and application jobs

3.

Building the configuration file

4.

Generating the root job

5.

Loading and testing the system

If you wish, the linking and locating can be separate steps. That is,
you can use LINK86 to link any or all of your subsystems and jobs before
ever starting the locate process. However, because the release diskettes
for each subsystem contain SUBMIT files that link and locate the
subsystems in one step, this manual considers the link and locate
processes together. The following sections discuss the steps in more
detail.

GENERAL SYSTEM LAYOUT
Linking and locating a system is an iterative process. That is, you must
link and locate one first-level job and the offspring jobs, examine the
locate maps to determine the ending address, and use that information to
link and locate the next first-level job and offspring jobs. Therefore,
before you use LINK86 to link the pieces of your system together and
LOC86 to assign absolute memory addresses, you must decide where in
memory to start locating the pieces, and in which order to locate them.
The following sections discuss the various factors that you must consider
when laying out your system.
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NOTE
This manual assumes that you link each
first-level job together with its
offspring jobs to produce a single link
module, referred to as the first-level
job, which you then locate at an
absolute address. If you do not link
your jobs together, you should follow
the same locate procedure outlined in
this chapter, but locate every job, not
just the first-level jobs.

SYSTEM TYPE
At first, when creating an initial test system, you should locate all of
your modules in RAM. This allows you to layout the system on a
job-by-job basis. You can locate all segments associated with one job
(code segments, data segments, etc.) sequentially in RAM and locate all
segments of the next job following the first.
Later, if you locate a final ROM/RAM system, you must locate the system
by class, not by job. You must locate the code classes from all of the
jobs at ROM addresses, and the data, stack, and memory classes at RAM
addresses. Chapter 5 describes locating a ROM/RAM system. For now,
however, layout your system on a job-by-job basis, totally in RAM.

HIGH AND LOW LOCATION OF MODULES
You can locate the system either high or low in memory. When locating
high in memory, assign the first module to the numerically largest
absolute memory locations and the succeeding modules to numerically
smaller locations. When locating low in memory, assign the first module
to the numerically smallest memory locations and the succeeding modules
to numerically larger locations. This manual assumes low location of
modules because it is the easiest method to use with the iterative link
and locate process that this chapter describes.

MODULE ORDER
The order in which you layout your modules in memory should depend on
the relative stability of the modules. You must later create a system
configuration file that contains addresses of various parts of your
system. If you can keep the stable portions of your system located at
constant addresses, you can minimize modifications to the system
configuration file.
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Although you can change the sizes of the Nucleus and the subsystems by
reconfiguring them, it is likely that their sizes will remain constant
during your development cycle. Therefore, locate these modules first.
Locate any of your application jobs that are subject to change later in
memory, so that their size fluctuations do not necessitate changing the
addresses of the other modules. In general, layout your system as shown
in Figure 4-1.

••
•
APPLICATION FIRST-LEVEL
JOBS

ROOT JOB

OPTIONAL SUBSYSTEM
FIRST -LEVEL JOBS

NUCLEUS
LOW RAM ADDRESSES

Figure 4-1.

General System Layout

Notice that Figure 4-1 illustrates locating the root job. Later sections
of this chapter discuss the root job. For now, just note its position in
the system layout.
As you continue to test and debug your system, you may wish to create a
fairly stable system with just a few user jobs and use that system as a
base on which to build, testing and debugging each new job you add before
adding others. If so, use the layout shown in Figure 4-1 for your first
system and locate any new jobs you add at the end, where there is space
available for them to grow during the debugging period.

PREPARING A MEMORY MAP
After you have decided in general how to layout your system, prepare a
memory map to indicate this. Figure 4-2 is a worksheet that you can use
for this. To prepare a memory map, do the following:
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1.

In the right column of the worksheet, record the highest RAM
address in your system:. Notice that addresses corresponding to
the beginning and end of the interrupt vector and reset vector
have already been recorded. If you intend to use the iSBC 957A
package to load your system into the iSBC 86/12A,reserve the
locations 40:0 through 6F:F for the iSBC 957A monitor.

2.

In the center column of the worksheet, list the modules in the
order you wish to locate them, one to a line, with the first
module (the Nucleus) closest to the bottom of the worksheet.

3.

In the right column, on the same line as the first module, record
the lowest available RAM address. Use this value when locating
the first module.

After you have made this map, use it during the link and locate procedure
to condense the important information from the locate maps. You can use
it to record the starting and ending locations of the modules, as well as
other important information, such as entry points and data segment bases.
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iRMX
Configuration file name:
Start address/
Data segment base

86~

SYSTEM MEMORY MAP WORKSHEET

----~------------------------------------------

Module

Length

Absolute
Address
FFFF:F

(reserved)
reset vector
FFFF:O

'"
"-

"-

"""-

"
40:0

Interrupt vector
0:0

Figure 4-2.

System Memory Map
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Example:
This example shows how to prepare a memory map worksheet for a sample
system. The sample system has the following characteristics:
•

128K of contiguous RAM exists in the system.
RAM.address is 1FFF:F.

Thus the highest

•

The system consists of four modules: the Nucleus, the Debugger, a
first-level application job, and the root job.

•

The iSBC 957A package is going to be used to load the system into
memory. Therefore, the lowest available address is 70:0. This
system starts with 1CO:0 as the first address to allow for future
inclusion of the Bootstrap Loader (although if you are going to
use the Bootstrap Loader with a device similar to to an iSBC 215
device, you should allow more room and start at 200:0).

Figure 4-3 shows a prepared memory map for this system. When the modules
are located, actual addresses can be recorded on this worksheet.
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iRMX 86 m SYSTEM MEMORY MAP WORKSHEET
Configuration file name:

------------------------------------------------

Start _ddress/
Data segment base

Module

Length

Absolute
Address
FFFF:F

(reserved)
reset vector
FFFF:O
lFFF:F
Highest RAM address

/

~

Application Job

~
~

,,/
~

<

Root Job

~

II Debugger

/

Nucleus

lCO:O
~
~

40:0

I Interrupt vector

~

i

/'

Figure 4-3.

Example Memory Map Worksheet
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LINK AND LOCATE THE SUBSYSTEMS AND APPLICATION JOBS
After you have laid out your system, you can begin the iterative process
of linking and locating your system. The following sections discuss this
process. The first two sections discuss the procedures used to link and
locate individual subsystems and application jobs. The third section
describes how you must combine these individual link and locate processes
and put together the entire application system.

LINKING AND LOCATING THE SUBSYSTEMS
The release diskette for each subsystem contains a SUBMIT file that
assembles the subsystem's configuration files, links the necessary
modules together, and locates the subsystem at an absolute address.
These SUBMIT files can be run on a Series II Microcomputer Development
System. Chapters 6 through 11 identify the SUBMIT files for each
subsystem and describe their parameters. This section provides an
overview of the general process, describes some restrictions that you
must adhere to in order to use the SUBMIT files as released, and
describes the modifications you must make to the SUBMIT files if you run
them on a Series III Microcomputer Development System.

Overview

I

Figure 4-4 illustrates the procedure that most of the subsystem SUBMIT
files follow in order to produce linked and located subsystems. This
procedure includes assembling (or compiling) the subsystem configuration
file or files, linking the object files together with the subsystem
library or libraries (which contain the actual code for the subsystem)
and any necessary interface libraries, and locating the resulting link
module at absolute addresses. You can examine the individual SUBMIT
files to determine the commands used, if you wish. However, after you
have modified your subsystem configuration files to reflect your desired
system, prepared the diskettes correctly, and placed them in the proper
Series II development system disk drives, you need only use the ISIS-II
SUBMIT command to run the SUBMIT files. (If you use a Series III
development system, you will have to make additional modifications to the
SUBMIT files in order to take advantage of the Series III capabilities.)
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SUBSYSTEM
CONFIGURATION
FILE(S)

ASM86
OR
PLM86

I
CONFIGURATION
OBJECT FILE(S)

SUBSYSTEM
LIBRARY OR
LIBRARIES

INTERFACE LIBRARIES
(EXCEPT FOR NUCLEUS)

I

I
LINK 86

LOC86

Figure 4-4.

Subsystem SUBMIT File Procedure

Preparing Diskettes
When you configure individual subsystems, you should never make
modifications to the actual release diskettes. If you want to change any
of the files on the release diskettes, such as the subsystem
. configuration files (named file.A86 or file.P86) or the SUBMIT files
(named file.CSD), copy these files to another diskette first.
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Placing Diskettes in the Proper Drives
In order to use the subsystem SUBMIT files as ~hey are released, you must
place your diskettes in the proper drives of the INTELLEC development
system. All subsystem SUBMIT files assume that you have a four drive
development system and that you have placed diskettes in the drives as
follows:
FO

A system disk containing LINK86, LOC86, ASM86 (version 3.0),
and/or PLM86, as well as COPY, DELETE, and SUBMIT.

F1

A diskette on which you should place any modified versions of
configuration files and copies of all SUBMIT files. The
SUBMIT files also write the located code for the subsystems
to this diskette. If you need to make changes to any file on
a release diskette, you should first copy it from the release
diskette to this diskette and then make the changes. If you
copy a configuration file to this diskette and make changes
to it, you will also have to make changes to its associated
SUBMIT file to correct the drive number for the configuration
file. You should copy all SUBMIT files to this diskette
before entering the SUBMIT command, so that you can leave
your release diskettes in a write-protected state.

F2

The subsystem release diskette. The SUBMIT file reads
libraries and INCLUDE files from this diskette, but does not
modify the diskette in any way.

F3

A temporary and listing diskette. The SUBMIT file writes all
intermediate files (such as link files) to this diskette and
deletes them when it no longer needs them. It also writes
all listing files, link maps,and locate maps to this
diskette.

If you do not have a four-drive development system, or if your drives are
set up with different disk mnemonics, you must modify the subsystem
SUBMIT files and the subsystem configuration files to accomodate this.

Using a Series III Development System
If you use a Series III Microcomputer Development System in your
configuration process, your versions of PLM86, ASM86, LINK86; and LOC86
run under 8086 execution mode. Thus you will have to modify the
configuration files and SUBMIT files in order to make them run correctly
on your development system. Use the follOWing guidelines when making
these modifications.
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Guidelines for Configuration Files
•

Ensure that each assembly language configuration file (a file
whose name is of the form "file.A86") contains the NAME
directive. This directive has the form:
NAME

modname

where modname is the name of your module. The one restriction on
modname is that it must be different from all other modname
values in the linked system. Place this NAME directive at the
beginning of the file. Refer to the 8086/8087/8088 MACRO
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE REFERENCE MANUAL FOR 8086-BASED DEVELOPMENT
SYSTEMS for more information concerning the NAME directive.

Guidelines for SUBMIT Files
•

For each SUBMIT file (files whose names are of the form
"file.CSD"), add RUN before each ASM86, PLM86 , LINK86 , and LOC86
command or put a RUN/EXIT pair around every set of ASM86, PLM86 ,
LINK86, and LOC86 commands. Refer to the INTELLEC SERIES III
MICROCOMPUTER DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM CONSOLE OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
for more information about the RUN and EXIT commands.

•

Add the NOINITCODE control to every LOC86 command in your SUBMIT
files. Refer to the iAPX 86,88 FAMILY UTILITIES USER'S GUIDE FOR
8086-BASED DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS for more information about this
control.

•

Remove the DATE control from every ASM86 and PLM86 statement. In
most cases, this means that you will also be removing one of the
formal parameters from the SUBMIT file. Therefore, when you
invoke the SUBMIT file, do not specify the date parameter, but
include the comma (,) as a placeholder.

•

Remove the MACRO control from the ASM86 statements in all SUBMIT
files.

LINKING AND LOCATING APPLICATION JOBS
The most common method of linking and locating your application jobs is
to link the first-level job together with every job ultimately created by
that first-level job and one or more interface libraries. You must then
locate this module at an absolute address. Figure 4~5 illustrates this
link and locate procedure.
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FIRST-LEVEL JOB
OBJECT CODE

OFFSPRING JOB
OBJECT CODE

INTERFACE
LIBRARY

••
•

••
•

OFFSPRING JOB
OBJECT CODE

INTERFACE
LIBRARY

L1NK86

LOC86

Figure 4-5.

Application Job Link and Locate Procedure

If you do not link your first-level jobs together with their offspring
jobs, you should link and locate the offspring jobs first. By doing
this, you can obtain the absolute starting locations of the offspring
tasks from the locate maps and specify these values in the CREATE$JOB and
CREATE$TASK calls of their parent tasks before compiling the parents.
The following sections describe the individual link and locate commands
in more detail, and describe the interface libraries. The guidelines
discussed in the "Using a Series III Development System" section of this
chapter also apply to these link and locate commands.
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Linking Application Jobs
The LINK86 command is used to link your application jobs. This command
is described in detail in the appropriate iAPX 86,88 FAMILY UTILITIES
USER'S GUIDE. However, the format of the LINK86 command that you must
enter is:
LINK86
:fx:app job.obj,
:fx: interface. llb
TO
:fx:app_job.lnk

&
&
&

MAP

PRINT(:fx:app_job.mp1)

where:
fx

The appropriate disk mnemonic, indicating where the
file resides.
Object code for your application job. You do not need
to provide this code on one file; you can link in
several files or libraries at this point.

interface. lib

Interface libraries for the subsystems that your jobs
make use of. You may have to link in several
libraries at this point. These interface libraries
are described in later paragraphs of this section.

app_job.lnk

Name of the file in which LINK86 places the module
containing your linked application code. Use this
file as the input file when locating your application
job.

app_job.mp1

Name of the file in which LINK86 writes the link map
for the application job.

During the link process, you must link in a number of interface
libraries. These libraries contain the routines that satisfy external
references to system calls that you make in your application code. The
number and names of the libraries that you must link in with your
application code depend on which subsystems your jobs use and which model
of PL/M-86 computation the jobs were compiled under. Table 4-1 shows the
correlation between subsystems, models of computation, and interface
libraries. Specify these libraries as the last modules in the LINK86
input list so that they can satisfy references from all linked modules.
Notice that no library exists for the small model of PL/M-86 computation;
the iRMX 86 Operating System does not support applications compiled in
small.
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Table 4-1.

Interface Libraries as a Function of PL/M-86
Models and Subsystems

COMPACT

I

LARGE OR MEDIUM

Nucleus

RPIFC.LIB

RPIFL.LIB

Basic I/O System

IPIFC.LIB

IPIFL.LIB

Application Loader

LPIFC.LIB

LPIFL.LIB

Extended I/O System

EPIFC.LIB

EPIFL.LIB

Human Interface

HPIFC.LIB

HPIFL.LIB

Locating Application Jobs
After you have used LINK86 to generate a link module for your application
job, you must use LOC86 to bind this link module to absolute addresses.
The appropriate iAPX 86,88 FAMILY UTILITIES USER'S GUIDE contains
specific instructions on the use of the LOC86 command.
Since you are laying out your test system by job rather than by class,
use a combination of the ORDER and ADDRESSES controls on LOC86 to
simplify the location process. Use the ORDER control to declare the
order in which the classes of the job are to be located. Then declare
the absolute address of the code class with the ADDRESSES control. LOC86
automatically locates the rest of the classes following the code class.
If you do this, a call to LOC86 appears similar to the following:
LOC86

input file TO output file
ORDER-(CLASSES (CODE,DATA, STACK, MEMORY»
SEGSIZE (STACK (stack size»
ADDRESSES (CLASSES (CODE (absolute address»)
MAP PRINT (map file)
OBJECTCONTROLS (NOLINES,NOCOMMENTS,NOPUBLICS,
NOSYMBOLS)

&
&

&
&
&
&

where:
Name of link file produced previously by LINK86.
Name of the file in which LOC86 writes the absolute
module.
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stack size

Size of this job's stack. Use this control for
those jobs requiring a statically allocated stack.
A stack is statically allocated if you, and not the
Operating System, specify a stack location and
size. A minimum value of 200H should be specified,
if this control is required; otherwise specify
zero. It is recommended that you specify zero for
this parameter and let the Nucleus dynamically
allocate a stack whenever possible. This depends,
however, on the model of PL/M-86 computation that
you used when compiling your code. With
dynamically allocated stacks, you specify the stack
size in the %JOB macro call. Refer to the "%JOB
Macro" section of this chapter for further
information.

absolute address

Absolute starting location of the code segment of
the job. You can obtain this address by examining
the locate map of the previously located module.
Refer to the next section of this chapter for
further information about determining absolute
addresses.

map_file

Name of the file in which LOC86 writes the locate
map. Always generate the locate map. You need it
in order to determine where to locate the next
module. It also contains information that you need
in order to generate the configuration file (as
described in the "Build the Configuration File"
section of this chapter).

Use this form of the LOC86 command to locate each application job.

THE ITERATIVE LINK AND LOCATE PROCESS
As mentioned before, the link and locate process is an iterative
process. You must link and locate one job, examine its locate map to
determine its ending address, and use that information to link and locate
the next job. This process can be broken down into the following steps:
1.

Link and locate the Nucleus first by submitting the NUCLUS.CSD
SUBMIT file (described in Chapter 6). A parameter to this SUBMIT
file is used to assign the Nucleus to absolute memory locations.
Specify the lowest available memory locations for the Nucleus
(lCOO or 2000, depending on the type of device, if you are using
the Bootstrap Loader to load your system into memory; 800 if you
are using the iSBC 957A package; or 400 otherwise).

2.

Determine the ending address of the Nucleus from the locate map
generated by LOC86. Record this value in the memory map.
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3.

Using the next available address as input to a subsystem SUBMIT
file (described in Chapters 7 through 13), link and locate the
next subsystem.

4.

Determine the starting and ending addresses ·from the locate map.
Record these values in the memory map. Also record the entry
point address and data segment base in the. leftmost column. You
will use these values later when creating the configuration file.

5.

Go back to step 3 and continue until you have linked and located
all of the subsystems.

6.

Use the next available address as the starting address for the
root job. You do not have to link or locate the root job at this
point. Instead, assume a length of 600H bytes for it and leave
that amount of space. (This length is adequate for an
application system with approximately 20 first-level jobs. If
your system contains more than 20 first-level jobs, you should
allow more space for the root job.) Record the starting and
ending addresses on the memory map.

7.

Using the next available address as input to the ADDRESSES
control of the LOC86 command, link and locate the first
application job.

8.

Determine the starting address, the ending address, the entry
point address, and the data segment base from the locate map and
record these values in the memory map.

9.

Instead of using the next available address as input to the
ADDRESSES control, leave some space between application jobs so
that these jobs can grow during the debugging process, if
needed. Use your own judgement as to how much space to leave,
but if you are unsure, leave approximately 1K bytes for growth.
Add this padding factor to the ending address of the previously
located module and record that figure as the starting address of
the next module.

10.

Using the starting address recorded on the memory map as input to
the ADDRESSES control of LOG86, link and locate the next
application job.

11.

Go back to step 8 and continue until you have located all
application jobs.

After you perform this procedure once, you can create an additional
SUBMIT file to locate all of the modules at once. This procedure can
contain LINK86 commands for those jobs that may have to be relinked. The
padding factors that you included when assigning memory locations allow
the modules to grow during the debugging process without affecting the
LOC86 commands used to locate them.
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NOTE
The locate map for the Nucleus always
contains a warning message similar to
the one shown in the following
example. This is a normal message for
the Nucleus. It does not indicate
errors in the LOC86 command.
Example:
This example assembles the Nucleus configuration file, links and locates
the full Nucleus, and records values from the locate map in the memory
map worksheet. It makes the following assumptions about the system:
•

Disk drive FO on the INTELLEC Series II Development System is a
system disk containing LOC86.

•

Disk drive Fl contains the user's configuration diskette. This
diskette contains a copy of the Nucleus SUBMIT file NUCLUS.CSD.

•

Disk drive F2 contains the Nucleus release diskette.

•

Disk drive F3 contains a diskette on which the SUBMIT file can
place temporary and intermediate files.

•

The Nucleus is going to be located at address 1COOH.

The following command calls a SUBMIT file to assemble the Nucleus
configuration file and link and locate the Nucleus. Refer to Chapter 6
for a complete description of the SUBMIT file.
SUBMIT

:F1:NUCLUS(04-01-81, 1COOH)

The located object module is written to file NUCLUS on drive F1 and the
locate map to file NUCLUS.MP2 on drive F3. Figure 4-6 shows a part of
this locate map. This map should be viewed as an example only. It may
differ from the one generated when you locate the Nucleus.
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ISIS-II MCS-Sb

LnCAT~R,

VI.) INVOKED BY:
&

LOC86

TO :fl:nuclus
MAP PkINT(:f3:nucluS.ffiP21
NOLINES NOCOMMFNTS NOSYMBOLS
:f3:nuclus.l~K

5EGSIl~(staCk(O))

&
&
&
&
&

ORDEF(classes(code, datal)
ADDRESSES(classes(corie(OlCOOH)l)
WARNIN~ ?6:
uECR~A~ING glZ~ OF SEGM~NT
SEGMENT: Sl'ACK
SyMBOL TABf,E OF MODULE N8EGIN

READ FROM FILE :F3:NUCLUS.LNK
WRITTEN TO FILF :f1:NUCLUS
BAS~

BAse;

01COH

OOOOH

MEMORY MAP UP
READ

~1ROM

PUB

~REGIN

~ODUtE

F' 1. r"d~

OFFS~T

NBE~lN

: F.3: NUCI",LJ5. t.NK

WRIl'TE.;N TO fILF.

: fo'1: NUCLUS

SEGMENT MAP

S'fART
OOOOOli

01COOH
07A7AH
01A94H
07A9EH
01AB2H
07ABAH
01AC2t1
07ACCH
07ADAH
07AF4H
07AfAH
0'lB2AH
07BlOH
07842H
07B54H
07866ri
07B6F'H

~Tnp

LFNGl'H

ALIGN NAME

003F'f'H
07A79H
07A93B
Q7A9l)J1
07ARIH

0400H
5E7AH
OOtAH
OOOAH

A
W
W
W

0014H

W

07AR~H

OQ08H

07AC1H
07AC'SH
O'7AD9f-'
O'7AF'3H

OQOSH
OOOAH

W
W
W
W

OOOEH
001 Alt

w

(ABSOLUTE)
CODE
08J_~EG

TASK_SF.G
MB_SEG

COOl""

CODE

R£G_SEG

CODe:

FS_SEG

CODE
CODr
CODE
COuE
CODE
CODE

TNT_SEC:

OOOoH

'.4

EXC~:P_S£G

w

VALrn_5EG

QOOSH

W
W
W
W

07ti6~,",

0OO9H

07b7dH

oonAH

W
W
G
W

07B7Art

07b7A~

01B7AH
07B7CH
07Df'Ori

07878H
07DP,3H
O'7DF6H

OOOOH
0OO2J.f
026ijH
OOOey

07DFCH

07EF8H

0100H

Figure 4-6.

PIC_CNF_~EG

_IMR_PORT
_EOI_pnKT
_ISR_RF.AD_POR'l'
_t>IC_INt"O

B
B
W

cnDE
CODE
CODE

TIM~R_CNF_SEG

CODE

('SFG
SLAVF:_SEG

CODE

DATA

READYLISTkOOT_
-DATA
K5TACK

Example Nucleus Locate Map
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cnDE

SEM_SEC;

0030H

0012Y

COUE

cnDE

07A~9H

0012J.f

CODE

\JOB_St:G

O'7b29H
07ti2t:H
07B41H
07853H
07B65H

0012f-t

CLASS

COtJF.
DATA
DATA

DATA

TYPE SYMBUL
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07FOOH

01FOOH

OOOEH

G

OEIJAYL I STROUT_
-DATA

DATA

()IF'10H
07'70H
O'lF80h
01F90H
07F'AOl1
07FBOH
07FCOH
07FDOH
01FEOri

07F'61 H
07f7FH
01f"SfH
071"9fH

OOS2H
0010H
0010H

IDIJlTASK_uArA

DATA

INTVEC_kEG_SEG
EAT_REG_SEG

O,.:r A

07~AfH

0010H

07fo'f'FH
07fCfH
07t"OFH
07fEFH

0010H
Ovl0H
0010H
001.0H

G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
r,

OOtOH

JUA_REG_SE~

SE"1_REG_St:.G
~AIL_RF.:G_~gG

DATA

DATA
DATA
DATA

Ou_kEG_SFG
POnL_REG_SF:G

DATA

DEIJE T 1 ON_k F.G_S

DATA

DATA

-EG

01F'F'OH
08000H

0010H

G

??St:G

OOOOl-t

G
G
W

LIB_R1_PUB
LIB_87_1Nl'l'
STACK

STACK

G

ISTACK

STACK

W

Mr..MURY

1'4F':r-10kY

08004h

07FF'£i'H
08000H
08003H
OBOO4H

08010H

OB1~BH

0OO4H
OOOOH
012CH

Oij13CH

0813CH

00004

O~OOOli

GROUP MAP
ADDRESS
01Q70H

GPunp OR
DGROUP

SEG~rNT

~AME

OATA
RE~nYLISTPOnf_DATA

KSTACK

DELAtLlSfPOOT_DAfA
lOLETASK_DATA
IS'l'ACI<

INTVEC_Rt::G_SEG
£xrr_KFG_5f.G

Jnb_KFG_SEG
SFM_KEG_SEG
Mr.IL_PEG_SE.G
UD_REG_SEG
POUT.,_R ~G_SEC:

OlCOOH

UELETluN_REG_SEG
CGRnUp
CGDF
UBJ_SFG
JOB_SFG
'IA~K_St:G

MR_SI!;G

SFM_SFG
RF:(;_SF,'G
fS_SI:;G

INl'_SFG

EXCFP_SF.(.i
VALIu_SF~

Figure 4-6.

Example Nucleus Locate Map (continued)
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PIC_CNf_.sEG
_IMR_PORl'
_FOT _POR'!'

_rSR_READ_POHT

_PI~_TNFO

\.

TJM~H_CNf_SEG
c~£r,

STJAVE_SEG

Figure 4-6.

Example Nucleus Locate Map (continued)

Notice the warning message contained on the locate map.
message that always occurs when you locate the Nucleus.
alarmed by it. It does not indicate an error.

This is a normal
Do not be

As you can see from arrow A in Figure 4-6, the next available memory
location is 8DF:O. The last location used by the Nucleus is 8DE:F. The
memory map shown in Figure 4-7 contains these values.
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iRMX
Configuration file name:
Start address/
Data segment base

86~

SYSTEM MEMORY MAP WORKSHEET

------------------------------------------------Module

Length

Absolute
Address
FFFF:F

(reserved)
reset vector
FFFF:O
1FFF:F
Highest RAM address

Application Job

Root Job

Debugger
8DF:O

8DE:F
Nucleus
1CO:O

40:0
Interrupt vector

0:0

Figure 4-7.

Entering the Nucleus End Address on the Memory Map
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BUILD THE CONFIGURATION FILE
After you have created the memory map and located the jobs, you are ready
to build the system configuration file or modify one of the existing
files provided on the subsystem release diskettes. The system
configuration file is an assembly language source file which must
describe each first-level job, the system address blocks, and the system
as a whole. The file must provide this information in the form of macro
calls. The macros used in the configuration file are:
%JOB
%SAB
%SYSTEM
These macros are described individually in the remainder of this
section. However, the following instructions apply to the configuration
file as a whole and to all of the macros.
•

In addition to placing macros in your system configuration file,
you must also include two other statements. The first statement
in your system configuration file must be an $INCLUDE statement
to include the file CTABLE.MAC in the assembly of your
configuration file. CTABLE.MAC is on the Nucleus release
diskette and contains the definitions of the macros used in the
remainder of the configuration file. The format of this
statement is:
$INCLUDE (:fx:CTABLE.MAC)
where fx is the identifier of the drive containing the Nucleus
release diskette.
The last statement in your configuration file must be the END
statement. The format of this statement is:

END
•

You can include space characters anywhere within your macro
calls, in order to provide a more readable configuration file.
Space characters consist of blank spaces.

•

You can spread your macro calls over several lines (such as
placing one parameter on a line) if you specify the comment macro
(%') on each line that is continued. An example of this is:
%SAB (05000,
OFFFF,

%' start base
%' end base

U)

You must use these comment macros in order to exclude the
carriage return and line feed characters from being processed by
the assembler.
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•

For certain parameters you must specify a value of type addr,
offset, or base. These are described as follows:
addr

An absolute address in the form base:offset.

base

An absolute paragraph address.

offset

A value which is offset from the specified base.

You must supply these values exactly as they appear on the locate map
produced by LOC86. The required radix for each of these values is
hexadecimal. Therefore, do not include the suffix H when specifying
a value. For other parameter types (such as byte or word), you must
explicitly specify a radix, with decimal the assumed default.

%JOB MACRO
The %JOB macro is used to specify parameters for first-level jobs. You
must specify one %JOB macro for each optional subsystem first-level job
and each application first-level job. Figure 4-8 contains the format of
the %JOB macro. It is a worksheet that you can use to prepare the macro
calls. The values in parentheses are suggested values. Use these
suggested values for noncritical parameters.
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Macro call:

JOB (defines first-level jobs)

Number of calls required:

one for each first-level job

CONFIGURATION FILE NAME:

FORMAT:

parameter

type

%JOB (directory_size,
pool_min,
pool_max,
max_objects,
max_tasks,
max_task_priority,
exception_handIer_entry,
exception_handIer_mode,
job_flags,
init_task_priority,
init_task_entry,
data segment base,
stack_pointer,
stack size,
task_flags)

word
word
word
word
word
byte
addr
byte
word
byte
addr
base
addr
word
word

suggested
default

value

(0)
(OFFFFH)
(OFFFFH)
(OFFFFH)
(0)
(0:0)
(1)

(0)
(0)
(0)
(0:0)
(512)

(0)

NOTES:
1.

Type addr is specified as base:offset.

2.

Types addr and base must be entered as hexadecimal numbers
without the suffix H. Types word and byte default to decimal,
but will accept all radix suffixes.

Figure 4-8.

%JOB Macro Worksheet
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As you can see from Figure 4-8, the format of the %JOB macro is almost
the same as the format of the CREATE$JOB system call described in the
iRMX 86 NUCLEUS REFERENCE MANUAL. The only difference between the two is
that the %JOB macro omits the param$obj parameter and includes the
exception handler entry and exception handler mode parameters in line,
rather th;n as a pointer to a structure containing this data. The other
parameters are the same. For completeness, a short description of each
of the parameters of the %JOB macro follows. For more detailed
information, refer to the description of the CREATE$JOB system call in
the iRMX 86 NUCLEUS REFERENCE MANUAL.
directory_size

Maximum allowable number of entries
in this job's object directory. A value of
zero indicates that no directory is to be
created. The maximum value for this
parameter is OFFOH.

pool_min

Minimum allowable size of the job's memory
pool, in 16-byte paragraphs.

pool_max

Maximum allowable size of the job's memory
pool, in 16-byte paragraphs.

max_objects

Maximum number of objects that can exist
simultaneously in the job. A value of
OFFFFH indicates unlimited objects.

max tasks

Maximum number of tasks that can exist
simultaneously in the job. A value of
OFFFFH indicates unlimited tasks.

max_task_priority

Maximum allowable priority of tasks in the
job. Specify a value in the range 0 to 255
decimal. A value of zero indicates that the
priority of the root task is the maximum
allowable.

exception_handIer_entry

Pointer to the start address of the job's
exception handler. A value of 0:0 indicates
that the job uses the exception handler
specified in the %SYSTEM macro (described
later in this chapter).

exception_handIer_mode

Encoded indication of the job's exception
mode. Values are interpreted as follows:
value

o
1
2

3

Pass control to
exception handler
Never
On programming error conditions only
On environmental conditions only
On all exceptional conditions
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Information that the Nucleus needs to create
and maintain the job. Bits in this word are
interpreted as follows:
bit

15-2
1

meaning
Reserved.
If set to 0, the Nucleus validates
parameters for all system calls made
by tasks in this job or its
offspring. Refer to the "Parameter
Validation" section of Chapter 6 for a
further discussion of parameter
validation.
If set to 1, the Nucleus does not
validate parameters for tasks in this
job.

o

Reserved.

Priority of this job's initialization task.
A value of zero assigns the initialization
task a priority equal to the max_job_priority
parameter.·
Entry point of this job's initialization task.
data~segment_base

Base value of the initialization task's data
segment. A value of zero indicates that the
task itself assigns the data segment.

stack_pointer

Address of the initialization task's stack.
A value of 0:0 causes the Nucleus to allocate
a stack segment to the task and initialize
the SS register to the base address of this
segment and the SP register to the value of
the stack size parameter. It is recommended
that you specify 0:0 for this parameter.
This permits dynamic stack allocation and
deallocation.

stack size

Size in bytes of the initialization task's
stack segment. Specify 200H as a minimum
value for this parameter. You must enter a
value for this parameter even if the job uses
dynamically allocated stacks.
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task~lags

Information that the Nucleus needs to create
and maintain the job's initial task. Bits in
this word are interpreted as follows:
bit

meaning

15-1

Reserved bits which should be set to
zero.

o

If one, the initial task contains
floating-point instructions which
require the 8087 NDP for 'execution.
If zero, the initial task contains no
floating point instructions.

For jour PL/M-86 jobs, the parameters that you must specify for each %JOB
macro depend on the PL/M-86 size control. The following sections outline
the differences with references to the appropriate %JOB macro parameters.

Data Segment Allocation
PL/M-86 large model procedures. Large model procedures have statically
allocated data segments. However, you do not have to specify data
segment values because the PL/M-86 compiler generates code that
automatically initializes the data segment (DS) register for each
procedure when that procedure begins executing. Therefore, for large
model procedures, set the data_segment_base parameter to zero.
PL/M-86 medium and compact model procedures. These procedures also have
statically allocated data segments. However, the compiler does not
automatically initialize the data segment register for medium and compact
models of computation. Therefore, if you compile a procedure using
either of these models, you must specify the base address of that
module's DGROUP as the data segment parameter of the %JOB macro. Obtain
the base address from the locate map produced by LOC86. (DGROUP includes
the data, stack, and memory segments/classes for the medium model and the
data segment/class for the compact model. The constant segment/class is
included in CGROUP if the ROM compiler control is used.)

Stack Allocation
PL/M-86 large and compact models. The Operating System must dynamically
allocate stacks for procedures compiled in these models. Thus, you must
specify 0:0 for the stack pointer parameter of the %JOB macro. The
Operating System allocates a stack to the job with a size that you
specify in the stack size parameter of the %JOB macro.
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When you use LOC86 to locate these procedures, you must use the SEGSIZE(
STACK(O» control. Refer to "The Locating Application Jobs" section of
this chapter for further information about this control.
PL/M-86 medium models. Procedures compiled using the medium. model
require statically allocated stacks. Thus, for these procedures, you
must specify the address of the stack in the stack pointer parameter of
the %JOB macro. Use the value indicated in the locate map when
specifying this parameter. You should also specify the size of the stack
in the stack size parameter of the %JOB macro. Use the same size as you
specified in-the SEGSIZE( STACK( ••• ) control of the LOC86 command.
Refer to "The Locating Application Jobs" section of this chapter for
further information concerning the LOC86 command.

%SAB MACRO

I

The %SAB macro declares the size and location of each system address
block. A system address block is an area of addressable memory not
available as dynamically reusable memory. This includes ROM, nonexistent
memory, and RAM reserved for jobs. The Nucleus needs to know where these
reserved areas are so that it does not reassign them. Look at the memory
map worksheet that you filled out for your system and use %SAB macro
calls to reserve all memory needed for the Nucleus, subsystems,
application jobs, interrupt vector, reset vector, iSBC 957A workspace,
and ROM.
The format of the %SAB macro is shown in Figure 4-9. This figure is a
worksheet that you can use to prepare the macro calls.
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Macro call:

SAB (for system address blocks)

Number of calls required:

one or more

CONFIGURATION FILE NAME:

FORMAT:
suggested
default

parameter
%SAB

(start_base,
end base,
type)

base
base
see note

value

u

1

-------------------------------------------------------------------------%SAB

(start base,
end base,
type)

base
base
see note

u

1

-------------------------------------------------------------------------%SAB

(start base,
end base,
type)

base
base
see note

u

1

NOTES:
1.

The type parameter is reserved for future use.
character U for this parameter.

2.

A SAB is declared between start_base:O and end_base:F,
inclusive.

3.

Types addr and base must be entered as hexadecimal numbers
without the suffix H. Types word and byte default to decimal
but will accept all radix suffixes.

Figure 4-9.

%SAB Macro Worksheet
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The parameter of the %SAB macro are described as follows:
start base

A base value that defines the beginning of the
SAB. The starting address of the SAB is
interpreted as start_base:O.

end base

A base value that defines the end of the SAB.
end address of the SAB is interpreted as
end base:F.

type

Reserved for future use.
for this parameter.

The

Enter the character U

When placing %SAB macro calls in the system configuration file, you must
observe the following guidelines:

I

•

You must order your %SAB macro calls by the start addresses of
the memory that they declare (from smallest to largest).

•

You must declare the interrupt vector as a system address block
with a %SAB call.

•

You must make %SAB calls for all ROM in your system.

•

You must not overlap system address blocks (that is, %SAB macro
calls must declare discrete areas of memory).

•

Each block of memory not declared with a %SAB macro call must be
at least (minimum transfer size +48 decimal bytes) in length.
Refer to the "%SYSTEM Macro" section of this chapter for a
description of the minimum transfer size.

•

The first block of memory not declared with a %SAB macro call
must be at least 160 decimal bytes long.

%SYSTEM MACRO
The %SYSTEM macro is used to declare parameters that affect the system as
a whole. You must declare exactly one %SYSTEM macro for your entire
system and place it immediately prior to the END statement in the system
configuration file. Figure 4-10 contains the format of the %SYSTEM
macro. This figure is a worksheet. that you can use to prepare the macro
call. The values in parentheses are suggested values. Use these
suggested values for noncritical parameters.
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Macro call:

SYSTEM (system parameters)

Number of calls required:
CONFIGURATION FILE NAME

exactly one

-----------------------------------------

FORMAT:
suggested
default

parameter
%SYSTEM

(nucleus_entry,
rod_size,
min trans size,
debugger,-

base
word
word
see note

default_e_h_provided,

see note

value

(30)
(64)
(A)

1
(N)

2

exception_mode)

word

NOTES:
1.

Valid entries for the debugger parameter include:
A
N

2.

Valid entries for the default_e_h_provided parameter include:
Y
D
N

3.

Debugger available
No debugger available

Yes
Debugger
No

Types addr and base must be entered as hexadecimal numbers
without the suffix H. Types word and byte default to
decimal, but will accept all radix suffixes.

Figure 4-10.

%SYSTEM Macro Worksheet
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The parameters of the %SYSTEM macro are described as follows:
nucleus_entry

Base value of the code segment of the Nucleus.
For this parameter, specify the base portion of
the value shown on the Nucleus locate map.

rod size

Maximum number of objects that can be cataloged
in the root object directory.

min trans size

Minimum amount of memory, in 16-byte paragraphs,
that the Nucleus allows to be transferred
between jobs. If your application programs
consistently request memory in larger than
64-paragraph blocks, you should adjust this
parameter to reflect this, in order to cut down
on system overhead involved with transferring
memory. However, do not specify a value much
larger than the amount of memory your programs
ordinarily request or memory fragmentation will
occur, and the additional memory will be wasted.

debugger

Letter that indicates whether or not the
Debugger is available. Possible values include:
A

The Debugger is available.

N

No Debugger is available.

default_e_h_provided Letter that indicates the system default
exception handler. Possible values include:
Y

A user-supplied exception handler is
the system default.

D

The Debugger is the system default
exception handler.

N

No default exception handler is
specified.

If you specifyY for this parameter, you must
create your own exception handler, designate it
to be a public procedure having name RQSYSEX,
and link it to the root job. If you specify D
for this parameter, make sure to include the
Debugger in your system. Even if you include
the Debugger in your system, you do not have to
specify it as the system default exception
handler.
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mode

Encoded indication of the exception handler
mode. Values are interpreted as follows:
value

o
1
2
3

Pass control to
exception handler
Never
On programming error conditions
only
On environmental conditions only
On all exceptional conditions

MACRO PARAMETERS FOR SUBSYSTEMS
Tables 4-2 and 4-3 list parameter values for the %JOB and %SYSTEM calls
which you should use, depending on the subsystems in your application
system. These tables list recommended values. A blank entry in either
of the tables implies that you must determine this value. Notes for
these tables follow the tables.
Notice that Tables 4-2 and 4-3 contain no entries for the Human
Interface. You do not specify a %JOB macro for the Human Interface in
order to include it in your application system. Instead, you must
include the Human Interface as an I/O job during the configuration of the
Extended I/O System. Refer to Chapters 12 and 13 for further information.
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Table 4-2.

Macro

%JOB

Suggested %JOB Values for Optional Subsystems

Parameter

Debugger
Value

Terminal Handler
Value

o

o

directory_size

I/O System
Value

o

8SH

SOOH

OFFFFH

OFFFFH

SOOR

OFFFFH

OFFFFH

OFFFFH

OFFFFH

OFFFFH

OFFFFH

170H (without
NDP support)
178H (with NDP
support)

max tasks

o

o

o

exception_handIer_entry

0:0

0:0

0:0

exception handler mode -

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

128

init task_priority

I

note 1

note 1

data_segment_
base

0

stack_pointer

0:0

0:0

0:0

300H

300H

200H

stack size

o

o

o

(without
NDP support)
1 (with NDP
support)
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Table 4-2.

Macro

%JOB

Suggested %JOB Values for Optional Subsystems
(continued)

Parameter

directory_size

Application
Loader
Value

o

Extended I/O
System
Value

o

20H

180H

20H

180H

50

OFFFFH

5

OFFFFH

o

o

exception_handIer_entry

0:0

0:0

exception_handler mode

o

o

o

o

130

140

note 1

note 1

max tasks

init_task_priority

data segment
base-

o

o

stack_pointer

0:0

0:0

stack size

160

300H

o
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Table 4-3.

Macro

%SYSTEM

Suggested %SYSTEM Values for Optional Subsystems

Parameter

nucleus_entry
rod size

-

min trans size

-

Terminal
Handler
Value

Debugger
Value

-

note 2

note 2

I/O System
Value

note 2

30

30

30

40H

40H

40H

debugger

A

note 3

note 3

default e h
provided--

D

note 3

note 3

mode

3

note 4

note 4

Macro

Parameter

%SYSTEM

nucleus_entry
rod size

Application
Loader
Value

Extended I/O
System
Value

note 2

note 2

30

30

min trans size

40H

40H

debugger

note 3

note 3

default e h
--provided

note 3

note 3

mode

note 4

note 4

-

-

-
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NOTES FOR TABLES 4-2 AND 4-3:
1.

Determine the values of the initialization task entry points from
the absolute address specified as input to LOC86 (or the SUBMIT
file used to locate the subsystem). The base portion of this
address is the base of the entry point. The offset portion of
the entry point is O. Thus the entry points for all subsystems
are of the form "base:O".

2.

Determine this value from the Nucleus locate map.
portion of the code class start address.

3.

These values vary depending on whether you include the Debugger
in your application system.

4.

These values vary depending on which exceptions are to be handled
by the exception handler.

Use the base

CREATING THE CONFIGURATION FILE
After you have filled out all of the necessary %JOB, %SAB, and %SYSTEM
worksheets, use a text editor to build one file containing all of these
macro calls. You can create an entirely new file or use one of the files
available on the release diskettes. Each optional subsystem release
diskette contains an example system configuration file. This file is
named xROOT.A86, where x indicates the subsystem with which it is
associated (for example, IROOT.A86 is contained on the I/O System release
diskette and LROOT.A86 on the Application Loader release diskette). Each
one of these files contains %JOB calls for that particular subsystem and
all other required subsystems, %SAB calls, and a %SYSTEM call. You can
use any of these example system configuration files as your system
configuration file by filling in the absolute addresses, adding %JOB
calls for your application jobs, and modifying the %SAB calls to reflect
your hardware environment.
After you create or modify your system configuration file, write its name
on the macro worksheets, because you must specify this name later, during
the root job generation process.
When creating or modifying your system configuration file, remember the
following things:
•

Place an $INCLUDE statement for the file CTABLE.MAC as the first
statement of the file and the END statement as the last statement
of the file.

•

Enter all of the %JOB, %SAB, and %SYSTEM macro calls into this
file. You can enter them in the same format as shown on the
worksheets if you place comment macros (%') at the end of each
continued line, or you can place the parameters for each macro
calIon a single line. Enter the required %SAB calls for your
system, a %JOB call for each first-level job, and one %SYSTEM
call. Place the %SYSTEM macro call immediately before the END
statement. It must be the last macro call.
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•

It does not matter whether you place %JOB or %SAB calls first in
the file. However, the order in which you enter the individual
%JOB and %SAB calls is important. The %SAB calls must abide by
the order restrictions described in the "%SAB Macro" section of
this chapter. The %JOB call order is important because the root
job initializes jobs in the order that their %JOB calls appear in
the system configuration file. Always place the %JOB calls in
the following order:
1. Subsystem first-level jobs, in the following order:
Terminal Handler and/or Debugger (in any order)
Basic I/O System
Application Loader
Extended I/O System
You can omit the Application Loader and still include the
Extended I/O System. However, if you include the Human
Interface as an I/O job during Extended I/O System
configuration (refer to Chapters 12 and 13), you must
include the Application Loader and place its %JOB macro in
the indicated position.
2. Application first-level jobs
Place the subsystem first-level %JOB calls first so that the
services of the subsystems are available to the remainder of the
first-level jobs when the first-level jobs are initialized.
The order in which you place %JOB calls for your application jobs
depends on the content of these jobs. Any job whose services are
immediately used by other jobs should be initialized before the
other jobs; thus you should place its %JOB call earlier in the
file.

After you have created the configuration file or modified one of the
existing ones, you can go on to the next section and generate the root
job.

GENERATE THE ROOT JOB
In order to generate the root job, you must do three things:
•

Assemble the configuration file

•

Link the root job and its associated modules

•

Locate the root job

The Nucleus release diskette contains a SUBMIT file, CROOT.CSD, which you
can use.to perform all three of these functions. In order to use this
SUBMIT file, you must first prepare your diskettes and place them in the
proper drives as explained in the "Linking and Locating the Subsystems"
section of this chapter. Then you can enter the following command:
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SUBMIT

:fx:CROOT( file, date, loc_addr)

where:
fx

The appropriate disk identifier, indicating the drive
containing CROOT.CSD.

file

Name of the system configuration file. You should not
include a disk identifier or an extension with this
file name. The SUBMIT file assumes that this file
resides on drive Fl and has the extension "A86". The
SUBMIT file places the located root job on drive Fl in
a file of the same name but without the extension and
the link and locate maps on drive F3 in files of the
same name but with extensions "MP1" and "MP2"
respectively. The SUBMIT file also expects file
CROOT.LIB to be available on drive F2.

date

Date on which this configuration takes place.

loc addr

Address at which to locate the root job. Examine the
memory map that you made earlier to determine the
ending address of the last module that you located.
Add a padding factor to that value, if necessary, and
use the sum for the starting address of the root job.
If you want to specify this value as a hexidecimal
number, you must include the suffix H.

I
I

NOTE
If you are providing your own system
exception handler, you must assemble it
and modify CROOT.CSD in order to link
the exception handler in with the root
job. Its declaration must occur just
prior to CROOT.LIB in the LINK86
portion of CROOT.CSD.

LOAD AND TEST THE SYSTEM
After you have located all of your jobs (Nucleus, subsystem jobs,
application jobs, and root job), you are ready to load the system into
RAM and test it. Use the ICE-86 in-circuit emulator or the iSBC 957A
package to load your system from disk into RAM. The procedure for using
ICE-86 is available in the ICE-86 IN-CIRCUIT EMULATOR OPERATING
INSTRUCTIONS FOR ISIS-II USERS. The procedure for using the iSBC 957A
package is described in the iSBC 957A INTELLEC - iSBC 86/12A INTERFACE
AND EXECUTION PACKAGE USER'S MANUAL. When loading into RAM, be sure to
load the root job last, so that its starting address gets correctly
loaded into the code segment (CS) and instruction pointer (IP) registers.
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When you have loaded your system, test it, correct any errors, reassemble
or recompile any appropriate program code, re-link and relocate the
necessary modules, and load the system again with the ICE-86 in-circuit
emulator or the iSBC 957A package. You can continue this procedure
(essentially a subset of the procedures described in this chapter) until
you have created an error-free system. Then you can copy your final
system to iRMX 86-formatted disks and use the Bootstrap Loader to load
your system or you can build a final ROM/RAM-based system.
If you are going to use the Bootstrap Loader, refer to Chapter 11 of this
manual for configuration information. Also refer to the iRMX 86 LOADER
REFERENCE MANUAL for information on how to use the Bootstrap Loader.
If you are going to build a final ROM/RAM-based system, you can, in order
to shorten the load time, burn your fully tested and ~ompletely debugged
jobs into PROM while still testing and developing other jobs in RAM.
Then, each time you reload your system, you need only load the jobs you
are still working on.
Chapter 5 describes the procedures necessary to configure a ROM/RAM
system. In general, it describes how to turn a completely debugged RAM
system into a ROM/RAM system. If you want to burn your jobs into PROM as
you finish testing and debugging them, make sure that all the fully
tested and debugged jobs are configured as described in Chapter 5. The
remaining jobs can be tested in RAM and burned into PROM as they are
completed.
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If you have followed the procedures outlined in Chapters 3 and 4 of this
manual, you should have a fully tested RAM-based iRMX 86 application
system. In order to create the final ROM/RAM system, you should do the
following:
•

Minimize the memory address space requirements of your system by
eliminating the padding factor you used originally when locating
your jobs.

•

Locate your system so that all the ROM-resident segments are
contiguous.

•

Test your final system in RAM first, locate it into ROM/RAM, and
burn the appropriate parts into PROM.

The remainder of this chapter discusses these procedures in more detail.
You should read the entire chapter, however, before modifying your
system. The order in which you perform these procedures depends on your
individual system requirements.

MINIMIZING THE MEMORY ADDRESS SPACE
When you originally located your first-level application jobs, you
included padding factors in the calculations used to determine starting
addresses of succeeding jobs. The additional space allocated with the
padding factors allowed you to make small changes in your programs that
increased their sizes without changing the LOC86 commands used to locate
them. The modules, despite increasing in size, did not overlap each
other. In your final ROM/RAM system, you have already debugged all of
your programs; their sizes are fixed. So now you can eliminate any extra
space existing between modules, if you desire. You also estimated the
size of the root job and included this estimate in the %SAB macro call.
You can now make a much better estimate of the size of the root job and
modify your %SAB macro call to indicate this.
Follow the procedures outlined in the "Locate the Jobs" section of
Chapter 4 to locate your application first-level jobs again. This time,
however, leave out the padding factors between jobs. Then modify the
configuration file by changing the %SAB and %JOB macro calls as follows:
•

Change the %JOB macro call for each application first-level job
to reflect the new location of the job.

•

Change the %SAB macro calls to reflect the smaller size of
reserved memory.
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•

Also change the %SAB macro call to more accurat.ely reflect the
size of the root job. You can make a better estimate of i.ts size
because you have already located it during the testing phase.
Use the locate maps generated for it to make a size estimate.

If the starting address of the root job has changed, specify this new
address in the CROOT.CSD file. Then, re-submit CROOT.CSD. (The section
in Chapter 4 entitled "Generating the Root Job" describes this
procedures.)
After you have located your system, load it into RAM and test it again to
make sure that it functions correctly.
You can perform this procedure in conjunction with the one described in
the next section. However, it might be wise to perform them separately
in order to localize any possible errors.

LOCATING THE ROM/RAM BASED SYSTEM
When you located your initial test and development system, as described
in Chapter 4, you located it by job. That is, if you had three jobs,
they were laid out as shown in Figure 5-1.

high memory
Job
Job
Job
Job

3
3
3
3

MEMORY class
STACK class
DATA class
CODE class

Job
Job
Job
Job

2
2
2
2

MEMORY class
STACK class
DATA class
CODE class

Job
Job
Job
Job

1
1
1
1

MEMORY class
STACK class
DATA class
CODE class
low memory

Figure 5-1.

Memory Layout of a RAM-based System
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This was relatively easy; it allowed you to use the ORDER control in
LOC86 and specify only one address for each job with the ADDRESSES
control. The SUBMIT files used to link and locate each of the subsystems
used this method also. However, when configuring a ROM/RAM system, you
should layout the syst~m by class, not by job. All of the ROM-resident
segments from all of the jobs should be positioned together. Likewise,
all of the RAM-resident segments should be positioned together. Thus, if
you had the same three jobs and were laying out a ROM/RAM system, you
should structure your memory as shown in Figure 5-2.

------------------------------------ high
Job 3 CODE class
Job 2 CODE class
Job 1 CODE class
Job
Job
Job
Job
Job
Job
Job
Job
Job

3
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1

MEMORY class
STACK class
DATA class
MEMORY class
STACK class
DATA class
MEMORY class
STACK class
DATA class

}

memory

ROM

RAM

------------------------------------ low memory
Figure 5-2.

Memory Layout of a ROM/RAM System

All of the code classes are located in the upper memory, or ROM, and the
remainder are located in RAM.
As you can see, in order to transform your RAM-based system into a
ROM/RAM system, you must locate your jobs again. Before you do that,
however, you should prepare a new memory map.

PREPARE A NEW MEMORY MAP
To prepare a new memory map, follow the procedures outlined in the
"Preparing a Memory Map" section of Chapter 4, with one exception. In
this map record not only the first available RAM address and the last
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available RAM address, but also the first available ROM address and the
last available ROM address. You need this information on your memory map
because for ROM/RAM systems you must specify a location for both the
ROM-resident code classes and RAM-resident classes.

LOCATE THE MODULES

I

The procedure for locating the modules of a ROM/RAM system, like that for
a RAN-based system, is an iterative procedure. You locate one module,
record its addresses in the memory map, and use those values to determine
where to locate the next module. The format of the LOC86 command used to
locate these modules is slightly different from the one used to locate
the RAM-resident system. The format of this command when using a Series
II development system is as follows:
LOC86

input file TO output file
ORDER-(CLASSES (DATA-:- STACK, MEMORY))
SEGSIZE (STACK (stack size))
ADDRESSES (CLASSES (CODE (rom address),
DATA (ram-address)))
MAP PRINT (map file)
OBJECTCONTROLS(NOLINES, NOCOMMENTS, NOPUBLICS,
NOSYMBOLS)

&
&
&
&
&
&
&

where:
input_file

Name of the link file produced previously by
LINK86.
Name of the file in which LOC86 writes the
absolute module.

stack size

Size of this job's stack. Use this control
for those jobs requiring a statically
allocated stack. If this control is required,
specify a minimum value of 200H; otherwise
specify zero.

rom address

Absolute starting location of the ROM-resident
class (code class) of the module.

ram address

Absolute starting location of the RAM-resident
classes of the module.
Name of the file in which LOC86 writes the
locate map.

I

If you have a Series III development system, you must also follow the
additional- guidelines listed in the "Using a Series III Development
System" section of Chapter 4.
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Use this form of the LOC86 command to locate the Nucleus, each optional
subsystem first-level job, the root job, and each application first-level
job. The ORDER and ADDRESSES controls of this command differ from those
of the RAM-based LOC86 command (refer to the "Locating Application Jobs"
section of Chapter 4). In this command, the ORDER control does not
mention the code class. The ADDRESSES control requires that you enter
two absolute addresses; one to locate the code class in ROM and one to
locate the remaining classes in RAM.
The SUBMIT files contained on the subsystem release diskettes that link
and locate the subsystems and the root job do not use this form of the
LOC86 command. In order to use these SUBMIT files to create a
ROM/RAM-based system, you must modify the LOC86 commands contained in
these files so that they conform to the methods just described.
One method of locating your ROM/RAM system is as follows:
1.

Locate the Nucleus first. Assign its data class to the lowest
available RAM address and its code class to the lowest ROM
address.

2.

Determine the ending addresses of the code class and the memory
class from the locate map generated by LOC86. Record these
addresses on the memory map.

3.

Using the next available ROM and RAM addresses as input to LOC86,
locate the first optional subsystem.

4.

Determine the ending addresses of the code class and the memory
class from the locate map generated by LOC86. Record these
addresses on the memory map. Also record the entry point address
on the memory map. You need to know this address in order to
specify it in the %JOB macro call.

5.

Go back to step 3 and continue until you have located all of the
subsystems and all of the application jobs.

After you have performed this procedure, follow the procedures outlined
in the "Build the Configuration File" section of Chapter 4 in order to
modify the configuration file and locate the root job. Note that you
must modify the CROOT.CSD file in order to locate the root job as
described in this chapter. You must also reserve all areas of RAM needed
by the located modules.

TESTING THE SYSTEM IN RAM
Before you actually locate a ROM/RAM system, it is recommended that you
follow the procedures outlined in the previous section, but specify RAM
addresses for all classes. Then you can load the system into RAM and
test it before burning code into PROM. After doing this, you can adjust
the addresses to reflect a ROM/RAM system and build your final system.
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CONFIGURING THE NUCLEUS

The Nucleus provides system calls and features to support a wide variety
of application software activities in a flexible hardware environment.
Its structure allows you to take advantage of a breadth of support
without sacrificing memory size or performance. If, after writing the
code for your application system, you discover that you never- make
certain system calls or never make use of certain Nucleus features, you
can exclude these system calls and features from the Nucleus of your
application system.
The Nucleus also supports a variety of hardware environments. You can
specify several options for your interrupt controllers and timer. You
can also include an 8087 Numeric Data Processor in your system.
The process of including or excluding system calls and features and
specifying the component environment is called Nucleus configuration.
Nucleus configuration involves the following operations:
•

Selecting the internal Nucleus features that you want to include
in your application system and omitting the rest.

•

Selecting the Nucleus system calls that you want to include in
your application system and discarding the rest.

•

Identifying certain hardware components that make up your system,
and selecting the attributes of these components.

You perform these operations by making modifications to two
Intel-supplied Nucleus configuration files: NTABLE.A86 and NDEVCF.A86.
NTABLE.A86 defines the system call and feature configuration; NDEVCF.A86
defines the component configuration. These files are assembly language
source files which are contained on the Nucleus release diskette. Figure
6-1 illustrates the structure of these files. After modifying the files,
you must assemble them and link them with the rest of the Nucleus object
files and libraries. The following sections describe this configuration
process in detail.
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$INCLUDE STATEMENT

FEATURE SELECTION

NUCLEUS CONFIGURATION
FILE (NTABLE, A86)

SYSTEM CALL SELECTION

END STATEMENT

$INCLUDE STATEMENT

NUCLEUS CONFIGURATION
FILE (NDEVCF.A86)

COMPONENT CONFIGURATION

END STATEMENT

Figure 6-1.

NTABLE.A86 and NDEVCF.A86 Structure

MODIFYING NTABLE.A86
As released, NTABLE.A86 defines the full complement of Nucleus system
calls and internal features. To eliminate system calls or features, you
must modify this file.
NTABLE.A86 consists of a series of macro calls. A macro, which
corresponds in name to a system call or Nucleus internal feature, gives
directions to the assembler to include the code for that system call or
feature in the Nucleus. In order to exclude a system call or feature
from your system, delete the metacharacter of the associated macro call
(%), and replace it with the comment character (;). By doing this, you
change the macro call into a comment and prevent the assembler from
evaluating it.
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The file
contains
contains
assembly

NTABLE.MAC, which is available on the Nucleus release diskette,
the definitions of all macros called in NTABLE.A86. NTABLE.A86
an $INCLUDE statement for NTABLE.MAC, which includes it in the
of NTABLE.A86.

The following sections describe modifying NTABLE.A86 to select features
and system calls.

SELECTING NUCLEUS INTERNAL FEATURES
If you do not modify NTABLE.A86, the following internal features are
included with the Nucleus:

•
•

parameter validation

I

system default exception handler

You can exclude any or all of these features in order to reduce code size
and/or increase performance by modifying the feature configuration table
portion of NTABLE.A86. Figure 6-2 illustrates this table. In order to
exclude a feature, replace the percent-sign (%) at the beginning of the
corresponding macro call with a semicolon (;). The following sections
describe each of these Nucleus internal features.

$lNCLUDE(:F2:NTA8L~.~AC)

·.... .. .. . ... ...... .. .. .............. .... .. .. .... .... ...........
·,,•
NUCLEUS FiAtUHE CONfIGURA1IUN TARLE

SEJECx
, , , " ,. , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,

TO LEAVE DUI A fEATURE,
THl '%' IO THE
·,,
'
;
'
•
·
·, ,.., ,.., ,.., ,.,.,.,.,. ., ,.,.,.., ,.., ,.,.,.., ,. ., ,.., ,.., , ., ,. ,.,.., ,.., ,. ., ,.,.,. ., ,. ., ,.., ,. ., ., ,.,.., ,.., ., ., ,.., ., ., ,.., ,.,.
CHANG~

CO~MENT

CHAHACT~R

~

%PANAMEfER_VALIDATION
~SYSTgM_EXCEPTION_HANDLER

Figure 6-2.

Feature Configuration Table (NTABLE.A86)

Parameter Validation
A system call validates input parameters by checking for the existence of
objects and by verifying that the objects are of the proper types. You
can exclude all parameter validation by Nucleus system calls from your
application system by modifying the feature configuration table. To do
this, replace the percent-sign (%) in the %PARAMETER VALIDATION macro
with a semicolon (;).
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You can include or exclude the support for parameter validation at two
levels, the system level and the job level. Modifications to NTABLE.A86
include or exclude the system-level support. You can also include or
exclude parameter validation on a job-to-job basis with a parameter to
the CREATE$JOB system call (refer to the iRMX 86 NUCLEUS REFERENCE MANUAL
for details). If you have included the system-level support, the
CREATE$JOB system call allows you include or exclude parameter validation
support on an individual job basis. Table 6-1 shows the relationship
between system-level and job-level parameter validation support in terms
of code savings and performance.
Table 6-1.

System-level and Job-level Parameter Validation

System-level parameter
validation

Excluded

Included
Included

Excluded

Included

Excluded

Is parameter validation
performed for this job?

yes

no

no

no

Does the system
realize a code savings?

no

no

yes

yes

Does the job realize
a performance
improvement?

no

yes

yes

yes

Job-level parameter
validation

System Default Exception Handler
If you do not modify NTABLE.A86, a system default exception handler is
included in your system automatically. This exception handler deletes
any task that causes an exceptional condition to occur. However, if you
remove the %SYSTEM EXCEPTION HANDLER macro from NTABLE.A86 by replacing
the percent-sign (%) with a semicolon (;), an alternate system exception
handler is included in your system. This alternate handler suspends,
rather than deletes, a task that causes an exceptional condition.
Including this alternate system default exception 'handler could result in
a significant code savings, if you are not otherwise using the
DELETE$TASK system call.

SELECTING NUCLEUS SYSTEM CALLS
Figure 6-3 shows the system call configuration table portion of
NTABLE.A86. In order to exclude a system call from your application
system, replace the percent-sign (%) at the beginning of the
corresponding macro with a semicolon (;).
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%f<QG~'tTiPE

%KODTSA~LEDELETION

%KQENARLEDELgIION
%HQCATALOGOSJECT
lknUNCAtALOGObJ~CT

~HQLOOKUPORJECT

~ROCR~ArEEXTE~SIO~

%HQDELF,TEEXTENSI0N
%ROCREATECOMPOSITE
~KQDELETECOMP05ITE

%kQINSP~CTCOMPOSITE

%ROA [, IjF'RCO~ pO~ I IF
%t{ 0 fOR C t:: n E l, E T E
\t·«)CRiA"EJOa:s
%ROOF.LEfF.JOB

%t{QUFfSPRING
%K QCP. .:; A'f E'l' ASK

%t<OOELEIETASK
%~QSUSPENDTASK
\RQRf.SU~F:TASK

\KQSld:-;FP
%HDG~TTASKTOK~NS

%RQGFfPRIORIT¥
\kOSEfPkIOJ?ITY
%HOCREAl~MAILbOX
%RQD~LEr~M~ILbOX
~H()SENnMESSAGE
%kQH~CEIVEMESSAGE
%KOCP~ATESF.MAPHORE

'KQDF.LETESE~APHOR£

%ROSF:Nf)uNITS
%kORECEIVEUNITS
't<QCREA T~:R P,G I UN
%ROL>FLETF:REGT(J~
%ROS~NDCONTROL

'~ORECFIVECONTRUL

%aHlACCFPTCONTROL
%rinCREAIES~G~ENT

%~QDELETESEGMENT
%tHh;~'r51ZE

%ROG~tPOOLATTHtB

%HQSFTPOOLMIN

%rinSFIOSEXTENSION
%ROSF:'IJ NTERkJ.JPT
%RQt,;NTERINTt:RRIJPT
t;fdlENABLF:
%K()DI SABt,E

%RQkP.SEIINTERRUPT

Figure 6-3.

System Call Configuration Table (NTABLE.A86)
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\RQGFl'LEVEL
%ROEXITINIPRRUPT
~RQSTGNALINTERRUPT

%~QwAITINTF.HRUPT

%~QGFTFXCEPTIONHANOLER
%HQS~TEXCEPTIONHANnLEk

%ROSTGNALEXCEPTION
END

Figure 6-3.

System Call Configuration Table (NTABLE.A86) (continued)

MODIFYING NDEVCF=A86
NDEVCF.A86 consists of a series of macro calls that specify information
about the following components:
•

Programmable Interrupt Controller (PIC)

•

Programmable Interval Timer (PIT)

•

8087 Numeric Data Processor (NDP)

As released, NDEVCF.A86 describes a standard system consisting of a
master 8259A PIC and an 8253 PIT. If your system varies from this
configuration, or if you want to change.the attributes of any of the
components, you must modify NDEVCF.A86., Figure 6-4 illustrates the
component configuration portion of NDEVCF.A86.

Sl NCr,UDE ( : F2: NDEVCF. MAC)

END

Figure 6-4.

Component Configuration Table (NDEVCF.A86)
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The file NDEVCF.MAC t which is available on the Nucleus release diskette t
contains the definitions of all macros called in NDEVCF.A86. NDEVCF.A86
contains an $INCLUDE statement which includes NDEVCF.MAC in the assembly
of NDEVCF.A86.
The following sections describe modifying NDEVCF.A86 to include
information about individual components.

PROGRAMMABLE INTERRUPT CONTROLLER (PIC) CONFIGURATION
The iRMX 86 Operating System supports a hardware environment with either
a single PIC (non-cascaded mode) or several PICs (cascaded mode). Two
macros are available to define the environment and the attributes of each
PIC. These macros are:
%MASTER PIC
%SLAVE PIC
The %.MASTER PIC macro defines the attributes of the master PIC. This
macro is required for both cascaded and non-cascaded mode. The
%SLAVE PIC macro is required only in cascade mode and defines the
attributes of a slave PIC. One %SLAVE PIC macro is required for each
slave PIC in the system. All %SLAVE PIC macros must follow the
%MASTER PIC macro in NDEVCF.A86. The following sections describe the
formats-of the two macros.

%MASTER PIC Macro
The %MASTER PIC macro defines the attributes of the single PIC t when in a
non-cascaded environment t or the master PIC t when in a cascaded
environment. The format of this macro call is as follows:
%MASTER_PIC(8259A t base_portt Ot 0)
Where:
base_port
Port address of the master PIC. When using Intel processor boards
such as the iSBC 86/12A and iSBC 86/05 t you must specify a value of
OCOH for this parameter. The Nucleus assumes that all ports are at
even port addresses (base port + 0, base port + 2, base port + 4, and
so on).
Because the Operating System currently supports only the 8259A PIC, you
must specify the remaining parameters as shown. These remaining
parameters are reserved for future support upgrades. For further
information about the 8259A PIC, refer to THE 8086 FAMILY USER'S MANUAL.
As relea,sed, NDEVCF .A86 contains a default ~MASTER PIC call that defines
an 8259A PIC with a port address of OCOH. If your master PIC requires a
different value, you must, modify this call.
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%SLAVE PIC Macro
The %SLAVE PIC macro defines the attributes of a slave PIC in a cascaded
environment. You must include one %SLAVE PIC macro for each slave PIC in
your system. All of these %SLAVE PIC calls must follow the %MASTER PIC
call. The format of the %SLAVE PIC call is as follows:

Where:
baseyort

Port address of the slave PIC. The Nucleus assumes
that all ports are at even port addresses (base port +
0, base port + 2, base port + 4, and so on).

edge_vs_Ievel

Triggering mode for the PIC.
as follows:

description

value

o
nonzero
master level

Specify this parameter

Edge triggering mode
Level triggering mode

Interrupt level on the master PIC which connects
to the slave PIC. You must specify a value in
the range 0 through 7 for this parameter.

Because the Operating System currently supports only the 8259A PIC, you
must specify the remaining parameter as shown. This remaining parameter
is reserved for future support upgrades.
As released, NDEVCF.A86 does not include a %SLAVE_PIC call. If your
system includes multiple interrupt controllers in a cascaded environment,
you must modify NDEVCF.A86 to include a %SLAVE PIC call for each slave
PIC.

PROGRAMMABLE INTERVAL TIMER (PIT) CONFIGURATION
You can specify the attributes of the PIT by calling the %TlMER macro.
The format of this macro call is as follows:
%TIMER(8253, base_port, level, count)
Where:
baseyort

Port address of the PIT. When using Intel processor
boards such as the iSBC 86/12Aand iSBC 86/05, you
must specify a value of ODOR for this parameter. The
Nucleus assumes that all ports'are at even port
addresses (base port + 0, base port + 2, base port +
4, and so on).
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level

Encoded value specifying the interrupt level of the
master PIC to which this timer is connected. This
value corresponds to the interrupt levels as follows:
value

level

x8H

Master levels MO through M7

(0 ~ x ~ 7)

count

Down count value that is loaded into the timer
register. You should use the following formula to
determine this value:
count

=. tick

X clock_frequency

where:
tick

The period of time, in milliseconds,
that you wish to specify as a clock
interval.

clock
The frequency, in kilohertz, of the
frequency clock input to the timer.
Because the Operating System currently supports only the 8253 PIT, the
remaining parameter must be specified as shown. This remaining parameter
is reserved for future support upgrades. For further information
concerning the 8253 PIT, refer to THE 8086 FAMILY USER'S MANUAL.
As released, NDEVCF.A86 contains a default %TIMER call which specifies a
port address of ODOR, an interrupt level of 2, and a 1.288 megahertz
clock with 10 millisecond clock interval. If your system requires a
different specification, you must modify NDEVCF.A86.

8087 NDP CONFIGURATION
If your system contains an 8087 NDP, you must call the %NDP SUPPORT
macro. This macro sets up a system interrupt handler for the NDP and
associates it with a specified Programmable Interrupt Controller. The
format of the macro call is as follows:
%NDP_SUPPORT(level)
where:
level

Encoded value specifying the interrupt level connected
to the 8087 NDP interrupt pin. This value corresponds
to the interrupt level as follows:
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level

value
x8H
(0 ~ x
yzH

~fuster

~

7)

(0

> y > 7)

(0

~

interrupt levels MO through

M7.
Slave interrupt levels 00 through
77.

z >7)

No other application code can make use of this
interrupt level. Also, any task which uses the 8087
NDP must not have a priority high enough to mask this
interrupt level. Refer to the iRMX 86 NUCLEUS
REFERENCE MANUAL for information concerning interrupt
levels and priorities.
As released, NDEVCF.A86 does not include the %NDP SUPPORT macro call. If
your system contains an 8087 NDP, you must modify-NDEVCF.A86 to include
the %NDP SUPPORT call.
For further information about the 8087 NDP, refer to THE 8086
USER'S MANUAL, NUMERICS SUPPLEMENT.

F~~ILY

MAXIMAL, DEFAULT, AND MINIMAL CONFIGURATION
The maximal Nucleus configuration (for features and system calls)
consists of all supported Nucleus system calls, parameter validation, and
the system default exception handler. This maximal configuration is the
same as the default configuration. You do not need to modify NTABLE.A86
in order to obtain this maximal configuration.
The default component configuration defines the attributes of the
components as they exist on the iSBC 86/12A single board computer.
The minimal Nucleus configuration for a Nucleus-only application system
consists of no configurable internal features and only the following
system calls:

I

CREATE$JOB
SUSPEND$TASK
RESUME$TASK
GET $TASK$ TOKENS
SIGNAL$EXCEPTION
You must always include these system calls in your application system.
You can, of course, include any or all other system calls and internal
features that your application system requires.
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ASSEMBLING THE CONFIGURATION FILES, LINKING AND LOCATING THE NUCLEUS
After you have made any necessary modifications to the Nucleus
configuration files, NTABLE.A86 and NDEVCF.A86, you must assemble them
and link and locate the Nucleus. NUCLUS.CSD, a SUBMIT file contained on
the Nucleus release diskette, can be used to perform these functions. In
order to use this SUBMIT file, you must first prepare your diskettes and
place them in the proper drives of your development system as explained
in the "Linking and Locating the Subsystems" section of Chapter 4. You
should also examine NTABLE.A86 and NDEVCF.A86 to make sure that the
$INCLUDE statements contain the proper disk identifiers. Then you can
enter the following command:
SUBMIT

:fx:NUCLUS(date, loc_adr)

where:
fx

The appropriate disk identifier, indicating the drive
containing NUCLUS.CSD.

date

The date on which you submit the file (maximum of nine
characters).

loc adr

The address at which to locate the Nucleus. If you
want to enter this value as a hexidecimal number, you
must include the suffix H.

This command assembles NTABLE.A86 and NDEVCF.A86, links them together
with other libraries that contain the Nucleus code and locates the
Nucleus at the specified address. It places the located Nucleus in file
NUCLUS on drive Fl. It also places the assembly listing, link map, and
locate map on drive F3 in files NTABLE.LST, NUCLUS.MP1, and NUCLUS.MP2,
respectively.
NOTE
The link map for the Nucleus always
contains a warning message indicating a
possible overlap. This is a normal
message for the Nucleus. It does not
indicate an error in the LINK86 command.

NUCLEUS INITIALIZATION ERRORS
If the Nucleus encounters an error during the initialization process, it
places diagnostic information in the processor registers and halts the
processor. Errors c.an occur during two operations:
Nucleus and memory initialization
Job creation by the root task
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The value placed in the AX register determines which type of error
occurred. The following sections outline these errors.

NUCLEUS AND MEMORY INITIALIZATION ERRORS
If an error occurs during the Nucleus and memory initialization process,
the Nucleus sets the processor registers as follows:
register

value

description

AX

IlH

A Nucleus or memory initialization
error occured. The BX register
contains a description of the error.

BX

ODOOIH

There are no SABs defined.
be at least one.

OD002H

The interrupt vector is not contained
in a SAB.

OD003H

Reserved.

OD004H

There is not enough contiguous RAM
available for the root job's memory
pool.

OD005H

The SABs are out of order or overlap.

OD006H

There is not enough RAM available for
the system resources of the Nucleus.

OD007H

An invalid minimum transfer size was

There must

I

specified in the %SYSTEM macro. Refer
to the "%SYSTEM Macro" section of
Chapter 4 for a description of the
minimum transfer size.

ROOT TASK ERRORS
If the root task encounters an error while it is creating the first-level
jobs of your application system, it sets the processor registers as
follows:
register

value

description

AX

21H

A root task error occurred. The BX,
CX, and DL registers contain a
description of the error.
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register

value

description

BX

varies

BX is set as an index to indicate which
%JOB call in the system configuration
file caused the error. For example, 1
implies the first %JOB call in the
file, 2 the second, and so forth.

CX

varies

ex

contains the exception code returned
from the CREATE$JOB system call that
was called to create the first-level
job.

DL

varies

DL contains the number of the parameter
in the %JOB call that caused the
error. If DL is greater than 8, the
parameter number is DL +1. Otherwise,
the parameter number is DL.
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CONFIGURING THE TERMINAL HANDLER

The Terminal Handler provides real-time, asynchronous I/O between an
operator terminal and tasks running under the iRMX 86 Operating System.
Terminal Handler configuration involves selecting characteristics of the
Terminal Handler and specifying information about the processor board and
the terminal. You perform these operations by making modifications to an
Intel-supplied Terminal Handler configuration file. This file,
MCONFG.A86, is an assembly language source file which is contained on the
Terminal Handler release diskette.
As released, MCONFG.A86 defines a Terminal Handler that communicates with
a 9600 baud terminal and runs on an iSBC 86/12A single board computer.
If you want the Terminal Handler to run on a different hardware
configuration, or if you want to change some of the characteristics of
the Terminal Handler, you must modify MCONFG.A86, assemble it, link it
with the rest of the Terminal Handler object files and libraries, and
locate the Terminal Handler at an absolute address. The following
sections discuss this configuration process in detail.

MODIFYING MCONFG.A86
MCONFG.A86 can consist of a series of macro calls which identify the
characteristics of the Terminal Handler, the terminal, and the processor
board. Figure 7-1 illustrates the released MCONFG.A86. As you can see
by this figure, the released file contains only an $INCLUDE statement.
This $INCLUDE statement causes the Terminal Handler to be assembled with
the default configuration parameters. To change the configuration, you
must add macro calls to MCONFG.A86. MCONFG.A86 can contain calls to the
following macros:
%TH 19200 BAUD COUNT
%MTH
%TH INT LEVELS
%TH-USART
%TH-TIMER
%TH-CHAR LENGTH
%TH-MAILBOX NAMES
The file MTHCNF.MAC, which is available on the Terminal Handler release
diskette, contains the definitions of all these macros. MCONFG.A86
contains an $INCLUDE statement for MTHCNF.MAC, which includes it in the
assembly of MCONFG.A86.
The following sections describe the macro calls in detail.
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Sinclude(:f2:mtncnf.mac)
end

Figure 7-1.

Terminal Handler Configuration File (MCONFG.A86)

%TH 19200 BAUD COUNT MACRO
If your system's programmable interval
frequency other than 1.2288 megahertz,
the limits on the baud rate attributes
format of the call to this macro is as

timer (PIT) has a clock input
you must call this macro to set
of the Terminal Handler. The
follows:

where:
count

Value that when loaded into the timer register
generates a maximum baud rate of 19200. The value
that you enter for this parameter depends on the clock
input frequency to your system's PIT (refer to the
following paragraphs). If you do not include the
macro call, a default value of 4 is assumed, which
corresponds to the default frequency of the clock
input to the 8253 PIT on the iSBC 86/12A board.

To derive the value to use for the count parameter, you must first
determine the clock input frequency to the PIT (in hertz). Then
substitute this frequency into the following equation:
(1)

result

=

(clock frequency in hertz) / (19200 X 16)

Then substitute "result" from equation 1 into the following equation:
(2)

fraction

= result

- INT(result)

where INT(result) is an integer obtained by truncating the fractional
portion of "result". If "fraction" from equation 2 is greater than or
equal to 0.5, then:
(3)

count

INT(result) + 1

error fraction

= 1.0 - fraction
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If "fraction" is less than 0.5, then:
(4)

count

=

INT(result)

error fraction

= fraction

Before placing "count" from equation 3 or 4 into the %TH 19200 BAUD COUNT
call, you should first determine the percentage of error-in this value.
You do this by solving the following equation:
(5)

% error

=

(error_fraction / count) X 100

If the percentage of error is less than 3%, you can use any Terminal
Handler-supported baud rate (which you later specify in the %MTH macro,
described later in this chapter). However, if the percentage of error is
3% or greater, you will have to perform the following additional
computations.
First, determine the desired baud rate of the terminal. Substitute this
value for the 19200 in equation 1 and recompute the value of "count"
(equations 1 through 4). Again determine the percentage of error
(equation 5). If the error is less than 3% with the new baud rate, you
can use the Terminal Handler with that new baud rate (and specify it in
the %MTH macro). However, if the percentage of error is still 3% or
greater, the combination of desired baud rate and clock frequency is
unacceptable to the Terminal Handler. You will have to change one or the
other. After doing this, recompute the error to verify that it falls
below the 3% level.
Regardless of the baud rate you eventually choose, use the "count" value
as originally computated (with the 19200 value) as input to the
%TH 19200 BAUD COUNT macro call.
If MCONFG.A86 does not contain a call to the %TH 19200 BAUD COUNT macro,
the Terminal Handler will operate as if you had specified this macro call
with a value of 4 for the count parameter. This is an appropriate value
for the default input frequency to the 8253 PIT on the iSBC 86/12A board
(or any timer with an input frequency of 1.2288 megahertz).
If you specify this macro call, you must place it as the first macro call
in MCONFG.A86.

%MTH MACRO
This macro allows you to designate the baud rate and rubout
charateristics of your terminal. The format of this macro is as follows:

where:
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baud rate

Baud rate of the terminal being used with the Terminal
Handler. Specify one of the following rates:
19200
9600
4800
2400
1200
600
300
150
110
Refer to the "%TH 19200 BAUD COUNT Macro" section of
this chapter to ensure that the value you enter for
this parameter will cause the Terminal Handl,er to
operate correctly. If you omit the macro call, a
default value of 9600 is assumed.

rubout mode

Terminal Handler rubout mode.
following:

Enter one of the

1

The Terminal Handler echoes the deleted
character back to the terminal.

2

The Terminal Handler replaces the deleted
character with the blank character.

If you omit the macro call, a default value of 2 is
assumed.
blank char

Blanking character for use with option 2 of
rubout mode. If you omit the macro call, the default
blanking character is assumed to be the ASCII space
(020H) •

If MCONFG.A86 does not contain the %MTH call, the Terminal Handler
assumes a 9600 baud terminal with blanking mode 2 and a blanking
character of ASCII space (020R).

%TH USART MACRO
This macro allows you to designate the port address of the USART.
format of this macro call is as follows:

The

where:
Hexadecimal number specifying the base port address of
the USART. The Terminal Handler assumes that all
ports are at even port addresses (base port + 0, base
port + 2, base port + 4, and so on). If you omit the
macro call, a value of OD8H is assumed.
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If MCONFG.A86 does not include a call to %TH USART, the Terminal Handler
assumes a USART port address of OD8H. This value must be used for Intel
processor boards, such as the iSBC 86/12A and iSBC 86/05 single board
computers.

%TH TIMER MACRO
This macro allows you to specify information about the programmable
interval timer (PIT). The format of the macro call is as follows:

where:
Port address of the PIT. The Terminal Handler assumes
that all ports are at even port addresses (base port +
0, base port + 2, base port + 4, and so on). If you
omit the macro call, a value of ODOH is assumed.
baud counter

Number of the PIT counter connected to the USART clock
input. The output of this counter generates the
Terminal Handler baud rate. You must specify a value
from 0 to 2 for this parameter. If you omit the macro
call, a value of 2 is assumed. You must ensure that
the counter you select is not used by the Nucleus or
any other module. The Nucleus uses counters 0 and 1
of the timer to which it is connected. Therefore, if
your system does not contain an off-board timer, you
must use counter 2 for the Terminal Handler.

If MCONFG.A86 does not contain the %TH TIMER macro call, the Terminal
Handler operates as if you had specified this macro call with a value of
ODOR for the base port parameter and a value of 2 for the baud counter
parameter. These-values must. be used for Intel processor boards, such as
the iSBC 86/1ZA and iSBC 86/05 single board computers.

%TH CHAR LENGTH MACRO
This macro allows you to specify the number of bits of valid data per
character sent from the USART. The format of this macro call is as
follows:

where:
length

Number of bits of valid data per character sent from
the USART. The only acceptable values for this
parameter are 7 and 8. If you omit the macro call, a
value of 7 is assumed.
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If MCONFG.A86 does not contain the %TH CHAR LENGTH macro, the Terminal
Handler assumes 7 bit characters, which is appropriate for systems using
the ASCII character set.

%TH MAILBOX NAMES MACRO
This macro allows you to specify names for the Terminal Handler's input
and output mailboxes. The format for this macro call is as follows:

where:
input_mailbox

Name of the mailbox used for input to the Terminal
Handler. Legitimate names consist of 12 or less
alphanumeric characters. If you omit the macro call,
the name RQTHNORMIN is assumed.

output_mailbox Name of the mailbox used for output by the Terminal
Handler. Legitimate names consist of 12 or less
alphanumeric characters. If you omit the macro call,
the name RQTHNORMOUT is assumed.
If MCONFG.A86 does not contain the %TH MAILBOX NAMES macro call, the
Terminal Handler uses the names RQTHNORMIN and-RQTHNORMOUT for its input
and output mailboxes.
If you intend to use the Basic I/O System's On Board USART driver to
communicate with the Terminal Handler, you must provide a Terminal
Handler whose input and output mailboxes have the names RQTHNORMIN and
RQTHNORMOUT, respectively. The Basic I/O System will communicate only
with a Terminal Handler that uses these mailbox names.

%TH INT LEVELS MACRO
This macro allows you to specify the interrupt levels used by the
Terminal Handler for input and output. The format of the call to this
macro is as follows.:

where:
input_level

Encoded value specifying the interrupt level used for
input to the Terminal Handler. This value corresponds
to the interrupt level as follows:
level

value
x8H

Master interrupt levels·MO through

(0 ~ x ~ 7)

M7.
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value

level

yzH
(0 ) y ) 7)
(0 ~ z ~ 7)

Slave interrupt levels 00 through
77.

If you omit the macro call, a value of 68H is assumed.
Encoded value specifying the interrupt level used for
output by the Terminal Handler. This value
corresponds to the interrupt level as follows:
value

level

x8H

Master interrupt levels MO through
M7.

(0 ~ x ~ 7)

yzH
(0)y)7)
(0 ) z ) 7)

Slave interrupt levels 00 through
77.

If you omit the macro call, a value of 78H is assumed.
The input interrupt level must be a higher priority level than the output
interrupt level. The iRMX 86 NUCLEUS REFERENCE MANUAL describes the
relationship between interrupt levels and priorities.
The maximum priority of user tasks in an application system containing
the Terminal Handler depends on the interrupt levels assigned to the
Terminal Handler with the %TH INT LEVELS macro. The priorities of all
user tasks must be lower (numerically higher) than the lowest priority
interrupt task in the Terminal Handler. In the default configuration,
the Terminal Handler's output interrupt level is set to M7, which
corresponds to a priority of 130 for the output interrupt task. Thus,
with the default Terminal Handler configuration, all user tasks must have
a priority lower (numerically higher) than 130.
If MCONFG.A86 does not contain the %TH INT LEVELS macro call, the
Terminal Handler assumes master level M6 (68H) for input and master level
M7 (78H) for output.

ASSEMBLING MCONFG.A86, LINKING AND LOCATING THE TERMINAL HANDLER
MTH.CSD, a SUBMIT file contained on the Terminal Handler release
diskette, can be used to assemble MCONFG.A86 and link and locate the
Terminal Handler. In order to use this SUBMIT file, you must first
prepare your diskettes and place them in the proper drives of your
development system as explained in the "Linking and Locating the
Subsystems" section of Chapter 4. You may also have to make
modifications to MTH.CSD before submitting it, depending on your Terminal
Handler requirements. This section describes MTH.CSD modifications and
the format of the command to submit this file.
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MTH.CSDMODIFICATIONS
If you are providing code to implement control-C semantics, you must
place this code in a procedure named RQABORTAP, which uses only near
calls. Since this procedure runs as part of the interrupt task for the
Terminal Handler, which does not have an exception handler, it should not
make any system calls to delete its task, delete its job, suspend its
task, or change its priority. The environmental condition codes
generated as a result of making these system calls are returned in-line.
Assemble this procedure and modify MTH.CSD to place its object file name
in the LINK86 input list immediately after MCONFG.OBJ. Refer to the iRMX
86 TERMINAL HANDLER REFERENCE MANUAL for further information on the
default control-C semantics.
The Human Interface release diskette includes a library HI.LIB which
contains a module HCONTC that implements control-C semantics for the
Human Interface. If you are planning to include the Human Interface in
your application system and wish include the control-C features of the
Human Interface, you must link this module in with the Terminal Handler
through which the Human Interface.communicates. Include the following
line in the LINK86 input list immediately after MCONFG.OBJ:
: fx:HI.LIB(HCONTC) ,

&

This module should replace any control-C semantics files that you would
otherwise include.

SUBMITTING MTH.CSO
Enter the following command to assemble MCONFG.A86 and link and locate
the Terminal Handler:
SUBMIT :fx:MTH(date, loc_adr, type)
where:
fx

The appropriate disk identifier, indicating the drive
containing MTH.CSD.

date

The date on which you submit the file (maximum of nine
characters).

loc adr

The address at which to locate the Terminal Handler.
If you want to enter this value as a hexadecimal
number, you must include the suffix H. The base
portion of this value is the base portion of the
Terminal Handler's entry point. The offset portion of
the entry point is O. You must specify this entry
point in the %JOB macro call for the Terminal Handler.
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type

Type of Terminal Handler you wish to create.
one of the following:

Enter

RQOUTPUT

An output-only version of the
Terminal Handler is generated.

RQINPUT

An input and output version of the
Terminal Handler is generated.

This command assembles MCONFG.A86, links it together with other modules
that contain Terminal Handler code, and locates the Teminal Handler at
the specified address. It places the located Terminal Handler in file
MTH on drive Fl. It also places link and locate maps on drive F3 in
files MTH.MPI and MTH.MP2 respectively.
You must specify a %JOB macro in the system configuration file for the
Terminal Handler (refer to Chapter 4). In this macro, the entry point
depends on the address at which you locate the Terminal Handler (CS:O).
The data segment base should be specified as 0 (the Terminal Handler
assigns its own data segment).

CREATING MULTIPLE VERSIONS OF THE TERMINAL HANDLER
If desired, your iRMX 86 system can contain multiple versions of the
Terminal Handler. This may be desirable if, for example, you have two
tasks that use the Terminal Handler and you want to communicate with
these tasks from separate terminals. In order to create multiple
versions of the Terminal Handler, you must obey the following rules:
•

Each Terminal Handler must use different input and output mailbox
names. That is, the %TH_MAILBOX_NAMES calls must be different.

•

Each Terminal Handler must use a unique USART.
that the %TH USART calls must be different.

This also means

•

Each Terminal Handler must use a unique timer.
that the %TH TIMER calls must be different.

This also means

•

Each Terminal Handler must use different interrupt levels. This
also means that the %TH INT LEVELS calls must be different.

•

The code for the Terminal Handlers must be located in different,
non-overlapping areas; each Terminal Handler must have its own
data area.

•

Each Terminal Handler must have its. own %JOB macro in the system
configuration file.

If you adhere to these rules, you can create multiple versions of the
Terminal Handler in your application system.
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CONFIGURING THE DEBUGGER

Because the Debugger contains a copy of the Terminal Handler, Debugger
configuration is almost identical to Terminal Handler configuration
(except that only one Debugger can be present in the application
system). Debugger configuration involves selecting characteristics of
the Debugger's Terminal Handler and specifying information about the
processor board and the terminal. You perform these operations by making
modifications to an Intel-supplied Debugger configuration file. This
file, DTHCNF.A86, is an assembly language source file which is contained
on the Debugger release diskette.
As released, DTHCNF.A86 defines a Terminal Handler for the Debugger that
communicates with a 9600 baud terminal and runs on a system that uses an
iSBC 86/12A single board computer. If you want the Debugger's Terminal
Handler to run on a different hardware configuration, or if you want to
change some of the characteristics of that Terminal Handler, you must
modify DTHCNF.A86, assemble it, link it with the rest of the Debugger
object files and libraries, and locate the Debugger at an absolute
address. The following sections discuss this configuration process in
detail.

MODIFYING DTHCNF.A86
DTHCNF.A86 can consist of a series of macro calls which identify the
characteristics of the Debugger's Terminal Handler, the terminal, and the
processor board. Figure 8-1 illustrates the released DTHCNF.A86, which
causes the Debugger to be assembled with default configuration
parameters. To modify this file, refer to the "Modifying MCONFG.A86"
section of Chapter 7. The macro calls that you can place in DTHCNF.A86
are exactly the same as those described in Chapter 7.

$include(:fl:dtncnf.~ac)

end

Figure 8-1.Debugger Configuration File (DTHCNF.A86)
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ASSEMBLING DTHCNF.A86, .LINKING AND LOCATING THE DEBUGGER
DB.CSD, a SUBMIT file contained on the Debugger release diskette, can be
used to assemble DTHCNF.A86 and link and locate the Debugger. In order
to use this SUBMIT file, you must first prepare your diskettes and place
them in the proper drives of your development system, as explained in the
"Linking and Locating the Subsystems" section of Chapter 4. You may also
have to make modifications to DB.CSD before submitting it, depending on
your Debugger requirements. This section discusses DB.CSD modifications
and the format of the command to submit this file.

DB.CSD MODIFICATIONS
If you are providing code to implement control-C semantics, you must
place this code in a procedure named RQABORTAP, which uses only near
calls. Since this procedure runs as part of the interrupt task for the
Terminal Handler, which does not have an exception handler, it should not
make any system calls to delete its task, delete its job, suspend its
task, or change its priority. The environmental condition codes
generated as a result of making these system calls are returned in-line.
Assemble this procedure and modify DB.CSD to place its object file name
in the LINK86 input list immediately after DTHCNF.OBJ. Refer to the iRMX
86 TERMINAL HANDLER REFERENCE MANUAL for further information on the
default control-C semantics.
The Human Interface release diskette includes a library HI. LIB which
contains a module HCONTC that implements control-C semantics for the
Human Interface. If you are planning to include the Human Interface in
your application system and wish include the control-C features of the
Human Interface, you must link this module in with the Terminal Handler
with which the Human Interface communicates. If the Human Interface
communicates with the Debugger's Terminal Handler, you must link this
module in with the Debugger. To do this, include the following line in
the LINK86 input list immediately after MCONFG.OBJ:
: fx:HI.LIB(HCONTC) ,

&

This module should replace any control-C semantics files that you would
otherwise include.

SUBMITTING DB.CSD
Enter the following command to link and locate the Debugger:
SUBMIT

:fx:DB(date, loc_adr)

where:
fx

The appropriate disk identifier, indicating the
drive containing DB.CSD.
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date

The date on which you submit the file (maximum
of nine characters).

loc adr

The address at which to locate the Debugger. If
you want to enter this value as a hexadecimal
number, you must include the suffix H. The base
portion of this value is the base portion of the
Debugger's entry point. The offset portion of
the entry point is O. You must specify the
entry point in the %JOB macro call for the
Debugger.

This command links together the modules that make up the Debugger and
locates the Debugger at the specified address. It places the located
Debugger in file DB on drive Fl. It also places the link and locate maps
on drive F3 in files DB.MPI and DB.MP2 respectively.
You must specify a %JOB macro in the system configuration file for the
Debugger (refer to Chapter 4). In this macro, the entry point depends on
the address at which you locate the Debugger (CS:O). The data segment
base should be specified as 0 (the Debugger assigns its own data segment).
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CHAPTER 9.

CONFIGURING THE BASIC I/O SYSTEM

Basic I/O System configuration involves the following two operations:
•

Selecting the features and system calls of the Basic I/O System
that you want to include in your application system and
discarding those that you do not want.

•

Supplying the Basic I/O System with information about the I/O
devices on your system.

You perform both of these operations by making modifications to two
Intel-supplied Basic I/O System configuration file: ITABLE.A86 and
IDEVCF.A86. These files, which are contained on the Basic I/O System
release diskette, are assembly language source files. They contain the
following information:
ITABLE.A86

This file contains information about the interfaces
available with the Basic I/O System, the individual
system calls associated with each interface, and the
internal features of the Basic °1/0 System. As
released, ITABLE.A86 defines the full complement of
system calls and internal features.

IDEVCF.A86

This file contains a description of the devices
supported, along with device and unit information for
each supported device. As released, IDEVCF.A86
describes a number of commonly available devices.

Figure 9-1 illustrates the structure of these two files.
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SINClUDE STATEMENTS

NON-FilE/CONNECTION
INTERFACE

{

SYSTEM CAll SelECTION

FilE DRIVER GLOBAL DATA
110 SYSTEM
CONFIGURATION
FilE (ITABlE.A86)

FilE/CONNECTION
INTERFACE

1

FilE DRIVER TABLES

OPTIONAL FEATURE SelECTION

END STATEMENT

SINClUDE STATEMENTS

DEVICE-UNIT INFORMATION
BLOCKS

DEVICE INFORMATION
TABLES
110 SYSTEM
CONFIGURATION
FilE (IDEVCF.A86)

DESCRIBING
110 DEVICES
UNIT INFORMATION
TABLES

GENERAL DEVICE INFORMATION

END STATEMENT

Figure 9-1.

ITABLE.A86 and IDEVCF.A86 Structure
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The following sections of this chapter show how to modify ITABLE.A86 and
IDEVCF.A86 in order to produce a Basic I/O System that supports your
individual needs. They also show how to assemble this file and link and
locate the Basic I/O System. Some of the sections in this chapter list
selected portions of the configuration file in order to aid you in the
configuration process.

INCLUDE FILES
ITABLE.A86 must contain an $INCLUDE statement for the following file as
the first statement (other than comments or general controls such as
$TITLE) in the configuration file.
ITABLE.INC

This file contains segment, structure, macro, and
miscellaneous definitions for the non-file/connection
interfaces, the file/connection interface, file driver
global data, and internal feature configuration.

IDEVCF.A86 must contain an $INCLUDE statement for the following file as
the first statement (other than comments or general controls such as
$TITLE) in the configuration file.
IDEVCF.INC

This file contains segment, structure, and macro
definitions for device driver configuration; structure
definitions for device configuration; and the
defination of the %DEVICE TABLES macro. This macro is
described in the "General-Device Information" section
of this chapter.

These files are contained on the Basic I/O System release diskette. As
released, ITABLE.A86 and IDEVCF.A86 contain $INCLUDE statements for these
files. However, you should examine ITABLE.A86 and IDEVCF.A86 to ensure
that the $INCLUDE statements contain the correct disk identifiers.

SELECTING NON-FILE/CONNECTION INTERFACE FEATURES (ITABLE.A86)
The non-file/connection interfaces consist of the following:
parameter interface

This interface supplies local parameters
which the Basic I/O System uses each time
a task makes a Basic I/O System call.

configuration interface

This interface is used by Operating System
extensions to dynamically configure the
Basic I/O System.

power-fail interface

This interface informs the Basic I/O
System of impending power failure or power
available conditions.
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date/time interface

This interface supplies date and time
information.

In ITABLE.A86, each non-file/connection interface consists of a group of
related system calls. Figure 9-2 contains the portion of ITABLE.A86 that
defines the non-file/connection interfaces. This code consists of macro
calls which correspond in name to system calls. Each macro gives
directions to the assembler to include the code for the corresponding
system call in the Basic I/O System.
If you do not modify this portion of ITABLE.A86, all of the system calls
associated with the non-file/connection interfaces will be included in
your application system. In order to exclude a system call from one of
the non-file/connection interfaces, delete the metacharacter of the
associated macro call (%), and replace it with the comment character
(;). By doing this, you change the macro call into a comment and prevent
the assembler from evaluating it. Any or all of the system calls shown
in Figure 9-2 can be excluded in this manner.

name

ltable

$include(:fl:1table.inc)
!!;eje("t

·..... . . .... . ..... . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .... . . . . .. . ....... ...... .. ...
~

~

~

"~""""""""""'#""""""'~""'"'''f''''' """""."

·,;
Tnterfaces
................... ......... ... -... .............. ............. .
"""""""""""¥,."",."""""""""",,,"",",,""
·,
: Parameter Tntertdce;
~on-Pile-Connection
.,.

"."'

~

,•

%ro_create_user
%rq_insp~ct_uspr
~rq_delete_user
%ra_set_~efault_uspr

'ro_net_defdult_user
'ro_set_default_nrpt1x
'rq_qet_~efaUlt_nreftx

ConfigurAtio~

IntertAce:

%ra_~_Dnvstcal_attach_device

9,::

ro_o_pnvs i

Figure 9-2.

CA

l_de tach_<1ev i C'e

Non-File/Connection Interface Configuration Values
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.

,

Power-Fail Irterfdce:
%ro_oower_down

.,

'ro_~ower_up

Time Intprface:
~rq_set_time
~ro_qet_time

Figure 9-2.

Non-File Connection Interface Configuration Values
(continued)

SELECTING THE FILE/CONNECTION INTERFACE FEATURES (ITABLE.A86)
The file/connection interface is the primary programmatic interface to
the Basic I/O System, through which jobs manipulate connections and
perform I/O. It provides the support for the file types available to the
Basic I/O System user: named files, stream files, and physical files.
This support is in the form of a file driver for each of these file types.
ITABLE.A86 contains information about all of the file drivers supplied
with the Basic I/O System. If you do not modify ITABLE.A86, all of the
system calls associated with the file/connection interface will be
included in your application system. By modifying this file, you can
eliminate entire file drivers or change the number of system calls
supported by each driver. ITABLE.A86 contains two types of data
pertaining to file drivers.
•

File driver global data

•

File driver tables

The following sections discuss how to modify this data in order to
provide appropriate file driver support for your system.

FILE DRIVER GLOBAL DATA
The file driver global data consists of a group of macro calls which
provide parameters used by all file drivers in your Basic I/O System.
Figure 9-3 illustrates the portion of ITABLE.A86 which contains this
global data. The values shown in this figure are contained in the
released version of ITABLE.A86 and are the suggested defaults.
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·, ,.., ,.., ,. ., ,. ,.,. ., ,.,.. ,.., , ., ,.., ,. ., ,.., ,. ., ,.., ,.., ,.., ,.., ,. ., ,. ., ,. ., ,.., ,.., ,. ., ,. ., ,.., ,. ., ,.., ,. ., ,.., ,.., ,. ., ,..,.,.,.
,·
; Define file-driver global data
·, ,. ., ,.., ,. ., ,. ., ,. ,.,. ., ,.., ,.., ,. ., ,. ., ,. ,.,. ., ,.., ,.., ,.,.,.., ,. .,. ., ,.., ,. ,.,. ., ,. ,.,. ., ,.., ,.., ,.., ,. ., ,.., ,. ., ,. ., ,. ,.,.., ,.
~

Figure 9-3.

~

File Driver Global Data Parameters

The following paragraphs discuss each of the macros shown in Figure 9-3.
You can change the parameters of these macro calls from their default
settings in order to reflect your individual Basic I/O System
requirements.
%NUM FILE DRIVERS

This macro declares the number of file
drivers in your Basic I/O System.
Associated with each file driver is a file
driver number. Use the largest file
driver number in your system as the value
for this parameter. Intel-supplied file
drivers are numbered as follows:
driver
Physical files
Stream files
Named files

%ATTACH DEVICE TASK PRIO

I

number
1
2

4

This macro declares the priority of the
attach-device task. This task receives
all requests to attach devices (via
PHYSICAL$ATTACH$DEVICE). When the
attach~device task receives such a
request, it creates another task which
actually handles the request. The second
task's priority is one less than the
priority of the task which called
PHYSICAL$ATTACH$DEVICE. Thus the second
task has a slightly higher priority.
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%TIMER TASK PRIO

This macro declares the priority of the
timer task. This task manages the
time-of-day clock for the Basic I/O
System. Its priority can impact its
performance and the Basic I/O System
behavior. If the priority is set too low,
the timer task may not get to run as often
as it needs and the clock will slip. If
the priority is set too high, the timer
task may take machine cycles away from
high priority tasks.

I
FILE DRIVER TABLES
Associated with each file driver are two tables of procedure entry points
and a macro call, which define the contents of the file driver.
ITABLE.A86 contains this information for each of the Intel-supplied file
drivers: the physical, stream, and named file drivers.
The macro, named %FlLE DRIVER INFO, supplies parameters that are of use
to the particular file-driver~ This manual does not define these
parameters; therefore you should not modify any of the macro calls unless
you are excluding an entire file driver (discussed later in this section).
One of the tables, the request table, lists the entry points of the
procedures directly associated with the system calls of that file driver
(for example, the REQREAD procedure is associated with ~he A$READ system
call). These routines are called by user tasks.
The other table, the I/O service (or ios) table, lists the entry points
of procedures that are ultimately called to service requests generated by
procedures in the request table. The procedures in an ios table are
called by Basic I/O System routines.
ITABLE.A86 provides the request tables and the ios tables in the form of
two assembly language structures, REQ FILE DRIVER and lOS FILE DRIVER.
The REQ FILE DRIVER structure defines-the request table and the
IOS_FILE_DRIVER table defines tpe ios table. The definitions for these
structures are contained in the file ITABLE.INC, which is available on
the Basic I/O System release diskette. The configuration file contains
an $INCLUDE statement for this file, which includes it in the assembly of
the configuration file.
Figure 9-4 shows the portion of ITABLE.A86 that contains the
%FILE_DRlVER_INFO call, the request table, and the ios table for the
physical file driver.
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·, ,.., ,. ., ,.,.,. ., ,.,.,.., ,.., ,.., ,.., ,.., ,.., ,. ., ,.., ,.., ,.., ,.., ,.., ,.., ,.., ,.., ,.., ,.., ,.,.,.., ,.., ,.., ,.., ,.., ,.,.,.., ,. ., ,.., ,.,.,.
: Physical files: fil~-nriver Number 1
,•
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,, ,,,,,,,

·..... .............. ...... .. .... .... .. ....... . ...........,.., ,.., ., ., ,.., ,.., ,.
,•

,•
: Request part:
,
seqment
req_table
rea_file_driver <
rencreatPftle,
&

·

&
&

reoattachfile,

·,
·
,•

&

readetachfile,

,•

,

,

&.

I;,
~

&

, rqSaScreate$file

,

,

,•
,•

·
,·
,·
·,
,·
:

,

,•
,•

&
&
&
&
&
&
&

&
&
&

&
&
&
&
&

,

reqopen,
reqclose,
reqread,
reqwrite,
reqseek,

,•

,

•,

reQphyssnecial,
reoconnectionstatus,
reofilestatus,
reag~tPathcomponent,

,

&

·,•
,·
,·
,
,··
,•
"

Peserved
rqSasattachSfile
Reserved
rqSaSdelete$connectlon
rqSaScreateSdirectory
Reserved
rqSaSdP!ete$file
Reserved
rqSaSrename$file
rqSaSchange$access
rqSaSooen
rqSaSclose
rqSa$read
rqSaSwrlte
rqSaSseel<
rqSaStruncate
rqsaSspeclal
rqSasgetSconnectlon$status
rqSaSgetSfl1e$status
rqSaSgetSpath$component
rqSaSgetSdlrectorySentry
rqSa$getsextensionSdata
rqSaSsetSextenslonSdata

&>

req_table

ends

Figure 9-4.

Physical File Driver Tables
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;

: lID
,•

~ystem

tos_tahl~

part:
seqm~nt

ios_file_driver <
&.
&

commonlotasK,

~

PhYS1J~date,

&

attacnpnysicalfile,

&

attacnDhvslc~lfile,

&

,

&
&
&

onysread,
onvs wr1te,
onysseek,

I;,

onys~pectal,

&
&

attacnohysicaldevice,
commondetachdevice,

&

&
&:

:

pnvsop~n,

onvsclose,
commonoetconnst,
pnvsQetf1.1est,

&

&

r..

~

,
,
,

&

PtlYsqetpt:!th,

&
&
&

&
&

,
,

&

ntlysdetachf i Ie

; rile-driver 1nit
; 110 (connection) Task
: Update
: .~ttacn File
: ('reate file
: Chanoe Access (non-null path)
; Delete (non-null path)
: Read
: Write
:
:
:
;

Sept<

Special
Attach Device
Detach Device
Open
Close
Get Connection status
Get File status

:
; Get

:
;
:
;
:
:
:
;

~xtenslon

Data

F-xtension Data
Chanoe Access (null path)
Delete (null path)
Rename
Get Path Component
~et Oirectory F.ntry
Truncate
Detacn File
~et

&>
los_tabl~

ends

Figure 9-4.

Physical File Driver Tables (continued)

Figure 9-5 shows the portion of ITABLE.A86 that contains the
%FILE_DRIVER_INFO call, the request table, and theios table for the
stream file driver.
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; ; :; ; ; :; ; ; ; ; ; ; :; ; ; ; ; :; ; ; :; ; ; :; :; ; ; ; ; :; ; ; ; ; :; :; :; ; ; :; :; ; ::; :; :; : ; :; :; ;
•,
1 Stream-foiles: Fl1e-Oriver Number 2.
,

·,·• .•.......•.•.....•...•.....................•..•...•.•.....•.•...•.•..
,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

p

%fl1e_oriv~r_intO(false,

·:

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

I

I

I

,

,

,

,

•

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

I

I

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

p ,

,

,

,

,

,

,

16, 512, 20)

,

·

,

Request part:

,

seament
req_file_driver <
&
reacreatPfile,
req_tabl~

&

,

&

renattachfile,

&:
&
&:
&
&
&

&
&

&
&

&
&
~

&
~

&
&

&:
&

,

re<ldetachfile,

,

,

renaeletestrfile,

,
,

ret.'lopen,
reoclose,
retlreaa,
reowrite,

:
:
;
;
:
;
;
;
;
:
:
:
~

,
reQs t rspf!'cial,
reaconnectionstatus,
re<ltll.~status,

reagetoathcomponent,

,

&
&

&>

;
;
:
:
:
;
:
:
;
:
:

rqSaScre~te$file

Reserved
rqSaSattachSfile
Reserved
rq$aSdeleteSconnection
rq$aScreate$n1rectory
Peserved
rqSaSdelete$file
Reserved
rq$aSrenamesfile
rq$dSchangp.S~ccess

rqSaSooen
rq$aSclose
rqSaSread
rqSaSwrite
rqSaSseek
rqSaStruncate
rqSaSsoecial
r4SaSget$connectlonSstatus
rq~aSgetSfileSstatus

rqSaSgetspath$component
rqSaSgetsdlrectorV$entry
rqSaSgetSextensionSdata
rqSaSsetSextensionSoata

reQ_table

Figure

9~5.

<

Stream File Driver Tables
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··,, 1/0
,•

Syst~m

part;

los_table
seqrn~nt
los_file_driver <
&
nullfdintt,
&
commonjotasK,

,

~

attachstreamfile,
createstreamfl1e,

&

&
&
&
&

,
,

strread,
strwrite,

f.,

,

&
&
&
&

strsoeciAl,
attachstreamaevice,
commondetachdevice,
stTopen,
strclose,
C'ommonqetconnst,
strgetfilest,

&
&

&
&
&
&
&

,

·:

rJpdate

•• Attacn f1.1e
•• Create file

·,· Delete
,· Read
,· Write
•• SeeK

, Chanqe Access (non-null path)
(non-null path)

,• Spec1.al

·•• net a c tl e vic
,·
Close
Get Connection status
·,, Get File
Fxtenston Data
, Attach Device
J)

p

t')p~n

~tatus

Set r.xtension
·,,·• Chanqe
Access
~et

,
,

,•

strdelp-te,

&

,• ~ile-driver ioit
, Tin (connection) Task

&

,

&

s t r g'e t pat h ,

&
&
&

strdF."tachfile

&>
ios_table

ends

,
,

Figure 9-5.

·
·
·
,

,
,•
,
,•

Data
(nUll path)
Oelete (null path)
Rename
r,et Path Component
Get Directorv Entrv
Truncate
netach r1le

Stream File Driver (continued)

Figure 9-6 shows the portion of ITABLE.A86 that contains null structures
for the reserved file driver, driver 3. You can use structures like
those contained in Figure 9-6 to exclude any other file driver from your
application system. To do this, replace the %FILE DRIVER INFO call and
the REQ FILE DRIVER and lOS FILE DRIVER structures-associated with that
driver with null structures-of the following form:
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%FILE_DRlVER_INFO(O,O,O,O)
REQ TABLE
SEGMENT
REQ-FILE DRIVER < >
REQ TABLE
ENDS
lOS TABLE
SEGMENT
lOS FILE DRIVER < >
lOS-TABLE
ENDS
Even if you make changes to the structures, you must maintain them in the
order that they appear in the released Basic I/O System configuration
file.

· ..... ... . . . .. .... ... . .. .. . . .............. . . .. . . .. . . .... . .. .. ...
~,r""""""""""""",~""",""I1""""'"

"•

: F11e-Uriver Numoer 3:

"""~,,

Heserved.

·, ,.., ,.., ,.., ,.., ,. ., ,. .,.., ,. ., ,. ., ,.., ,. ,.,. .,.., ,.., ,.., ,. ,.,. ., ,.., ,.., ,. ., ,. ., ,. ., ,.., ,. ., , ,.,. ., ,.,.,. ,.,. ., ,. ., ,. .,
,

,

~

~

,•

,•
1 Request part:
,•
req_table
seoment
req_file_driver <>
re~_table
enns
,•
; I/O Systpm part:

,•

los_table
seqment
los_file_driver <>
los_table
ends
Se1~c~

Figure 9-6.

Reserved File Driver Tables

Figure 9-7 shows the portion of ITABLE.A86 that contains the
%FILE DRIVER INFO call, the request table, and the ios table for the
named-file driver.
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:; :; :; :;:; :; :; :; ; ; :; :; ; ; :; :; ; ; :;; ; ; ; :; ::; ; :; :; :; :;
,
: Named Files: File-0river NumbPr 4.

,

;

:;

; ;

:;;; :;

; ;

·
,·
..".". .".".."..".". .,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,...,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,-,.., .,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. ... "..". .". ."..,.
"."
,•

%file_driver_info(true, ?6, 1024, 54)
,•
: Request part:

·,

req_table
seqment
req_file_drlver <
&
reacreatefile,
&
&
&
&
&,

&
&
&
&
&
&.
~

&
&
&,

&
&
&
&

&
&
&
&

,

reqattAchfile,

,

reqdetachfile,
reacreAtedirectory,

,

rendeletefl1e,

,

reorenBmetile,
reqchang~acc~ss,

reaonen,
renclose,
reoread,
reowrite,
reqseek,
reatrunc,
reanumspp.cial,
reqconnectionstatus,
rel1filestatus,
reqyPtoathcomponent,
reogetdirectorventry,
reonumqetextensiondata,
reonumsetextensiondata

: r q Sa S c r·e ate $ f lIe
Reserved
rqSaSattaCh$file
Reserved
: rqSaSdeletesconnection
: rqSaScreateSdirectory
Reserved
; rqSaSdeleteSfile
; Reserved
: rqSaSr@oamesfile
rqSaSchangeSaccess
rqSaSooen
~ rqSaSclose
: rqSaSread
: rqSaSwrlte
rqSaSseel<
rq$aStruncat~

: rqSaSsoecial
; rqSdsgetsconnectionsstatus
rqSa$getSfl1e$status
; rqSaSgetSpath$Component
; rqSaSgetsd1rectorySentry
; rqSa$getSextensionSdata
: rq$aSsetsextensionSaata

&>

reCl_table

ervis

Figure 9-7.

Named File Driver Tables
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.,
:

,•

110

Syst~m

part:

seament
ios_file_driver <

los_tabl~

&
&
&

C'omrnoniotasi{,
numuodatt:',
03ttacnnamedfl1e,

~

&

cr~dtenarneotl1p.,

~

namedchangeaccess,
nameddp.lete,
numread,
numwrite,
numseek,
numspec-ial,

&
&
&
&

&
&
&
&
&

attacnna~eddevice,

&

&:
&
&
&
5,

&
&
&
&
&

&>
ios_tahle

commondetachdevlce,
numooen,
numclose,
C'ornmonaetconnst,
numgetfilest,
namyetp.xtdata,
namsetextdata,
namchaccess,
namdelpte,
namrename,
namgetDdth,
namdi.rentry,
numtrunc,
numdetachfile

File-driver jnit
TID (connection) Task
Update
nttacn f'jle
Create File
Chanqe Access (non-null oat
nelete (non-null path)
Reao
','~r 1 te

·:,·
·,,•
·,,•
,· SeeK
,• Special
, Attach Uevice
,·• Detacn Devlee
,• Open
,· ('lose
,· Get Connection
/I

status

,• Get F i Ie stat.us
,• Get ~xtension Data
, Set ~xtension nata

···
,·· Get Path Component
·, Get 01 r ectory
,· Truncate
·, Detach file

, Change Access (null path)
, Pelete (null path)
, Pendrne
~ntrv

enris

Figure 9-7.

Named File Driver Tables (continued)

You can modify the file driver tables in one of two ways. If you want to
exclude an entire driver from your Basic I/O System, substitute null .
" structures for its %FILE DRIVER INFO call arid its REQ FILE DRIVER and·
lOS FILE DRIVER structures in ITABLE.A86. However, if you-want to
eliminate one or more system calls from a file driver but still include
the file driver as part of your Basic I/O System, delete the procedure
names associated with the affected system calls from both the
REQ_FILE_DRIVER structure and the lOS FILE DRIVER structure.
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Replace the procedure names in the REQ FILE DRIVER structure with the
name NOTCONFIGURED. Replace the procedure names in the lOS FILE DRIVER
structure with commas. This causes the Basic I/O System to-return the
E$NOT$CONFIGURED exception code to any task that attempts to invoke one
of the eliminated system calls. Table 9-1 lists the system calls and
associated procedure names for the physical file driver. Table 9-2 lists
the system calls and associated procedure names for the stream file
driver. Table 9-3 lists the system calls and the associated procedure
names for the named file driver.

Table 9-1.

Physical File Driver System Calls and Procedure Names

SYSTEM CALL

REQJILE_DRIVER
NAME

lOS FILE DRIVER
- NAME

A$CREATE$FILE

REQCREATEFILE

ATTACHPHYS I CALF ILE
(the second one)

A$ATTACH$FILE

REQATTACHFILE

ATTACHPHYSICALFILE
(the first one)

A$OPEN

REQOPEN

PHYSOPEN

A$SEEK

REQSEEK

PHYSSEEK

A$READ

REQREAD

PHYSREAD

A$WRITE

REQWRITE

PHYSWRITE

A$SPECIAL

REQPHYSSPECIAL

PHYSSPECIAL

A$CLOSE

RE.QCLOSE

PHYSCLOSE

A$GET$CONNECTION$STATUS

REQCONNECTIONSTATUS

PHYSGETCONNST

A$GET$FILE$STATUS

REQFILESTATUS

PHYSGETFILEST

A$ GET $PATH$ COMPONENT

REQGETPATHCOMPONENT

PHYSGETPATH

A$ DELETE$ CONNECTION

REQDETACHFILE

PHYSDETACHFILE
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Table 9-2.

Stream File Driver System Calls and Procedure Names

SYSTEM CALL

REQ_FILE_DRIVER
NAME

lOS FILE DRIVER
- NAME

A$ CREATE $FILE

REQCREATEFILE

CREATESTREAMFILE

A$ ATTACH $FILE

REQATTACHFILE

ATTACHSTREAMFILE

A$OPEN

REQOPEN

STROPEN

A$READ

REQREAD

STRREAD

A$WRITE

REQWRITE

STRWRITE

A$SPECIAL

REQSTRSPECIAL

STRSPECIAL

A$CLOSE

REQCLOSE

STRCLOSE

A$GET$CONNECTION$STATUS

REQCONNECTIONSTATUS

STRGETCONNST

A$GET$FILE$STATUS

REQFILESTATUS

STRGETFILEST

A$GET$PATH$COMPONENT

REQGETPATHCOMPONENT

STRGETPATH

A$DELETE$CONNECTION

REQDETACHFILE

STRDETACHFILE

A$DELETE$FILE

REQDELETESTRFILE

STRDELETE
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Table 9-3.

Named File Driver System Calls and Procedure Names

SYSTEM CALL

REQ FILE DRIVER
-NAME-

lOS FILE DRIVER
- NAME

A$CREATE$FILE

REQCREATEFILE

CREATENAMEDFILE

A$ATTACH$FILE

REQATTACHFILE

ATTACHNAMEDFILE

A$CREATE$DlRECTORY

REQCREATEDlRECTORY

CREATENAMEDFILE

A$CHANGE$ACCESS

REQCHANGEACCESS

NAMEDCHANGEACCESS
NAMCHACCESS

A$RENAME$FILE

REQRENAMEFILE

NAMRENAME

A$OPEN

REQOPEN

NUMOPEN

A$SEEK

REQSEEK

NUMSEEK

A$READ

REQREAD

NUMREAD

A$WRITE

REQWRITE

NUMWRITE

A$SPECIAL

REQNUMSPECIAL

NUMSPECIAL

A$CLOSE

REQCLOSE

NUMCLOSE

A$GET$CONNECTION$STATUS

REQCONNECTIONSTATUS

NUMGETCONNST

A$GET$FILE$STATUS

REQFILESTATUS

NUMGETFILEST

A$GET$DIRECTORY $ENTRY

REQGETDIRECTORYENTRY

NAMD IRE NTRY

A$GET$PATH$COMPONENT

REQGETPATHCOMPONENT

NAMGE TPATH

A$DELETE$CONNECTION

REQDETACHFILE

NUMDETACHFILE

A$TRUNCATE

REQTRUNC

NUMTRUNC

A$DELETE$FILE

REQDELETEFILE

NAMEDDELETE
NAMDELETE

A$ GET$EXTENS ION$ DATA

REQNUMGETEXTENSIONDATA

NAMGETEXTDATA

A$SET$EXTENSION$DATA

REQNUMSETEXTENSIONDATA

NAMSETEXTDATA
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In addition to the file driver tables shown in Figures 9-4, 9-5, 9-6, and
9-7, ITABLE.A86 also contains external declarations for all the symbols
referenced by the REQ FILE DRIVER and the lOS FILE DRIVER structures. If
you modify these structures to exclude system-calls from your Basic I/O
System, you can eliminate the EXTRN statements for the excluded procedure
names, as long as these procedure names are not referenced by other file
driver structures. However, make sure that all references to a procedure
name have been eliminated before removing its EXTRN statement.
Example:
To remove the A$RENAME$FILE system call from the named file driver,
replace the REQRENAMEFILE procedure name in the named file driver
RE~FILE_DRIVER structure with RQNOTCONFIGURED.
Also replace the
NAMRENAME procedure name in the named file driver lOS_FILE_DRIVER
structure with a comma. Then remove the EXTRN statements for these names
from the configuration file.

SELECTING FEATURES (ITABLE.A86)
Figure 9-8 shows the part of ITABLE.A86 that selects features of the
Basic I/O System. These features are selected with macro calls, much in
the same way as the non-file/connection interfaces. However, unlike the
non-file/connection interface, features are selected by excluding the
corresponding macro call from ITABLE.A86. In order to include a macro
call from ITABLE.A86 (and thus exclude the feature), replace the
semicolon (;) at the beginning of the corresponding macro call with a
percent-sign (%).

·, ,.., ,.., ,. ,.,. ., ,. ., ,. .. ,.., ,.., ,.., ,.., ,. ., ,. ., ,. .,.,.,.., ,. ., ,. ., ,..,. ., ,.., ,. ., ,. ., ,. ., ,.., ,. ., ,.., ,.., ,. ., ,.
,

~

,•
: Define any

f~atures

to be configured.

,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• •r ,• •, ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,* ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,• ,•

~(jummy_timer

:no_create_tAlse
:no_truncate
~no_~llocate

Figure 9-8.

Basic I/O System Features
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The following paragraphs discuss each of the macros shown in Figure 9-8.
%DUMMY TIMER

The presence of this macro call causes the Basic I/O
System to be assembled without timing facilities.
Without timing facilities, the Basic I/O System fills
in all time fields with a zero value and saves the
overhead of maintaining a timer. Also, without timing
facilities you can debug your application system in
single-step mode using the iSBC 957A monitor, because
the system is not constantly servicing clock
interrupts. However, if you include the %DUMMY TIMER
macro call, you should exclude the GET$TlME andSET$TIME system calls from your Basic I/O System.
If you exclude the %DUMMY TIMER call from ITABLE.A86,
the timing facilities of the Basic I/O System are
included in your application system.

%NO CREATE-FALSE

The presence of this macro call causes the Basic I/O
System to be assembled without the ability to create
connections to existing files with the CREATE$FILE
system call. In particular, if this macro is present,
the user cannot call CREATE$FILE with the must$create
parameter set to false. If the Basic I/O System
encounters such a call, it returns the E$SUPPORT
exception code. This option implies that CREATE$FILE
can only be used to create connections to nonexistent
files. Refer to the iRMX 86 BASIC I/O SYSTEM
REFERENCE MANUAL for detailed information concerning
the CREATE$FILE system call.

%NO TRUNCATE

The presence of this macro call causes the Basic I/O
System to be assembled without the TRUNCATE system
call and its associated modules. The presence of this
macro call also requires the presence of the
%NO CREATE FALSE call, since setting the must$create
parameter of CREATE$FILE to false requires the ability
to truncate the file (refer to the iRMX 86 BASIC I/O
SYSTEM REFERENCE MANUAL). This macro call also
requires that you omit the TRUNCATE and DELETE$FILE
system calls from your application system by removing
their entries from the file driver tables (refer to
the "File Driver Tables" section of this chapter).

%NO ALLOCATE

The presence of this macro call causes the Basic I/O
System to be assembled without the ability to extend
files beyond their current end-of-file boundaries.
This macro call requires that you omit the CREATE$FILE
and CREATE$DlRECTORY system calls from your
application system by removing their entries from the
file driver tables (refer to the "File Driver Tables"
section of this chapter). You should not include this
macro call in ITABLE.A86 unless the users of the Basic
I/O System only read from existing files on named-file
volumes. However, inclusion of this macro call
reduces the size of the Basic I/O System.
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DESCRIBING. THE I/O DEVICES (IDEVCF.A86)
An I/O device consists of a controller and one or more units. A device
driver services each I/O device. In order to include I/O devices in your
system, you must provide specific information about devices, units, and
device drivers as well as general information about all devices in the
system. The specific information is provided in the form of device-unit
information blocks (DUIBs). The general information is provided in the
form of a macro call. The Basic I/O System configuration file,
IDEVCF.A86, contains several DUIBs for standard devices as well as the
general information for these devices.
Using the information presented in this chapter as a guide, you must
modify IDEVCF.A86 so that it describes the devices attached to your
system.
Before presenting the specific information that you need in order to
modify the configuration file, this chapter describes the terms device
number, unit number, and device-unit number, since you must specify each.

DEVICE NUMBERING
Figure 9-9 contains a simplified drawing of three I/O devices in a
system. The device numbers of these three devices are 0, 1, and 2, as
shown. The device number represents the device as a whole. A unit
number uniquely identifies a unit within a device (such as a single disk
drive of a multi-drive device). Notice that the unit numbers of one
device can duplicate the unit numbers of another. A device-unit number
uniquely identifies a unit of a device among all the units of all the
devices. Device-unit numbers are not duplicated.

DEVICE 0

DEVICE 1

CONTROLLER

CONTROLLER

DEVICE 2

I

I

I

UNIT 0

UNIT 1

UNIT 0

UNIT 1

UNIT 2

UNIT 0

DEVICEUNIT 0

DEVICEUNIT 1

DEVICEUNIT 2

DEVICEUNIT 3

DEVICEUNIT 4

DEVICEUNIT 5

Figure 9-9.

Device Numbering
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Before creating your Basic I/O System configuration file, assign each
device in your system a device number. Likewise, assign each unit a unit
number and a device-unit number. The order of assignment is not
important (with the exception of the unit number), as long as it is
consistent with the definitions supplied previously, and the numbering of
devices, units, and device-units begins with O. The device driver uses
the unit number to select the correct unit on the device. Make sure that
if you have two of the same type of controller (such as two iSBC 204
controllers), assign each of them a separate device number.

I

I

DEVICE-UNIT INFORMATION BLOCKS
A device-unit information block (DUIB) is a block of information that you
must supply for each device-unit in your system. You can provide this
information by entering DEFINE DUIB assembly language structures into the
Basic I/O System configuration-file. The definition of this structure is
contained in file IDEVCF.INC, which is available on the Basic I/O System
release diskette. IDEVCF.A86 contains an $INCLUDE statement for this
file, which includes it in the assembly of the configuration file. The
format of the DEFINE DUIB structure is as follows:
DEFINE DUIB <
& dev_name,
& file drivers,
& functions,
& flags,
& dev_gran,
& low_dev_size,
& high dev size,
& device_number,
& unit number,
& device unit_number,
& init io,
& finish_io,
& queue_io,
& cancel io,
& device info,
& unit_info,
& update_timeout,
& num_buffers,
& priority

&

I

I

>

where:
dev name

Name of the device-unit. Specify this name as
a string of 14 characters or less, surrounded
by single quotes. This name is supplied to the
PHYSICAL$ATTACH$DEVICE system call in order to
identify the device to be attached. For
example, the name 'FO' could be used as the
name of an iSBC 204 unit.
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file drivers

WORD specifying file driver validity. Setting
bit number i of this word implies that file
driver number i+l can attach this device-unit.
Clearing bit number i implies that file driver
number i+l cannot attach this device-unit.
Bits are numbered from right to left, starting
with bit O. Legitimate file drivers and their
associated bit numbers include:
File Driver
physical
stream
named

Bit Number

o
1

3

The remainder of the word must be set to zero.
functions

WORD specifying I/O function validity. Setting
bit number i of this word implies that this
device-unit supports function number i.
Clearing bit number i implies that the
device-unit does not support function number
i. Bits are numbered from right to left,
starting with bit O. Legitimate functions and
their numbers include:
Function
F$READ
F$WRITE
F$SEEK
F$SPECIAL
F$ATTACH$DEV
F$DETACH$DEV
F$OPEN
F$CLOSE

Bit Number

o

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Bits 4 and 5 must always be set.
driver requires these functions.
this word must be set to zero.
flags

Every device
Bits 8-15 of

BYTE specifying characteristics of diskette
devices. The significance of the bits is as
follows:
bit

o
1
2
3-7

meaning
Reserved
0 = single density; 1 = double
density
0 = single sided; 1 = double sided
Reserved
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WORD specifying the device granularity in
bytes. This parameter is generally used for
random access devices (described later in this
section). It specifies the minimum number of
bytes of information that the device reads or
writes in one operation, or the sector size of
the device. You should set this value equal to
the volume granularity specified when the
volume was formatted. For example, for an iSBC
204 or iSBC 206 unit 'you could specify 128 or
512.
low dev size

Low-order WORD of the device storage capacity,
in bytes.
High-order WORD of the device storage capacity,
in bytes.

device number

BYTE specifying the number of the device with
which this DUIB is associated. Refer to the
"Device Numbering" section of this chapter for
more specific information.

unit number

BYTE specifying the unit number of the
device-unit associated with this DUIB. This
number identifies one out of a possible several
units of a device. Refer to the "Device
Numbering" section of this chapter for more
specific information.

device unit number

BYTE specifying the number of the device-unit
associated with this DUIB. Refer to the
"Device Numbering" section of this chapter for
more specific information.

init io

WORD specifying the offset in the code segment
of this unit's Initialize I/O device driver
procedure. Refer to Table 9-4 for special
information concerning common and random access
drivers. The GUIDE TO WRITING DEVICE DRIVERS
FOR THE iRMX 86 I/O SYSTEM contains additional
information about this procedure. You must
also place an EXTRN statement for the init io
parameter in the configuration file.

finish io

WORD specifying the offset in the code segment
of this unit's Finish I/O device driver
procedure. Refer to Table 9-4 for special
information concerning common and random access
drivers. The GUIDE TO WRITING DEVICE DRIVERS
FOR THE iRMX 86 I/O SYSTEM contains additional
information about this procedure. You must
also place an EXTRN statement for the finish io
parameter in the configuration file.
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WORD specifying the offset in the code segment
of this unit's Queue I/O procedure. Refer to
Table 9-4 for special information concerning
common and random access drivers. The GUIDE TO
WRITING DEVICE DRIVERS FOR THE iRMX 86 I/O
SYSTEM contains additional information about
this procedure. You must also place an EXTRN
statement for the queue io parameter in the
configuration file.
cancel io

WORD specifying the offset in the code segment
of this unit's Cancel I/O procedure. Refer to
Table 9-4 for special information concerning
common and random access drivers. The GUIDE TO
WRITING DEVICE DRIVERS FOR THE iRMX 86 I/O
SYSTEM contains additional information about
this procedure. You must also place an EXTRN
statement for the cancel io parameter in the
configuration file.

device info

POINTER to a device information table for this
device. Specify a for this parameter if the
driver for the associated device does not need
this field. Refer to the "Device and Unit
Information" section of this chapter for
specific information concerning the
device-information table.

unit info

POINTER to a unit information table for this
unit. Specify a for this parameter if the
driver for the associated unit does not need
this field. Refer to the "Device and Unit
Information" section of this chapter for
specific information concerning the
unit-information table.

update_timeout

WORD specifying the number of clock intervals
(defined during Nucleus configuration; see
Chapter 6) that the I/O system waits after
completing an I/O request before updating file
data structures on the volume. After a request
on a connection has been completed, the Basic
I/O System updates the data structures on the
volume unless a new request is made before this
timeout. value expires. If you specify a zero
value for this parameter, the Basic" I/O Syseem
updates the structures during each request. A
value of OFFFFH indicates that updates occur
only when the device is detached.
When your Basic I/O System is in the debugging
stages, you should specify a zero timeout
value. Otherwise it is recommended that you
specify a value for this parameter that when
multiplied by the length of a clock interval
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yields an update timeout value of about 1
second, unless your system can maintain disk
integrity with the OFFFFH value. You can
adjust the update_timeout value in conjunction
with the num buffers parameter to increase the
performance ;f the Basic I/O System when
dealing with this unit.
num buffers

priority

WORD which specifies whether a device is a
random access device and, if it is, specifies
how many buffers the device uses. If this
parameter is nonzero, it specifies that the
device is of the random access variety and
indicates the number of buffers this unit will
have for blocking and deblocking I/O requests.
Each sector is one buffer plus 16 bytes long.
The Basic I/O System uses these buffers to
store partial blocks of data when I/O requests
do not start on sector boundaries or transfer
counts are not wlltiples of the device
. gramllarity. In most application systems, 4 is
an optimal value for this parameter. A value
of 0 for this parameter indicates that the
device is not a random access device.
BYTE specifying the priority of the Basic I/O
System service task for the device.

You must specify a DEFlNE_DUIB structure for each device-unit in the
system. However, you can specify more DUIB structures than
device-units. Each DUIB must have a unique name (specified with the
dev_name parameter) but more than one DUIB can apply to the same
device-unit. Different DUIBs can be used to specify different
characteristics for the same device-unit. Therefore, different device or
unit characteristics can be selected at run-time when the DUIB is
associated with the device-unit (such as choosing between single- and
double-density diskettes, for example). This is done with the
A$PHYSICAL$ATTACH$DEVICE system call. You must arrange all of the DUIBs
contiguously in your configuration file. Do not place any other code
between the DEFINE DUIB structures.
The Basic I/O System supports the notion of common and random access
drivers, providing a set of support routines for these drivers. When you
use common and random access drivers you must reference these
Intel-supplied procedures in the DEFlNE_DUIB structure. The DEFlNE_DUIB
parameters and the values which you must enter are listed in Table 9-4.
The GUIDE TO WRITING DEVICE DRIVERS FOR THE iRMX 86 I/O SYSTEM discusses
common and random access device drivers in more detail.
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Table 9-4.

Common and Random Access Driver DUIB Values

DEFINE DUIB
Parameter

Common and Random Access Driver
Parameter

init io

INITIO

finish io

FINISHIO

queue_io

QUEUE 10

cancel io

CANCELIO

-

-

-

Former releases of the Basic I/O System provided two versions of the
procedures listed in Table 9-4, one version for common drivers and one
version for random access drivers. The random access procedures had the
names listed in Table 9-4, but with the characters "RAD" as a preface.
Now, the procedures listed in Table 9-4 provide support for both types of
drivers. However, to be compatible with previous releases, the "RAD"
names are still supported. If you are using a configuration file created
in a previous release, you need not modify it to update these names.
IDEVCF.A86 contains DEFINE DUIB structures for several standard devices.
Figure 9-10 shows one of these structures.

,• Snugart 204, unit
,•
def1ne_duih
<
&

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&.
&
&
&
&&
&

·,: fileSdrivers
··, functs
flags
,· devsar-3n
= 256256
·,,· dev$size
Device
"'ame(14)

' f 1' ,
OQRH,

Of'"'H,

f'

OvH,
liB,
Ol!:900ri,03H,
0,

,• Unit

1,

,• tiev$unlt

1,

1n1tio,
fin1!:;hj,o,
('hJ~U~iO,

cancelio,
dinto_204,
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Figure 9-10.
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Example DUIB Contained in IDEVCF.A86
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The DUIB in Figure 9-10 defines an iSBC 204 unit. The name of this DUIB
is Fl. This name should be used when making an A$PHYSICAL$ATTACH$DEVICE
system call. The parameters of the DUIB describe the unit as follows:
•

The OBH value for the file_drivers parameter indicates that file
drivers one, two, and four can attach this device-unit (bits 0,
1, and 3 are set).

•

The OFFH value for the functions parameter indicates that all
eight functions are valid for this device-unit (bits 0-7 are set).

•

The OOH value for the flags parameter indicates that the drive is
a single-density, single-sided diskette drive.

•

The OE900H value for the low dev size parameter and the 03H value
for the high dev size parameter indicate a storage capacity of
3E900H bytes: or-256256 decimal bytes.

•

The values for the device number, unit number, and
device unit number parameters indicate-that this DUIB applies to
device=unit-l, which is unit 1 of device O.

•

The init_io, finish_io, queue io, and cancel io parameters
indicate that this iSBC 204 device has a random access driver.
These parameters contain the values listed in Table 9-4 for
random access and common driver entry points. IDEVCF.A86
contains EXTRN statements for these entry points.

•

The device info and unit info parameters indicate that this
device has-a device information table located at the address of
symbol DINFO 204 and this unit has a unit information table
located at the address of symbol UNIFO SHUGART. IDEVCF.A86
contains these tables. They are described in the next section.

DEVICE AND UNIT INFORMATION TABLES
The device_info and unit_info parameters of DEFINE DUIB refer to tables
that you must place in the configuration file which contain specific
information that the driver needs. The format of the information in each
table depends on the device driver. This section describes the formats
of the device information tables and unit information tables for common
and random access device drivers. The GUIDE TO WRITING DEVICE DRIVERS
FOR THE iRMX 86 I/O SYSTEM contains more complete information about these
device drivers.

Common Device Driver Tables
To provide device information tables for common device drivers, use the
COMMON DEV INFO assembly language structure. This structure is defined
in file IDEVCF.INC, which is available on the Basic I/O System release
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diskette. IDEVCF.A86 contains an $INCLUDE statement for this file, which
includes it in the assembly of the configuration file. The format of the
COMMON DEV INFO structure is as follows:
COMMON DEV INFO <
&
level,
&
priority,
&
stack size,
&
data_size,
&
num_units,
device init,
&
&
device=finish,
device_start,
&
device_stop,
&
device interrupt
&
&

>

-

where:
level

WORD specifying an encoded interrupt level at which
the device will interrupt. The interrupt task uses
this value to associate itself with the correct
interrupt level. The values for this field are
encoded as follows:
bits

value

15-7

0

6-4

priority

First digit of the interrupt level (0-7)

3

If one, the level is a master level and bits
6-4 specify the entire level number. If
zero, the level is a slave level and bits 2-0
specify the second digit

2-0

Second digit of the interrupt level (0-7), if
bit 3 is zero.

BYTE specifying the initial priority of the device's
interrupt task.

stack .size

WORD specifying the size in bytes of the stack for the
user-written device interrupt procedure (and other
procedures that it calls). This number should not
include stack requirements for the Basic I/O
System-supplied procedures. They add their
requirements to this number.

data size

WORD specifying the size in bytes of the user portion
of the device-local data. This data is for driver use
only. The common driver support procedures supplied
by the Basic I/O System allocate their data in
addition to this.
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num units

WORD specifying the number of units supported by the
driver. Units are assumed to be numbered
consecutively, starting with zero.

device init

WORD specifying the start address of the user-written
device initialization procedure.

device finish

WORD specifying the start address of the user-written
device finish procedure.

device start

WORD specifying the start address of the user-written
device start procedure.

device_stop

WORD specifying the start address of the user-written
device stop procedure.

device interrupt

WORD specifying the start address of the user-written
device interrupt procedure.

Depending on the actual device driver, you may have to provide additional
fields for this structure. The GUIDE TO WRITING DEVICE DRIVERS FOR THE
iRMX 86 I/O SYSTEM describes all fields of this structure in more detail.
Most common device drivers do not require unit information tables.
Therefore, make sure to set the unit_info field of the DEFlNE_DUIB
structure to zero for any device-units that use common device drivers,
unless the particular driver requires unit information.

Random Access Device Driver Tables
To provide the device information tables and unit information tables for
random access device drivers, use the RADEV_DEV_INFO and RADEV_UNIT_INFO
assembly language structure. These structures are defined in file
IDEVCF.INC, which is available on the Basic I/O System release diskette.
IDEVCF.A86 contains an $INCLUDE statement for this file, which includes
it in the assembly of the configuration file.
The format of the RADEV DEV INFO structure is as follows:
RADEV DEV INFO <
&
level,
&
priority,
&
stack_size,
&
data_size,
&
num units,
&
device_init,
&
device finish,
&
device-start,
&
device stop,
&
device interrupt
&

>

-
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The fields of this structure are the same as those for the
COMMON DEV INFO structure and are described in the "Common Device Driver
Tables" section of this chapter.
Depending on the actual device driver, you may have to provide additional
parameters for this structure. Refer to the "Device Driver Tables for
Intel-supplied Device Drivers" section of this chapter for examples of
this. The GUIDE TO WRITING DEVICE DRIVERS FOR THE iRMX 86 I/O SYSTEM
describes all of the fields of this structure in detail.
To provide the unit information table for a random access device driver,
use the RADEV UNIT INFO assembly language structure. The format of this
structure is as follows:

I

RADEV UNIT INFO <
&
track_size,
&
max retry,
&
&

o >

where:
track size

WORD specifying the size in bytes of one track of a
volume of the device. If the controller can handle
requests that cross track boundaries, specify 0 for this
parameter.
WORD specifying the maximum number of times an operation
should be retried if an error occurs. A value of 9 is
recommended.

Depending on the actual device driver, you may have to provide additional
parameters for this structure. Refer to the "Device Driver Tables for
Intel-supplied Device Drivers" section of this chapter for examples of
this. Also refer to the GUIDE TO WRITING DEVICE DRIVERS FOR THE iRMX 86
I/O SYSTEM for further information about this structure.

Device-Driver Tables for Intel-supplied Device Drivers
Intel supplies device drivers for the following devices:
iSBC 204 flexible disk controller
iSBC 206 hard disk controller

I

iSBC 215/iSBX 218/ iSBC 220 winchester/flexible/SMD disk controller
iSBC 254 bubble memory contrc;>ller
iSBC 86/12A on board USART
byte bucket
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All you have to do in order to use these drivers is to fill out the
DUIBs, device information tables, and unit information tables as
described in this section.

iSBC 204 Driver. The iSBC 204 driver is a random access driver.
supports the following:

It

•

The functions F$READ, F$WRITE, F$SEEK, F$SPECIAL,
F$ATTACH$DEVICE, and F$DETACH$DEV. F$OPEN and F$CLOSE are
accepted, but the driver performs no operations for these
functions. Track formatting and volume change notification are
supported via the F$SPECIAL function. Refer to the iRMX 86 I/O
SYSTEM REFERENCE MANUAL for further information about these
special functions.

•

All Intel-supplied file drivers.

•

Device granularities of 128 and 512 bytes, software selectable on
a per-unit basis.

•

Up to four units per controller; two for each 8271 DMA chip. The
8271 chip at chip location A4 of the iSBC 204 board is FDCO,
controlling units 0 and 1. The 8271 chip at chip location A6 is
FDCl, controlling units 2 and 3.

You must place the following values in the device information table in
order to support the iSBC 204 driver:
RADEV DEV INFO Field
level
priority
stack size
data size
num units
device init
device finish
device start
device_stop
device_interrupt

Value
Configuration option
Configuration option
20
127
1 through 4
1204INIT
DEFAULTFINISH
1204START
DEFAULTSTOP
12 04 INTERRUPT

In addition, you must also append the following information to the device
information structure:
Type

Value

WORD

Address of the I/O port which matches the
board configuration.

Figure 9-11 shows a device information table contained in IDEVCF.A86.
This table is the one associated with the DUIB shown in Figure 9-10.
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Device Information Table for iSBC 204 Device

IDEVCF.A86 also contains EXTRN statements for the symbols referenced in
the Figure 9-11.
You must supply the following information in the unit information table
in order to support the iSBC 204 driver:
RADEV UNIT INFO Field

I

track size
max_retry

26 * 128 or 8 * 512
9 (recommended)

In addition~ you must append the following information, in sequence, to'
the unit information structure:
Type
WORD

WORD
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE

I

Value

Value
reserved
reserved
step-rate for drive
settle time for drive
head load/unload time

Refer to the description of the specify conimand ill the" iSBC 204 FLEXIBLE
DISKETTE CONTROLLER HARDWARE REFERENCE MANUAL for more informa,tion about
these values. Figure 9-12 shows a unit information table contained in
IDEVCF.A86. This table is associated with the DUIB shown in Figure 9-10.
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Unit Information Table for iSBC 204 Unit

iSBC 206 Driver. The iSBC 206 driver is a random access driver.
supports the following:

It

•

The functions F$READ, F$WRITE, F$SEEK, F$SPECIAL, F$ATTACH$DEV,
and F$DETACH$DEV. F$OPEN and F$CLOSE are accepted, but the
driver performs no operations for these functions. Track
formatting and volume change notification are supported via the
F$SPECIAL function. Refer to the iRMX 86 I/O SYSTEM REFERENCE
MANUAL for further information about these special functions.

•

All Intel-supplied file drivers.

•

Device granularities of 128 and 512 bytes, hardware (switch)
selectable on a per-spindle basis.

•

Up to 16 units per controller.

The iSBC 206 driver can support four spindles, with up to four .platters
per spindle. Units 0-3 are on the first spindle, 4-7 are on the second,
8-11 are on the third, and 12-:-15 are on the fourth. Units 0, 4, 8, and
12 are the removable platters.
You must specify the following values in the device information table, in
order to support the iSBC 206 driver:
RADEV DEV INFO Field
level
priority

Value
Configuration option
Configuration option
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Value

RADEV DEV INFO Field
stack size
data size
num units
device init
device-finish
device-start
device_stop
device_interrupt

40
16
1 through 16
I206INIT
DEFAULTFINISH
I206START
DEFAULTSTOP
I206INTERRUPT

In addition, you must also append the following data to the device
information structure:
Value
WORD

Address of the I/O port which matches the
board configuration.

You must specify the following values in the unit'information table, in
order to support the iSBC 206 driver:
RADEV UNIT INFO Field
track size
max_retry

Value
36 * 128 or 12 * 512
9 (recommended)

iSBC 215/iSBX 218/iSBC 220 Driver. The iSBC 215/iSBX 218/iSBC 220 driver
is a random access driver. It supports the following:
•

The functions F$READ, F$WRITE, F$SEEK, F$SPECIAL, F$ATTACH$DEV,
and F$DETACH$DEV. F$OPEN and F$CLOSE are accepted, but the
driver performs no operations for these functions. Track
formatting and volume change notification are supported via the
F$SPECIAL function. Refer to the iRMX 86 BASIC I/O SYSTEM
REFERENCE MANUAL for further information about these special
functions.

•

All Intel-supplied file drivers.

•

Device granularities of 128, 256, 512, and 1024 bytes.

•

Up to 12 disks per controller.

The iSBC 215/iSBX 218/iSBC 220 controller assumes that units 0-3 are
fixed disks on drives 1-4, units 4-7, are removable disks on drives 1-4,
and 8-11 are flexible diskette drives 1-4 (when the iSBX 218 board is
used in conjunction with the iSBC 215 board). The driver checks only the
four least-significant bits of the unit number. The upper bits can be
used to identify mUltiple units on the same disk, as described in this
section.
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You must specify the following values in the device information table, in
order to support the iSBC 215/iSBX 218/ iSBC 220 driver.
RADEV DEV INFO Field
level
priority
stack size
data size
num units
device init
device-finish
device start
device stop
device interrupt

Value
Configuration option
Configuration option
300
400
12 or more
1215INIT
DEFAULTFINISH
1215START
DEFAULTSTOP
1215INTERRUPT

In addition, you must also append the following data the the device
information structure:
Value
WORD
WORD
WORD

Wakeup address offset (normally set to 0)
Wakeup address base
Wakeup port address

You should set the wakeup address base and the wakeup port address to the
values set with the switches on the iSBC 215 or iSBC 220 controller board.
You must specify the following values in the unit information table, in
order to support the iSBC 215/iSBX 218 driver:
RADEV UNIT INFO Field

Value

o

track size
max_retry

9 (recommended)

In addition, you must append the following information, in sequence, to
the unit information structure:
~

Value

WORD

The device code (0 for the iSBC 215 device and
2 for the iSBC 220 device)
The number of cylinders on the iSBC 215 disk.
The number of fixed data heads on the disk
drive.
The number of removable data heads on the disk
drive. For a iSBX 218 flexible disk drive,
you should set this to 1 or 2 to indicate
single or double sided diskettes. This
value should correspond to the flags field
of the DUIB for the unit.
The number of sectors per track.

WORD
BYTE
BYTE

BYTE
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Type

Value

BYTE

The number of cylinders set aside for alternate
tracks.
The starting sector number of the device
(normally 0). By using this field and the
device size field in the DUIB, you can define
several units on different parts of a single
disk drive.

DWORD

iSBC 254 Controller. The iSBC 254 driver is a random access driver.
supports the following:

It

•

The functions F$READ, F$WRITE, F$SEEK, and F$ATTACH$DEVICE.
F$DETACH$DEVICE, F$OPEN, and F$CLOSE are accepted, but the driver
performs no operations for these functions.

•

All Intel-supplied file drivers.

•

Device granularities of 64, 128, 256, and 512 bytes, software
selectable on a per-unit basis.

•

Two types of hardware configuration:
Each iSBC 254 board as a complete device with one unit.
Several iSBC 254 boards as separate units of a single
imaginary device.

You must place the following values in the device information table in
order to support the iSBC 254 driver:
RADEV DEV INFO Field
level
priority
stack size
data size
num units
device init
device finish
device-start
device-stop
device_interrupt

Value
Configuration option
Configuration option
512
15
Configuration option
DEFAULTINIT
DEFAULTFINISH
1254START
DEFAULT STOP
1254INTERRUPT

You must specify the following values in the unit information table, in
order to support the iSBC 254 driver:
RADEV UNIT INFO Field
track size
max_retry

Value
0
9 (recommended)
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In addition, you must append the following information, in sequence, to
the unit information structure:
Type

Value

WORD
WORD
WORD

1
Base address of the board.
Number of device-granularity units of memory
(64-, 128-, 256-, or 512-byte units) on the
iSBC 254 board.

iSBC 86/12A On Board USART. The On Board USART is a Basic I/O System
driver interface to the Terminal Handler and the Debugger. It supports
the functions F$READ, F$WRITE, F$ATTACH$DEV, and F$DETACH$DEV. This
driver interfaces to the Basic I/O System at the DUIB level. It should
only be used by the physical file driver. You must specify the following
procedure names in the DEFINE DUIB structure in order to support the On
Board USART:
DEFINE DUIB Field
init io
finish io
queue io
cancel io

Procedure Name
THINITIO
THFINISHIO
THQUEUEIO
THCANCELIO

The device and unit information pointers are ignored.
device info and unit info to o.

Set the parameters

The USART driver requires a Terminal Handler (or the Debugger's Terminal
Handler) to be present in the application system. This Terminal Handler
must use input and output mailbox names RQTHNOfu~IN and RQTHNORMOUT,
respectively.

Byte Bucket Driver. The Basic I/O System supports a byte bucket device
by providing a byte bucket driver. This driver responds to F$READ,
F$WRITE, F$OPEN, F$CLOSE, F$ATTACH$DEVICE, and F$DETACH$DEVICE, but
performs no operations for these functions. It returns an exception code
on an F$SEEK request. The physical file driver and the stream file
driver can make use of the byte bucket device driver.
The byte bucket device driver interfaces to the Basic I/O System at the
DUIB level. In order to provide support for the byte bucket driver, you
must specify the following values in the DEFINE DUIB structure:
DEFINE DUIB Field
init io
finish io
queue io
cancel io

Procedure Name
BYTEBUCKETINITIO
BYTEBUCKETFINISHIO
BYTEBUCKETQUEUEIO
BYTEBUCKETCANCELIO
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GENERAL DEVICE INFORMATION
The Basic I/O System requires that several parameters and RAM-based data
structures be generated for device configuration. In order for this to
happen, you must include a %DEVICE TABLES macro call in the configuration
file. Place this call outside of all segment definitions in your Basic
I/O System configuration module and immediately following the DEFINE DUIB
structures. The released configuration file contains an example macro
call in the proper place. Modify this call to reflect your system.
The file IDEVCF.INC contains the definition of %DEVICE TABLES macro.
IDEVCF.A86 contains an $INCLUDE statement for this file, which includes
it in the assembly of the. configuration file.
The format of the macro call is as follows:

where:
num duib

Number of DUIBs that you have defined with the
DEFINE DUIB structure.

num dev unit

Number of device-units that you have defined.
This number is 1 + (the largest dev_unit_number
parameter). The dev unit number parameter was
entered with the DEFINE DUIB structure.

num devices

Number of devices defined. This number is 1 +
(the largest device number parameter). The
device_number parameter was entered with the
DEFINE DUIB structure.

ASSEMBLING THE CONFIGURATION FILES, LINKING AND LOCATING THE BASIC I/O
SYSTEM

I

After you have modified ITABLE.A86 and IDEVCF.A86 to conform to your
system requirements, you must assemble them and link and locate the Basic
I/O System. IOS.CSD, a SUBMIT file contained on the Basic I/O System
release diskette, can be used to perform these functions. In order to
use this SUBMIT file, you must first prepare your diskettes and place
them in the proper drives of your development system, as explained in the
"Linking and Locating the Subsystems" section of Chapter 4. You should
also examine ITABLE.A86 and IDEVCF.A86 to make sure that the $INCLUDE
statements contain the proper disk identifiers. Then you can enter the
following command:
SUBMIT

:fx:IOS(date, loc_adr)

where:
fx

The appropriate disk identifier, indicating the
drive containing IOS.CSD.
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date

The date on which you submit the file (maximum
of nine characters).

loc adr

The address at which to locate the Basic I/O
System. If you want to enter this value as a
hexadecimal number, you must include the suffix
H. The base portion of this value is the base
portion of the Basic I/O System's entry point.
The offset portion of the entry point is O.
You must specify the entry point in the %JOB
macro call for the Basic I/O System.

This command assembles ITABLE.A86 and IDEVCF.A86, links them together
with other modules containing Basic I/O System code, and locates the
Basic I/O System at the specified address. It places the located Basic
I/O System in file lOS on drive Fl. It also places the assembly listing,
link map, and locate map on drive F3in files IOS.LST, IOS.MPl, and
IOS.MP2, respectively.
You must specify a %JOB macro in the system configuration file for the
Basic I/O System (refer to Chapter 4). In this macro, the entry point
depends on the address at which you locate the Basic I/O System (CS:O).
The data segment should be specified as 0 (the Basic I/O System assigns
its own data segment).

BASIC I/O SYSTEM INITIALIZATION
The Basic I/O System defines a public symbol in which it returns its
initialization status. This symbol, RQ$AIOS$INIT$ERROR, is defined by
the Basic I/O System as follows:
DECLARE
RQ$AIOS$INIT$ERROR
EXCEP$INDEX
EXCEP$CODE

STRUCTURE (
WORD,
WORD) PUBLIC;

If the Basic I/O System initializes properly, it sets itself up as an
Operating System extension and returns a value of 0 in the EXCEP$CODE
field. If the Basic I/O System does not initialize properly, it sets
these fields as follows:
EXCEP$INDEX

An index in the initialization task indicating
where the task failed.

EXCEP$CODE

The first exception code that the
initialization task incurred.
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CHAPTER 10.

CONFIGURING THE APPLICATION LOADER

The iRMX 86 Application Loader provides the capability to load iAPX 86
object files from disk into memory under the control of the iRMX 86
Operating System. Application Loader configuration involves selecting
parameters of the Application Loader that you wish to include in your
application system and selecting the type of loading that the Application
Loader can do. You perform these operations by modifying an
Intel-supplied Application Loader configuration file and calling an
Intel-supplied SUBMIT file. The configuration file, LCONFG.P86, is a
PL/M-86 source file which is contained on the Application Loader release
diskette. As released, this file selects default parameters. To change
these pa~ameters, you must modify this file, compile it, link it with the
rest of the Application Loader modules, and locate the Application Loader
at an absolute address. The Intel-supplied SUBMIT file, LOADER.CSD
performs the compile, link, and locate operations, as well as selecting
the type of Application Loader to include. This chapter describes these
files.

MODIFYING LCONFG.P86
You can select parameters that are associated with the Application Loader
by making modifications to LCONFG.P86. Figure 10-1 lists the portion of
the released LCONFG.P86 that defines these parameters.

lo~der$confiq:

DO;

DECLARE bufSsize
DECLARE rdbufssize
DECLARE IbutSslze
DECLARE l$Tohuf$size

LIT£RALLY '1024';

LITERALLY '1024';

1*
I.

BYTES
BYTES

*1
*1

WORD PUBLIC DATA(buf$slze + 1t);
WORD PUBLIC DATA(rdbuf$slze);
WORD PUBLIC DAIA(50ij): 1* PAGES *1

END loaderSconflgi

Figure 10-1. Application Loader Configuration File (LCONFG.P86)
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In order to select parameter vallles, you must change the values specified
with the LITERALLY statements in LCONFG.P86. The following paragraphs
discuss the parameters.
buf$size

Size of an Application Loader internal buffer.
This is the maximum allowable length of the
iterative data block portion of a data record.
Unless you are familiar with the formats of
absolute data records, you should not change this
parameter from its default of 1024.

rdbuf$size

Size of an I/O System buffer used for reading the
object file from disk.

l$default$mempool

Default memory pool size, in 16-byte paragraphs,
that jobs will have when created with the
S$LOAD$IO$JOB and A$LOAD$IO$JOB system calls.
This v.alue is used for both the maximum and
minimum pool sizes.

COMPILING LCONFG.P86, LINKING AND LOCArING THE LOADER
After you have made' any. necessary modifications to the Application Loader
configuration file, LCONFG.P86, you must compile it and link and locate
the Application Loader. LOADER.CSD, a SUBMIT file contained on the
Application Loader release diskette, can be used to perform these
functions. In order to use this SUBMIT file, you must first prepare your
diskettes and place them in the proper drives of your development system,
as explained in the "Linking and Locating the Subsystems" section of
Chapter 4. Then you can enter the following command:

I

SUBMIT

:fx:LOADER{date, loc_adr, code_type, load_job)

where:
fx

The appropriate disk identifier, indicating the drive
containing LOADER.CSD.

date

The date on which you submit the file (maximum of nine
characters) •

loc adr

The address at which to locate the Application
Loader. If you want to enter this value as a
hexadecimal number, you must include the suffix H.
The base portion of this value is the base portion of
the Appli'cation Loader's entry point. The off set
portion of the entry point is O. You must specify the
entry point in the %JOB macro call for the Application
Loader.

,

.
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The type of code that the Application Loader can
load. Enter one of the following values for this
parameter:
value

type of code

A

Absolute code only.

P

Absolute and position independent code
(PIC) •

L

Absolute, PIC, and load-time locatable
(LTL) code.

o

Absolute, PIC, LTL, and overlay code.

The types of job loading that the Application Loader
can perform. Enter one of the following values for
this parameter:
value

type of job loading

N

No job loading (neither A$LOAD$IO$JOB
nor S$LOAD$IO$JOB are supported). The
Application Loader can handle absolute
code and overlays only.

A

Asynchronous job loading.
(S$LOAD$IO$JOB is not supported).

S

Both synchronous and asynchronous job
loading.

This command compiles LCONFG.P86, links it together with the rest of the
Application Loader, and locates the Application Loader at the specified
address. It places the located Application Loader on drive Fl in file
LOADER. It also places the compilation listing, link map, and locate map
on "drive F3 in files LOADER.LST, LOADER.MPl, and LOADER.MP2, respectively.
You must specify a %JOB macro in the system configuration file for the
Application Loader (refer to Chapter 4). In this macro, the entry point
depends on the address at which you locate the Application Loader
(CS:O). The data segment base should be specified as 0 (the Application
Loader assigns its own data segment).
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CONFIGURING THE BOOTSTRAP LOADER

The Bootstrap Loader is used to load the iRMX 86 Operating System and/or
application programs into memory from mass storage and begin execution of
the system. The Bootstrap Loader consists of two stages, the first of
which must reside in ROM, and the second of which resides on mass
storage. The first stage contains a device driver (or drivers) which
loads the second stage into memory. This chapter provides configuration
parameters for the first stage and the drivers. The second stage is not
configurable; it is put on mass storage automatically when the mass
storage volume is formatted.

FIRST STAGE CONFIGURATION
First stage configuration consists of:
•

Selecting the features that you wish to include in the Bootstrap
Loader.

•

Listing the characteristics of the possible devices from which
the Bootstrap loader can read.

You perform both of these operations by making modifications to a
Bootstrap Loader first stage configuration file. This file, BS1.A86, is
an assembly language source file which is contained on the Bootstrap
Loader release diskette. As released, BS1.A86 defines an example
configuration. Figure 11-1 lists the portion of BS1.A86 that defines the
features and devices. To change the configuration of the Bootstrap
Loader, you must modify this file, assemble it, and link it with the rest
of the Bootstrap Loader object files and libraries.
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nam.e

bsl

Slnclude(:fl:bsl.inc)

'console
%manual
,auto
%device(fO, 0, devtcelnit204, deviceread204)
%device(fl, t, deviceinit204, devlceread204)
%devlce(f2, 2, devlceinit204, devlceread204)
\devlce(f3, 3, deviceinit204, deviceread204)
'devlc~(dO, 0, devicelnit20b, deviceread20~)
%dev1ce{wO, 0, deviceinit215, deviceread215)
'devlce(wtO, 8, devlceinit215, deviceread21S)
%device(wtl, 9, deviceinit215, devlceread~15)

\device{wf2, 1 0 , devicelnit215, devlcereao215)
%devlce(wt3, 11, deviceinlt215, deviceread21S)
%device(bO, 0, devicp.inlt254, deviceread?54)
%e"d

Figure 11-1. First Stage Configuration File (BSl.A86)
The first stage configuration file consists of a series of macro calls
which define the features and devices. These macros include:
%CONSOLE
%MANUAL
%AUTO
%DEVICE
%END
The file BSl.INC, which is available on the Bootstrap Loader release
diskette, contains the definitions of all of the macros which you can
call in the first stage configuration file. BSl.A86 contains an $INCLUDE
statement for BSl.INC which 'includes it in the assembly of-BSl.A86.

I
%CONSOLE MACRO
This optional macro call indicates whether or not the user can supply,
from the console, the name of the file to be loaded. If you include the
%CONSOLE call in your configuration file, the user has the option of
entering the file name. If you omit the %CONSOLE call, the Bootstrap
Loader uses a default file name. The format of the %CONSOLE call is as
follows:
%CONSOLE
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%MANUAL MACRO
This optional macro indicates whether or not the user can supply, from
the console, the name of the device to load from. If you include the
%MANUAL call in your system, the user has the"option of entering the name
of the device to load from, as well as the name of the file to be
loaded. If you omit the %MANUAL call from your system, the user cannot
specify the device name.
If you include the %MANUAL call in the first stage configuration file,
the %CONSOLE and %AUTO calls are automatically included, without having
to specify them. The format of the %MANUAL call is as follows:
%MANUAL

%AUTO MACRO
This optional macro indicates whether or not the Bootstrap Loader can
select devices automatically. If you include the %AUTO call in your
first stage configuration file and the user does not specify a device
name from the console, the Bootstrap Loader tries to initialize, in
order, each of the devices specified with %DEVICEcalls (described in the
next section). It scans through the devices repeatedly until it
successfully initializes one. When it does succeed in initializing a
device, it uses that device from which to load. If you omit the %AUTO
call from your first stage configuration file, the Bootstrap Loader can
use just one device. The format of the %AUTO call is as follows:
%AUTO

%DEVICE MACRO
This macro defines the possible devices from which the Bootstrap Loader
can load. You must include at least one %DEVICE call in your first stage
configuration file. You can include more than one if you also include
the %MANUAL or %AUTO calls. The format of the %DEVICE call is as follows:
%DEVICE(name, unit, device$init, device$read)
where:
name

Name of the device from which to load.

unit

Unit number of the device.
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devi ce$ini t

Address of a procedure that the Bootstrap Loader calls
to initialize the device. Intel supplies this
procedure for iSBC 20.4, iSBC 20.6, iSBC215, iSBC 220.,
and iSBC 254 devices. To use one of these procedures,
specify one of the following values:
. .
value

device
iSBC
iSBC
iSBC
iSBC
iSBC
device$read

20.4
20.6
215
220.
254

DEVICEINIT2o.4
DEVICEINIT2o.6
DEVICEINIT215
DEVICEINIT215
DEVICEINIT254

Address of a procedure that the Bootstrap Loader calls
to read the device. Intel supplies this procedure for
iSBC 20.4, iSBC 20.6, iSBC 215, iSBC 220., and iSBC 254
devices. To use one of these procedure, specify one
of the following values:
device
iSBC
iSBC
iSBC
iSBC
iSBC

20.4
20.6
215
220.
254

value
DEVICEREAD2o.4
DEVICEREAD2o.6
DEVICEREAD215
DEVICEREAD215
DEVICEREAD254

%END MACRO.
This macro denotes the end of the first stage configuration file. You
must include the %END call as the last statement of the first stage
configuration file. The format of the %END call is as follows:
%END

DRIVERCo.NFIGURATIo.N

I

Driver configuration consists of providing the elementary device driver
procedures that the Bootstrap Loader calls when it initializes and reads
from the device. You can either include the routines provided with the
Bootstrap Loader for the iSBC 20.4, 20.6, 215, 220., and 254 devices, or you
can write your own driver procedures for other devices •
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INTEL-SUPPLIED PROCEDURES
Intel supplies elementary device driver procedures which can be used with
iSBC204, 206, 215, 220, and 254 devices. In order to include these
procedures in your Bootstrap Loader, you can make modifications (if
necessary) to driver configuration files contained on the Bootstrap
Loader release diskette, assemble the files, and link them with the rest
of the Bootstrap Loader object files and libraries. The following
sections describe these files.

iSBC 204 Device Driver
The file B204.A86 is a device configuration file which places iSBC 204
device driver procedures in the Bootstrap Loader. This file is an
assembly language source file which is contained on the Bootstrap Loader
release diskette. Figure 11-2 lists the portion of B204.A86 that
includes the driver procedures.

SincludeC:f2:b204.1nc)
~b204(OAOH,

Figure 11-2.

12P, 26)

Driver Configuration File (B204.A86)

B204.A86 contains two statements, an $INCLUDE statement and a %B204 macro
call. The $INCLUDE statement includes file B204.INC in the assembly of
B204.A86. B204.INC contains the definition of the %B204 macro and is
available on the Bootstrap Loader release diskette. The %B204 call
causes the configuration of the iSBC 204 driver routines. You can modify
the %B204 call to reflect your system. The format of the %B204 call is
as follows:

where:
io base

Base I/O port number which is selected on the iSBC 204
board.

sector size

Sector size of the device in bytes.

track size

Track size of the device in sectors.
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The iSBC 204 device driver uses the following values for drive parameters:
parameter

value

step rate
head settling time
head load time

25 milliseconds
20 milliseconds
60 milliseconds

These values refer to 8-inch drives.
flexible diskette drives.

The values are suffi'cient for most

iSBC 206 Device Driver
The file B206.A86 is a device configuration file which places iSBC 206
device driver procedures in the Bootstrap Loader. This file is an
assembly language source file which is contained on the Bootstrap Loader
release diskette. Figure 11-3 lists the portion of B206.A86 that
includes the driver procedurese

Slnclude(:f2:o?06.inc)
%b206(Ob8H)

Figure 11-3.

Driver Configuration File (B206.A86)

B206.A86 contains two statements, an $INCLUDE statement and a %B206 macro
call. The $INCLUDE statement includes file B206.INC in the assembly of
B206.A86. B206.INC contains the definition of the %B2D6 macro and is
available. on the Bootstrap Loader release diskette. The %B206 call
causes the configuration of the iSBC 206 driver routines. You can modify
the %B206 call to reflect your system. The format of the %B206 call is
as follows:
%B206(io_base)
where:
io base

Base I/O port number which is selected on the iSBC 206
board.
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iSBC 21S/220 Device Driver
The file B21S.A86 is a device configuration file which places iSBC 21S or
iSBC 220 device driver procedures in the Bootstrap Loader. This file is
an assembly language source file which is contained on the Bootstrap
Loader release diskette. Figure 11-4 lists the portion of B21S.A86 that
includes the driver procedures.

Sinclude(:f2:b'15.1nc)
%b?15(70H,

Figure 11-4.

~56,

?, V, 9, 1024, 5)

Driver Configuration File (B21S.A86)

B21S.A86 contains two statements, an $INCLUDE statement and either a
%B215 macro call or a %B220 macro call. The $INCLUDE statement includes
file B21S.INC in the assembly of B21S.A86. B215.INC contains the
definitions of the %B215 and %B220 macros and is available on the
Bootstrap Loader release diskette. The %B21S call causes the
configuration of the iSBC 215 driver routines. The %B220 call (with the
same parameter values) causes the configuration of the iSBC 220 driver
routines. You can modify either of these calls to reflect your system.
The format of the two calls_are as follows:
%B21S(wakeup, cylinders, fixed heads, removable_heads, sectors,
de v_gran , alternates)
or
%B220(wakeup, cylinders, fixed heads, removable_heads, sectors,
dev_gran, alternates)
where:
wakeup

Base address of the wakeup port

cylinders

Number of cylinders on the disk drive or drives. All
drives used by the Bootstrap Loader must have the same
characteristics.

fixed heads

Number of heads on fixed platters.

removable heads

Number of heads on removable platters.
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sectors

Number of sectors per track.
Number of bytes per sector.

alternates

Number of alternate cylinders.

iSBC 254 Device Driver
The file B254.A86 is a device configuration file which places iSBC 254
device driver procedures in the Bootstrap Loader. This file is an
assembly language source file which is contained on the Bootstrap Loader
release diskette. Figure 11-5 lists the portion of B254.A86 that
includes the driver procedures.

$lnclude(;f2:o'54.inc)

%b254(040H, 64, 1, 8192)

Figure 11-5.

Driver Configuration File (B254.A86)

B254.A86 contains two statements, an $INCLUDE statement and a %B254 macro
call. The $INCLUDE statement includes file B254.INC in the assembly of
B254.A86. B254.INC contains the definition of the %B254 macro and is
available on the Bootstrap Loader release diskette. The %B254 call
causes the configuration of the iSBC 254 driver routines. You can modify
the %B254 call to reflect your system. The format of the %B254 call is
as follows:

where:
io base

Base I/O port number which is selected on the iSBC 254
board.
Page size, in bytes.

num boards

Reserved field which must be set to 1.

board size

Size, in pages, of the iSBC 254 board.
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USER-SUPPLIED PROCEDURES
If you have devices other than iSBC 204, 206, 215, 220, or 254 devices
that you want to use with the Bootstrap Loader, you must write device
driver routines for these devices, specify the addresses of these
routines in the first stage configuration file, assemble them, and link
them to the rest of Bootstrap Loader object files and libraries. You
must supply the following two procedures for each type of device that you
wish to support:
device initialization

This procedure must determine whether the
device is ready and then perform any
necessary initialization.

device read

This procedure must read data from the
device.

The Bootstrap Loader expects each of these procedures to follow the
PL/M-86 large model of computation, be of type FAR, and use 32-bit
pointers. If you are coding your routines in PL/M-86, you should specify
the ROM control in order to permit the Bootstrap Loader to function in
ROM. The iRMX 86 LOADER REFERENCE MANUAL describes how to create these
procedures.
You can use any names you want for your device initialization and device
read procedures. However, you must specify the names of the procedures
in the %DEVICE macro call for the device, when you create the first stage
configuration file.

ASSEMBLING THE CONFIGURATION FILES, LINKING AND LOCATING THE BOOTSTRAP
LOADER
After you have made any necessary modifications to the Bootstrap Loader
configuration files, BSl.A86, B204.A86, B206.A86, B215.A86, and B254.A86
and have created any necessary device driver procedures, you should
assemble these files and link and locate the Bootstrap Loader. BSl.CSD,
a SUBMIT file contained on the Bootstrap Loader release diskette-, can be
used to perform these functions. In order to use this SUBMIT file, you
must first prepare your diskettes and place them in the proper drives of
your development system, as explained in "Linking and Locating the
Subsystems" section of Chapter 4. You should also examine the
configuration files to make sure that the $INCLUDE statements contain the
proper disk identifiers. Then you can enter the following command:

where:
fx

The appropriate disk identifier, indicating the drive
containing BSl.CSD

date

The date on which you submit the file (maximum of nine
characters).
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rom loc addr

The address at which to locate the first stage of the
Bootstrap Loader (the CODE segment). This address
specifies the location of the ROM-resident portion of
the Bootstrap Loader. If you want to specify a
hexidecimal value for this parameter, you must use the
suffix H (and the prefix 0, if the value begins with a
letter).

ram loc addr

The address at which to locate the STACK, DATA, and
BOOT segments of the Bootstrap Loader. This address
specifies location of the RAM~resident portion of the
Bootstrap Loader. If you want to specify a
hexidecimal value for this parameter, you must use the
suffix H (and the prefix 0, if the value begins with a
letter).

If you have written and compiled your own device driver procedures, you
should modify BSl.CSD in order to link these procedures in with the
remainder of the Bootstrap Loader. To do this, place the names of your
device driver object files in the LINK86 input list immediately before
the line containing:
:fl:bsl.lib

&

If you plan to run the Bootstrap Loader on an iAPX 86-based microcomputer
system that does not include an iSBC 957A monitor and you wish to use the
console for input/output (%MANUAL or %CONSOLE calls present in the
configuration file), you must supply procedures that read from and write
to the console. The Bootstrap Loader release diskette includes a PL/M-86
source file which contains procedures to do this. You can examine this
file, BCICO.P86, modify the procedures to suit your needs, compile it,
and link it to the rest of the Bootstrap Loader object files and
libraries. You can also use these routines as examples if you need to
supply console input and console output functions for any of your other
routines.
To include the read and write procedures as part of your Bootstrap
Loader, you should add three lines to the BSl.CSD SUBMIT file. Add the
first two lines immediately before the LINK86 statement, in order to
compile the routines. These line are:
PLM86 :fx:BCICO.P86 LARGE ROM OPTIMIZE(3)
PRINT(:fx:BCICO.LST) DATE(%O) CODE

&

Add the third line immediately following the LINK86 invocation, in order
to link the routines in with the remainder of the Bootstrap Loader. This
line is:
:Fl:BCICO.OBJ,

&
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If you include this line, LINK86 will generate a warning message similar
to:
WARNING 25: EXTRA START ADDRESS IGNORED
This is a normal message; it does not indicate an error condition.
When locating the Bootstrap Loader, the location of the CODE segment
determines which locations of ROM the Bootstrap Loader needs. The
location of the STACK, DATA, and BOOT segments determines which locations
of RAM the Bootstrap Loader needs. (The Bootstrap Loader reads its
second stage into the BOOT segment during initialization.) You do not
have to reserve memory for these RAM segments with %SAB macro calls.
After you have located the Bootstrap Loader, you should burn the code
segment into PROM. The second stage portion of the loader will be placed
on disk automatically, when you use the Files Utility or the Human
Interface to format the disk. Refer to the iRMX 86 INSTALLATION GUIDE
for further information concerning the Files Utility and the iRMX 86
HUMAN INTERFACE REFERENCE MANUAL for information concerning the Human
Interface.
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CHAPTER 12.

CONFIGURING THE EXTENDED I/O SYSTEM

Extended I/O System configuration involves the following three operations:
•

Selecting the system calls of the Extended I/O System that you
want to include in your application system and discarding the
rest.

•

Selecting the logical devices that you want the Extended I/O
System to initialize.

•

Selecting I/O jobs that you want the Extended I/O System to
create during system initialization.

You perform all of these operations by making modifications to the
following files, all of which are contained on the Extended I/O System
release diskette:
File

Purpose

ETABLE.A86

System call configuration

EDEVCF.A86

Logical device configuration

EJOBCF.A86

I/O job configuration

Figure 12-1 illustrates the structure of these files. As released, these
files define the full complement of system calls, as well as a standard
group of logical devices and jobs. To eliminate system calls from your
Extended I/O System, or make changes to the logical device or job
configuration, you must make changes to these files, assemble them, link
them to the rest of the Extended I/O System object files and libraries,
and locate the Extended I/O System at an absolute address. The remainder
of this chapter describes these processes.
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$INCLUDE STATEMENT

EXTENDED 1/0 SYSTEM
CONFIGURATION FILE
(ETABLE.A86)

SYSTEM CALL SELECTION

END STATEMENT

$INCLUDE STATEMENT

LOGICAL DEVICE
SELECTION
EXTENDED 1/0 SYSTEM
CONFIGURATION FILE
(EDEVCF.A86)
% END-DEV_CONFIG MACRO

END STATEMENT

$INCLUDE STATEMENT

% 10-lJSER MACROS

EXTENDED 1/0 SYSTEM
CONFIGURATION FILE
(EJOBCF.A86)

% 10...lOB MACROS

% END-'O..JOB_CONFIG
MACRO

END STATEMENT

Figure 12--1.

Structure of

Extended~
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SELECTING SYSTEM CALLS (ETABLE.A86)
ETABLE.A86 consists of a series of macro calls which correspond in name
to the system calls of the Extended I/O System. Each macro gives
directions to the assembler to include code for that system call in the
Extended I/O System. To exclude a system call from your Extended I/O
System, delete the metacharacter (%) of the associated macro call, and
replace it with the comment character (;). By doing this, you change the
macro call into a comment and prevent the assembler from evaluating it.
The file ETABLE.MAC, which is available on the Extended I/O System
release diskette, contains the definitions of all macros called in
ETABLE.A86. ETABLE.A86 contains an $INCLUDE statement for ETABLE.MAC,
which includes it in the assembly of ETABLE.A86.
Figure 12-2 lists the released ETABLE.A86 file. If you do not modify
this file, it will include the full complement of Extended I/O System
system calls in your application system.

NAME
S!NCLUDE(:F2:ETABLF.MAC)

,•
:

JOB

INTERFAC~

'KOCREAlr.IOJOB
%RQt:;XITlr)J08
,•

:
,

·

CONFIGURATION INTERFACE
%~QLnGTCALATTACHDEvrCE
%KQLOGICALD~TACHDEVIC~

,•
:
,•

SYNCHRONOUS

INT~RfACF

1:kOSCREATEF 1 {.It:
'KOSA l'TACHF 1 [!I~:
~HQSDEL~TECONNECTION

%RQSLOOKUPCUNNECTlnN

'~RQSCATALOGCdNNECTION

_RQSUNCATALOGCONNtCTJON
%ROSCR~ATEDIRErTaHY

%RQSDELETEFILE

Figure.12-2.

~ystem

Configuration File (ETABLE.A86)
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%RQSRENA'-'EF'ILE
%RQSCH~N~E~CCESS

\RQSOPF.N

%RQSCLOSE
%ROSREAD~OVE

%ROSWRITF:MOVE
~RQSSEF,K

%ROSTRUNCATEFILE

%RQSGETFILF.STATUS
%RQSGETCONNECTIONSTATUS
%RQS~PECIAL

ENO

Figure 12-2.

System Call Configuration File (ETABLE.A86) (continued)

SELECTING LOGICAL DEVICES (EDEVCF.A86)
EDEVCF.A86 consists of a series of macro calls that associate logical
names with physical device-units. When the Extended I/O System is
initialized, it creates Logical Device Objects for the devices and
catalogs these objects in the root job's object directory under the
specified logical names. The first time these logical names are used as
the prefix portions of path names, the Extended I/O System creates device
connections.
One of the macros called in EDEVCF.A86 is the %DEV INFO BLOCK macro.
format of a call to this macro is very similar to the format of the
LOGICAL$ATTACH$DEVICE system call (described in the iRMX 86 SYSTEM
PROGRAMMER'S REFERENCE MANUAL). The format is as follows:

The

where:
Logical name under which the device-unit is to be
cataloged in the root object directory. This name can
consist of one to twelve characters. You must enclose
this name in single quotes.
dev name

Name of the device~unit to be assigned a logical
name. Use the name associated with the DUIB of this
device-unit for this parameter. (DUIBs are described
in the "Device-Unit Information Block" section of
Chapter 9.) You must enclose this parameter in single
quotes.
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file driver

Type of files which can reside on this device.
Possible values include:
PHYSICAL
STREAM
NAMED

The other macro called in EDEVCF.A86 is the %END DEV CONFIG macro.
format of this macro is:

The

%END DEV CONFIG(buffer_size)
where:
buffer size

Suggested size of the buffers that the Extended I/O
System uses when it transfers information to and from
files. The actual buffer size is the largest multiple
of the device granularity that does not exceed the
buffer size value. The device granularity is a Basic
I/O System configuration parameter (refer to Chapter

9).
A call to this macro specifies the buffer size and designates the end of
the logical device configuration •
The file EDEVCF.MAC, which is available on the Extended I/O System
release diskette, contains the definitions of the macros called in
EDEVCF.A86. EDEVCF.A86 contains an $INCLUDE statement for EDEVCF.MAC,
which includes it in the assembly of EDEVCF.A86.
Figure 12-3 lists EDEVCF.A86 as it is released with the Extended I/O
System. This file contains %DEV INFO BLOCK macro calls for several
commonly used device-units. You should modify this file to reflect your
hardware environment.

EDEVCF
CGROUP

GROUP

CODE
ASSUME

CS

CGROUP

$INCLUDE(:F2:gDEVCF.~AC)

•r

;

,•

t)YTf-BUCKF.'I
%DEV_INFO_BLOCK('BB','BB',PHYSICA~)

Figure 12-3.

Logical Device Configuration File (EDEVCF.A86)
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•
~

:

TEkMINAL

•

~

,•

·•
,

"
,•
,•
•

SHUGART 204, UNIT 0, DRIVE 0

SHUGART 204, UNIT 1, ORIVE 1

"

,•
•

,F

,•

218

WrNCHEST~R

FLnpp~

85/50, UNIT 0, DRIVE 0

218

WINCHEST~R

~LOPPY

55/5D, UNIT 1, DRIVE 1

,•

,•

,•
,•
~

,•

STREAM

END

Figure 12-3.

Logical Device Configuration File (EDEVCF.A86) (continued)

SELECTING I/O JOBS (EJOBCF .A86)
EJOBCF .A86 consists of a series of macro calls t-hat direct the Extended
I/O System to create I/O jobs at system initialization time. The I/O
jobs created become children of the Extended I/O System initialization
job. The macros called in EJOBCF.A86 are:
%10 USER
%IO-JOB
%END 10 JOB CONFIG
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The file EJOBCF.MAC, which is available on the Extended I/O System
release diskette, contains the definitions of all macros called in
EJOBCF.A86. EJOBCF.A86 contains an $INCLUDE statement for EJOBCF.MAC,
which includes it in the assembly of ETABLE.A86. Figure 12-4 lists
EJOBCF.A86 as released with the Extended I/O System. This file contains
macro calls for one typical job. You must modify this file to reflect
the needs of your application system.
If you want to include the Human Interface in your configured system, you
must modify EJOB.A86 to specify the Human Interface as an I/O job. Refer
to Chapter 13 for further information.

GROUP

'GROUP

COOt;
ASSUM~

CS: CGROUP

USER 'WOkLO' DEPIN1TION

ETOS Tt;ST JOb
%JO_JOB('TO','~ORLD',2bOH,OFfFFH,O:O,O,o,tS5,1ijOO:O,lA00,0:0,1200,0)

Figure 12-4.

I/O Job Configuration File (EJOBCF.A86)

%10 USER MACRO

The %10 USER macro defines users that are later specified in the %10 JOB
calls. -You must define each user with %10 USER before you refer to it,
and you must include one %10 USER macro for each object that you define.
The format of the call to %10 USER is as follows:

where:
user name

Name of the user.
single quotes.

This name must be enclosed ih
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user id

A 16-bit value that specifies the id of of the user •

Your EJOBCF.A86 file must contain at least one %10 USER call which
defines a user whose name is WORLD and whose id is-OFFFFH. The released
version of EJOBCF.A86 contains such a call.

%10 JOB MACRO
The %10 JOB macro defines the I/O jobs to be created. You must include
one macro call for each I/O job that you want the Extended I/O System to
create. The format of the call to the %10 JOB macro is very similar to
the format of the CREATE$IO$JOB system call. A short description of the
%10 JOB parameters is included in this section, but for a complete
description refer to the description of the CREATE$IO$JOB system call in
the iRMX 86 EXTENDED I/O SYSTEM REFERENCE MANUAL. The format of the call
to %10 JOB is as follows:
%IO_JOB('default_prefix', 'default_user', pool_min, pool max,
excep handler addr, excep mode, job flags, task_prior,
task start addr, data segment, stack addr, stack_size,
task flags)
where:
default_prefix

Logical name specifying the default prefix for
the job. If you omit this parameter, the default
prefix for the Extended I/O System's
initialization job is used. This parameter must
be enclosed in single quotes.

default user

Name of the default user for this job. You must
have previously defined this user name with a
call to %IO_USER. This parameter must be
enclosed in single quotes.
Minimum allowable size of the new job's memory
pool, in 16-byte paragraphs. The Extended I/O
System uses this parameter as the initial size of
the memory pool for the new job.
Maximum allowable size of the new job's memory
pool, in 16-byte paragraphs.

excep_handler_addr

Hexadecimal pointer to the new job's default
exception handler, in the form base:offset. A
value of 0:0 indicates that the job uses the
Extended I/O System exception handler. (The
Extended I/O System exception handler is declared
at system configuration time in the %JOB macro.
Refer to the "%JOB Macro" section of Chapter 4
for further information.)
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Encoded value which tells the Extended I/O System
when to pass control to the exception handler.
Encode this value as follows:
Value

o
1

2

3

Control Passes to Exception Handler
Never
On programmer errors only
On environmental conditions only
On all exceptional conditions

Information that tells the Nucleus whether to
validate objects used as parameters in system
calls. Bits in this word are interpreted as
follows:
bit

Meaning

15-2

Reserved.

1

If set to 0, the Nucleus validates
objects used as parameters. If
set to 1, the Nucleus performs no
validation.

o

Reserved.

task-prior

Priority of the initial task in the newly created
job. Specify a value in the range 0 to 255
decimal. A value of zero for this parameter
indicates that the initial task has a priority
equal to the maximum priority of initial job of
the Extended I/O System.

task start addr

Hexadecimal pointer to the first instruction of
the new job's initial task, in the form
base: offset.
Value to which the initial task's DS and ES
registers are initialized. A value of zero
indicates that the initial task assigns the data
segment.

stack addr

Hexadecimal pointer (in the form base:offset) of
the stack for the initial task. A value of 0:0
causes the Nucleus to allocate a stack to the
task and initialize the SS register to the base
address of this segment and the SP register to
the value of the stack size parameter. It is
recommended that you specify 0:0 for this
parameter. This permits dynamic stack allocation.

stack size

Size in bytes of the stack for the initial task.
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A Word that specifies whether the new job's
initial task contains floating.-point
instructions. The bits (where bit 15 is the
high-order bit) have the following meanings:
bit

meaning

15-1

Reserved.

a

If set to 1, the initial task uses
floating-point instructions~
These instructions require the
8087 NDP for execution. If set to
0, the initial task does not
contain floating-point
instructions.

%END 10 JOB CONFIG MACRO
The %END 10 JOB CONFIG macro indicates the end of I/O job configuration.
You should place this macro call at the end of EJOBCF.A86. The format of
the call to this macro is as follows:

where:
dir size

Maximum allowable number of entries in the directories
of I/O jobs. A value of zero indicates that no
directories are to be created for I/O jobs.

ASSEMBLING THE CONFIGURATION FILES, LINKING AND LOCATING THE EXTENDED I/O
SYSTEM
After you have made any necessary modifications to the Extended I/O
System configuration files, ETABLE.A86, EDEVCF.A86, and EJOBCF.A86, you
must assemble them and link and locate the Extended I/O System.
EIOS.CSD, a SUBMIT file contained on the Extended I/O System release
diskette, can be used to perform these functions. In order to use this
SUBMIT file, you must prepare your diskettes and place them in the proper
drives as explained in the "Linking and Locating the Subsystems" section
of Chapter 4. You should also examine ETABLE.A86, EDEVCF.A86, and
EJOBCF.A86 to make sure that the $INCLUDE statements contain the proper
disk identifiers. You can then enter the following command:
SUBMIT

:fx:EIOS( date, loc_adr)

where:
fx

The appropriate disk identifier, indicating the drive
containing EIOS.CSD.
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date

The date on which you submit the file (maximum of nine
characters).

loc adr

The address at which to locate the Extended I/O
System. If you want to enter this value as a
hexadecimal number, you must include the suffix H.
The base portion of this value is the base portion of
the Extended I/O System's entry point. The offset
portion of the entry point is O. You must specify the
entry point in the %JOB macro call for the Extended
I/O System.

This command assembles ETABLE.A86, EDEVCF.A86, and EJOBCF.A86, links them
together with the other modules of the Extended I/O System, and locates
the Extended I/O System at the specified address. It places the located
Extended I/O System in file EIOS on drive Fl. It also places the
assembly listing, link map, and locate map on drive F3 in files EIOS.LST,
EIOS.MP1, and EIOS.MP2, respectively.
You must specify a %JOB macro in the system configuration file for the
Extended I/O System (refer to Chapter 4). In this macro, the entry point
depends on the address at which you locate the Extended I/O System
(CS:O). The data segment should be specified as 0 (the Extended I/O
System assigns its own data segment).

EXTENDED I/O SYSTEM INITIALIZATION
The Extended I/O System defines a public symbol, RQ$EIOS$INIT$ERROR, in
which it returns its initialization status. If the Extended I/O System
initializes properly, it attaches all logical devices specified in the
configuration file (EDEVCF.A86), sets itself up as an operating system
extension, and sets RQ$EIOS$INIT$ERROR to zero. If the Extended I/O
System does not initialize correctly, it sets RQ$EIOS$INIT$ERROR to a
nonzero value.
Once the initialization is complete, users can create and attach files on
the devices specified in EDEVCF.A86 (unless they are off-line, in which
case an exceptional condition code is returned). If one of these devices
is switched from on-line to off-line, the Extended I/O System
automatically marks all synchronous connections to that device as invalid
(returns the E$BAD$SYNC$CONN condition code) and detaches the device.
When the unit is switched back on, the Extended I/O System automatically
attaches it the first time a user tries to create or attach a file on
it. The Extended I/O System performs this service only for all devices
that it attaches.
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CONFIGURING THE HUMAN INTERFACE

Human Interface configuration involves the following operations:
•

Designating prefixes and subpaths for the logical names required
by the Human Interface

•

Specifying the Human Interface sign-on

•

Specifying the maximum number of characters in a command name

•

Specifying the list of directories that the Human Interface
searches when it tries to load a command.

You perform these operations by making modifications to an Intel-supplied
Human Interface configuration file. This file, HCONFG.A86, is a PL/M-86
source file which is contained on the Human Interface release diskette.
As released, HCONFG.A86 defines a default Human Interface. To make
changes, you must modify HCONFG.A86, compile it, link it with the rest of
the Human Interface object files and libraries, and locate the Human
Interface at an absolute address. The following sections describe this
configuration process.

MODIFYING HCONFG.A86
HCONFG.A86 consists of a series of PL/M-86 DECLARE statements which
identify the characteristics of the Human Interface. Figure 13-1 lists
the portion of the released HCONFG.A86 that you can modify. To change
the configuration information, you must modify the values associated with
the variables in the DECLARE statements. The following paragraphs list
the variables you can change.
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HCONFG: DO;
1* path names tnat

DECLARF
H$systpmSdirectory(*)
H$PfogSdirectory(*)
H$<iefault$dir(*)
H$woT,kSdirectory(*)

DECLARE
HSslqnSon(*)

RtT~

H S com nl n n n $ n d me S to a x

HSprpf1xps(*)

~111

reoresent default directories *1

bYTE

PUBLIC DATAC10,':FO:SYSTEM'), 1*

dY1E

PUB[IIC DATA(8,':fO:PROG'),

BYTE
dYTE

PU~LIC

PUBLIC DATA(4,':FO:'),
OATA(&,':fO:WORK');

:SYSTE~

1* :PROG:
1* :$: *1
1* :WORK:

PUBLIC DATA(15"iHMX &6 HI V1.0'),
W0 R 0

PUB L J' C D Al' A ( 50 ) ,

1* command name max size

PUBLIC DATA(2, 1* numb~r of preflxps *1
1* first preflx *1
B,':Si~TFM:');
1* second prefix *1
dYT~

~,':PRQG:',

Figure 13-1. Human Interface Configuration File (HCONFG.P86)
The first four variables define paths for which the Human Interface
assigns logical names. These paths are specified in the form of
STRINGs. The first portion of each string (the length) is a number which
equals the number of characters in the second portion of the string. The
second portion of the string consists of the prefix and subpath.
Maintain this format when modifying the variables. If you specify a 0
for the length of any string, the Human- Interface will not create the
corresponding logical name.
H$SYSTEM$DIRECTORY(*)

A BYTE array containing a STRING which
defines the prefix and subpath of a
directory that the Human Interface
associates with logical name :SYSTEM:.

H$PROG$DIRECTORY(*)

A BYTE array containing a STRING which
defines the prefix and subpath of a
directory that the Human Interface
associates with logical name :PROG:.

H$DEFAULT$DIR(*)

A BYTE array containing a STRING which
defines the prefix that the Human Interface
associates with logical name :$:.
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H$WORK$DIRECTORY(*)

A BYTE array containing a STRING which
defines the prefix that the Human Interface
associates with logical name :WORK:.

The following variable is also specified in the form of a STRING.
defines the Human Interface sign-on.
H$SIGN$ON(*)

It

A BYTE array containing a STRING which
defines the Human Interface sign-on
characters. These characters are displayed
on the user terminal when the Human
Interface begins running.

The next variable defines the number of characters in a command name.
H$COMMAND$NAME$MAX

A WORD specifying the maximum number of
characters in a command name. This includes
the prefix and subpath portions of the
command name.

The following variable defines directories that the Human Interface
searches when looking for a user-specified file. These directories are
specified in the form of a STRING table. A STRING table is a BYTE array
whose first byte specifies the number of strings in the table. The
remaining bytes of the STRING table specify the actual STRINGs.
H$PREFIXE S (*)

A BYTE array, in the form of a STRING table,
indicating the directories that the Human
Interface searches, in order, when looking
for user-specified files. As many as 255
directories can be specified in this STRING
table. The STRINGs can contain either
logical names (for existing files) or
pathnames. When the Human Interface user
specifies a pathname that does not begin
with ($) or (:), the Human Interface appends
the pathname from the command line to the
end of the first directory name in the
STRING table and searches the resulting path
for the file. If the file is not found, the
Human Interface repeats the process for the
remaining directories.
If a directory name in the STRING table
includes a pathname (that is, it is more
than just a logical name), it must include
the (I) as the last character. The (I) is
needed because the Human Interface appends
the user-specified file name directly to the
end of the directory name.
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HCONFG.A86 also contains definitions of var~ables that are not described
in this manual. These variables are defined in the configuration file to
allow for future expansion of the configuration options. They are not
currently user selectable. Do not modify the value of any variable that
is not described in this section.

COMPILING HCONFG.A86, LINKING AND LOCATING THE HUMAN INTERFACE
HI.CSD, a SUBMIT file contained on the Human Interface release diskette,
can be used to link and locate the Human Interface. In order to use this
SUBMIT file, you must first prepare your diskettes and place them in the
proper drives of your development system, as explained in the "Linking
and Locating the Subsystems" section of Chapter 4. Then you can enter
the following command:
SUBMIT

:fx:HI( date, loc_adr)

where:
fx

The appropriate disk identifier, indicating the drive
containing HI.CSD.

date

The date on which you submit the file (maximum of nine
characters).

loc adr

The address at which to locate the Human Interface.
If you want to enter this value as a hexadecimal
number, you must include the suffix H. The base
portion of this value is the base portion of the
Extended I/O System's entry point. The offset portion
of the entry point is O. You must specify the entry
point in the %10 JOB macro call for the Human
Interface. You specify this macro call during
Extended I/O System configuration.

This command compiles HCONFG.P86, links together the modules that make up
the Human Interface, and locates the Human Interface at the specified
address. It places the located Human Interface in file HI on drive Fl.
It also places the link and locate maps on drive F3 in files HI.MP1 and
HI.MP2 respectively.
Unlike the other iRMX 86 subsystems, the Human Interface does not require
a %JOB macro in the system configuration file. Instead, the Extended I/O
System must create the Human Interface as an I/O job. To ensure that
this process takes place, you must include an %10 JOB macro for the Human
Interface in the Extended I/O System configuration file (EJOBCF.A86).
Refer to Chapter 12 for more information about the %10 JOB macro. In
this %10 JOB macro, the entry point depends on the address at which you
locate the Human Interface (CS:O). The data segment base should be
specified as 0 (the Human Interface initializes its own data segment).
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HUMAN INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
In order to run the Human Interface, you must include the following iRMX
86 subsystems in your application system.
Nucleus
Debugger or Terminal Handler
Basic I/O System
Extended I/O System
Application Loader
Human Interface
The Nucleus, Basic and Extended I/O Systems, and the Application Loader
must be configured with the system calls required by the Human
Interface. Appendix C lists these requirements. The following sections
outline any additional requirements of the subsystems.

TERMINAL HANDLER OR DEBUGGER REQUIREMENTS
The Human Interface communicates to the terminal via the Basic I/O
System, which in turn uses the Terminal Handler (or the Debugger's
Terminal Handler). In order for this to happen, the Basic I/O System
requires that a Terminal Handler with input and output mailbox names
RQTHNORMIN and RQTHNORMOUT, respectively, be present in the application
system. These mailbox names are configuration options of the Terminal
Handler. Refer to Chapter 7 for further information. The Basic I/O
System is unable to communicate through a Terminal Handler with different
input and output mailbox names.
The Human Interface library, HI.LIB, contains a module that implements
control-C semantics. To use this module, you must link it to the
Debugger or the Terminal Handler, depending on which you use with the
Human Interface. To link this module, modify the Terminal Handler or
Debugger SUBMIT file (MTH.CSD or DB.CSD) to include the following line:
:fx:HI.LIB(HCONTC),

&

Place this line in the LINK86 input list in the place designated for the
control-C semantics file, as indicated in Chapters 7 and 8.

BASIC I/O SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
The Human Interface uses the Basic I/O System to perform I/O to secondary
storage devices. In order to run the Human Interface, the Basic I/O
System must contain the following file drivers:
physical
stream
named
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Ensure that these file drivers are selected in the Basic I/O System
configuration file (ITABLE.A86). Refer to Chapter 9 for information.
The Basic I/O System must also contain DUIBsfor the devices used by the
Human Interface. In particular, the IDEVCF.A86 configuration file must
contain DUIBs for devices with the following device names:
TO
BB
STREAM

Terminal device
Byte bucket device
Stream file device

The released version of IDEVCF.A86 contains DUIBs for these devices. You
must ensure that IDEVCF.A86 contains DUIBs for any other devices used by
the Human Interface, such as disk drives.
The Basic I/O System must also contain device drivers for each of the
devices used by the Human Interface. In particular, you must ensure that
IDEVCF.A86 includes the On Board USART driver to enable the I/O System to
communicate with the terminal via the Terminal Handler '(or the Debugger's
Terminal Handler).

EXTENDED I/O SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
The TO, BB, and STREAM devices must be logically attached when the Human
Interface starts processing. Therefore, the Extended I/O System
configuration file (EDEVCF.A86) must contain %DEV INFO BLOCK macro calls
for each of these devices. The macro calls should assign the logical
names to be the same as the device names. As released, EDEVCF.A86
contains macro calls for these devices. Refer to Chapter 12 for further
information.
The Extended I/O System must create the Human Interface as
Thus EJOBCF.A86 must contain an %10 JOB macro call for the
Interface. The default prefix for the Human Interface job
name of the Human Interface's terminal (TO). As released,
contains a macro call for the Human Interface job.

an I/O job.
Human
is the logical
EJOBCF.A86

When specifying the %JOB macro for the Extended I/O System, you must
ensure that its memory pool is large enough to include the Human
Interface. To do this, you can specify a value of OFFFFH for the
pool max parameter (refer to Chapter 4 for more information about the
%JOB-macro). You should also specify a value of OFFFFH for the pool_max
parameter in the ,Human Interface's %10 JOB macro call. However, if you
specify OFFFFH for the Extended I/OSy;temand the Human Interface, it is
reconnnended that you specify equal pool min and pool max values in all
other %JOB and %10 JOB calls to prevent-these other jobs from borrowing
memory.
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CREATING HUMAN INTERFACE VOLUMES
Before you can initially use the Human Interface, you must create iRMX 86
volumes that are properly formatted and contain the Human Interface
commands. Intel supplies one such volume in the iRMX 86 release
package. This volume is a preconfigured flexible diskette in iRMX 86
format (with a granularity of 128 bytes) that contains the Human
Interface commands. You can use this diskette if your iRMX 86 system
contains a flexible diskette drive connected to either an iSBC 204
controller or an iSBC 215/218 controller.
If your iRMX 86 system does not contain a flexible diskette drive, you
must use the Files Utility to create your first Human Interface volume.
Use the Files Utility FORMAT command to format the iRMX 86 volume and the
Files Utility UPCOPY command to copy the Human Interface commands from
the Human Interface release diskette to the formatted iRMX 86 volume.
Refer to the iRMX 86 INSTALLATION GUIDE for a description of the Files
Utility.

CREATING HUMAN INTERFACE COMMANDS
One of the primary functions of the Human Interface is to execute files
of object code contained on secondary storage devices. It does this by
loading the code into iRMX 86 memory and creating jobs for this code.
The Human Interface is released with several such files which contain the
Intel-supplied Human Interface commands. You can also create your own
files of object code for the Human Interface to load as jobs. The
procedure for creating your own commands depends on the kind of
development system you use.

USING A SERIES III DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
If you use a Series III development system to develop your commands, you
can produce load-time locatable code (LTL) , position independent code
(PIC), or absolute code. To create LTL or PIC commands, which the Human
Interface can load anywhere in dynamic memory, perform the following
steps:
1.

Compile your code using the PL/M-86 compiler or assemble it using
the 8086/8087/8088 Macro Assembler.

2.

Use LINK86 to link your code together with the necessary
libraries and create an LTL or PIC module. Enter the LINK86
command as follows:
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RUN

TO

:fx:LINK86
&
:fx:command.obj,
&
:fx:HPIFC.LIB,
&
:fx:LPIFC.LIB,
&
:fx:EPIFC.LIB,
&
:fx:IPIFC.LIB,
&
:fx:RPIFC.LIB
&
:fx:command
&
PRINT(:fx:command.mp1) SYMBOLCOLUMNS(2)
&
OBJECTCONTROLS(PURGE)
&
PRINTCONTROLS(LINES, PUBLICS, NOCOMMENTS, SYMBOLS) &
BIND SEGSIZE(STACK(stacksize)) MEMPOOL(minsize,maxsize)

where:
:fx:

The appropriate disk identifiers, indicating the
drives containing the modules.

command.obj

File containing the assembled or compiled object
code for your command. You can link in several
files or libraries at this point, if necessary.

HPIFC.LIB
LPIFC.LIB
EPIFC.LIB
IPIFC.LIB
RPIFC.LIB

Interface libraries for the Human Interface,
Application Loader, Extended I/O System, Basic I/O
System, and Nucleus. These libjaries satisfy
external references caused by making system calls.

command

File on which LINK86 places the linked command.
After transferring this file to an iRMX 86
secondary storage device, you can invoke the
command by entering its pathname.

command.mpl

File on which LINK86 places the link map.

stacksize

Size, in bytes, of the stack needed by the
command and any system calls that the command
makes. The Human Interface uses this value when
it creates a job for the command.

minsize
maxsize

Minimum and maximum sizes of the command's dynamic
memory pool, in bytes. The Human Interface uses
these values when it creates a job for the
command.

The code is now ready to be transferred to an iRMX 86 secondary
storage device. You do not need to process the code further with
LOC86.
3. Use the Files Utility or the Human Interface UPCOPY command to
copy the linked command from the development system disk to an
iRMX 86 secondary storage device. At this point you can invoke
the command by entering its pathname at the Human Interface
terminal.
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You can also create your commands as absolute object modules, if you
wish. To do this, use the output file produced by LINK86 as input to
LOC86, and use the ADDRESSES control to specify absolute addresses for
the code.
There are limitations to commands containing absolute code.
section discusses these limitations further.

The next

USING A SERIES II DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
If you use a Series II development system to develop your commands, you
can produce only absolute object code which the Human Interface must load
into one particular area of memory. To create absolute commands, perform
the following steps:
•
1. Compile your code using the PL/M-86 compiler or assemble it using
the 8086/8087/8088 Macro Assembler.
2. Use LINK86 to link your code together with the necessary iRMX 86
interface libraries. Enter the LINK86 command as follows:
:fx:LINK86
:fx:command.obj,
:fx:HPIFC.LIB,
:fx:LPIFC.LIB,
:fx:EPIFC.LIB,
:fx:IPIFC.LIB,
:fx:RPIFC.LIB
TO :fx:command.lnk PRINT(:fx:command.mpl)

&
&
&

&
&

&
&

where the parameters of this command mean the same as they do when
entered with the Series III version of the LINK86 command. Notice
that when using the Series II development system, you do not
preface the LINK86 command with RUN and you do not use the
SYMBOLCOLUMNS, OBJECTCONTROLS, PRINTCONTROLS, BIND, MEMPOOL, and
SEGSIZE controls. These are not supported with the Series II
version of LINK86. With the exception of BIND and MEMPOOL, you
enter the omitted controls in the LOC86 command.
3. Use LOC86 to assign absolute addresses to the linked module
created by LINK86. Enter the LOC86 command as follows:
:fx:LOC86

:fx:command.lnk TO :fx:command
ORDER (CLASSES (CODE, DATA, STACK, MEMORY»
ADDRESSES (CLASSES (CODE (absolute address»)
SEGSIZE (STACK (stacksize»'~~ PRINT (:fx:command.mp2) SYMBOLCOLUMNS(2)
OBJECTCONTROLS(PURGE)
PRINTCONTROLS(LlNES,PUBLICS,NOCOMMENTS,SYMBOLS)

&
&
&
&
&
&

where:
command. Ink

Name of the link file prod.uced. previously by
LINK86.
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command

Name of the file in which LOC86 writes the
absolute module. After transferring this
file to aniRMX 86 secondary storage device,
you can invoke the command by entering its
pathname.

absolute address

Absolute starting location of the code
segment of the command. LOC86 locates the
remaining segments after the code segment.
You must reserve these areas of iRMX 86
memory during configuration with the %SAB
macro (refer to Chapter 4).

stacksize

Size, in bytes, of the stack needed by the
command and any system calls that the
command make s.

command.mp2

Name of the file in which LOC86 writes the
locate map.

4. Use the Files Utility or the Human Interface UPCOPY command to
copy the located command from the development system disk to an
iRMX 86 secondary storage device. If you have reserved the areas
of iRMX 86 memory that the command needs with the %SAB macro
during system configuration, you can invoke the command by
entering its pathname at the Human Interface terminal.

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ABSOLUTE CODE
When the commands you create contain absolute object code, you must take
steps during the configuration process to ensure that this code loads and
executes correctly, without affecting the remainder of the application
system.
Since absolute code contains the addresses at which it is to reside as
part of the code, the Application Loader,when called by the Human
Interface, cannot load this code at any convenient place in iRMX-86
memory. Instead, it must load this code at the exact place specified in
the code. If that place in iRMX 86 memory contains other objects (as it
might if the memory is part of a dymanic memory pool), the act of loading
the file can harm or destroy other tasks. If the place in memory
contains part of the Operating System, the results can be worse. In
order to ensure that no damage occurs when the Application Loader loads
absolute files, you must use the %SAB~11J8.cr~___ call.~9__ X~_~e.l"ve .ar_e.a!Lint~o_
whicli-·the-Appli cat i-on ~Loader-(~hen called~by the Human Ingerface) will
later load code (refer to Chapter 4 for a description of the %SAB
macro). If you do this, no other objects will use the specified areas of
memory, and the Applicatiori Loader can safely load your . -commands into
that area for execution.
If you create your commands as LTL or PIC modu~es on a Series III
development system, you do not have to reserve memory with %SAB macros.
The Application Loader loads LTL and PIC modules into convenient qreas of
dynamic memory.
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EXAMPLE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

One of the iRMX 86 release diskettes contains a demonstration system.
This system consists of the following:
•

Nucleus

•

Debugger

•

root job

•

application job consisting of a BASIC interpreter

The system contained on the release diskette has already been
configured. In order to run it, make sure that your hardware is
assembled correctly and load the system into your iSBC 86/I2A single
board computer. Refer to the iru·fl{ 86 INSTALLATION GUIDE for further
information on using this system. This appendix, however, shows how to
use the procedures described previously in this manual and build the
demonstration system from its individual parts.
In order to build the demonstration system, this appendix assumes that
you have the following:

•

An INTELLEC Series II Microcomputer Development System with at
least four disk drives.

•

A system disk containing ASM86, LINK86 , and LOC86.

•

The Nucleus release diskette, the Debugger release diskette, the
demonstration system release diskette, and the iSBC 957A release
diskette.

This appendix uses the SUBMIT files provided on the subsystem release
diskettes and described in the previous chapters of this manual to link
and locate the Nucleus and Debugger. The demonstration system release
diskette contains different SUBMIT files that link and locate the
Nucleus, Debugger, and TBASIC interpreter. These SUBMIT files do not,
however, follow the disk drive conventions outlined in Chapter 4. They
assume that you have only two disk drives in your development system.
You can use the files on the demonstration system release diskette, but
this appendix does not describe the commands used to submit them.
This Appendix also makes assumptions about terminal characteristics,
naming files, and placing files on diskettes. These are made for
convenience, not out of necessity. It also assumes that you are going to
use the iSBC 957A package to load the system into the iSBC 86/12A single
board computer.
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PREPARE A MEMORY MAP

The first step in the configuration process is preparing the memory map
to describe the general layout of the system. Figure A-I contains such a
memory map.
There are several things to notice about this memory map.

They are:

•

The highest RAM address recorded indicates that this system has
I28K of RAM.

•

The iSBC 957A package will be used to load this system into
memory. Thus space is allocated in the memory map for the iSBC
957A monitor.

•

Space is left for the Bootstrap Loader, should you want to add it
to your application system at a later date. The space left in
this example is sufficient for most configurations of the
Bootstrap Loader. However, if you intend to bootstrap from a
device with a 1024-byte sector size or larger, you should leave
more room, starting your system at 200:0.

•

The modules will be located in memory as described in Chapter 4.
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iRMX 86 m SYSTEM MEMORY MAP WORKSHEET
Configuration file name:
Start address/
Data segment base

------------------------------------------------Module

Length

Absolute
Address
FFFF:F

(reserved)
reset vector
FFFF:O
iSBC 957A monitor
FEOO:O
Highest RAM address
IFFF:F
Application Job

Root job

Debugger

Nucleus
ICO:O
IBF:F
(space for Bootstrap Loader)
6F:F
iSBC 957A monitor data
40:0

Interrupt vector
0:0

Figure A-I.

Preparing the Memory Map
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CONFIGURE THE SUBSYSTEMS AND LINK AND LOCATE THE SYSTEM
The next steps you must perform involve preparing configuration files for
the Nucleus and the Debugger, assembling; these files, and linking and
locating all of the pieces of your system. You should fill out the
memory map each time you locate a module-, in order to keep track of the
modules and the memory that they require. Figure A-2 shows a filled- out
memory map. The following sections refer to this figure.
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iRMX 86 m SYSTEM MEMORY MAP WORKSHEET
Configuration file name:
Start address/
Data segment base

-----------------------------------------------Module

Length

Absolute
Address
FFFF:F

(reserved)
reset vector
FFFF:O
iSBC 957A monitor
FEOO:O
Highest RAMllddress
/

lFFF:F
SS=llC5:0

I

l27A:0

<
I

,

{

length=OA04

Application Job
OE70:0

CSTART=OE70:90

Root job
OElO:O

OEOE:F

{

Debugger
6B2:0

6Bl:B
I

Nucleus
lCO:O
lBF:F
(space for Bootstrap Loader)
6F:F
iSBC 957A monitor data
40:0
Interrupt vector
0:0

\

Figure A-2.

Completed Memory Map
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PREPARE, LINK, AND LOCATE THE NUCLEUS
You should start the configuration process with the Nucleus. To do this,
place the diskettes in the proper drives of the development system
(system diskette in drive FO, configuration diskette in drive Fl, Nucleus
release diskette in drive F2, and scratch and listing diskette in drive
F3). Then copy the Nucleus configuration file, NTABLE.A86, from the
release diskette to your configuration diskette. Modify NTABLE.A86 so
that it includes only those features and system calls that your
application system requires. (You do not need to modify NDEVCF.A86 if
you are running on the iSBC 86/12A board.) Figure A-3 shows a modified
version of this file that specifies the system calls and features needed
by the TBASIC interpreter.

SINCLUDE(:F2:NTABLF.MAC)

· ... .. ............................ . . .... . . ...... .......... ........ ...

St:JECT
,

,

,

,

,

,

,•
,•

,e

·,•

,

,•

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

NUCLEUS

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

F~ATUHE

,

,

,

p

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

CQNfIGUHAIION

TO L~AVE OUT A F~ATURE, CHANGE
CHARACTER ' ; ' •

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

TABL~

'%' TO THE COMMENT

TH~

1 ; 1 ; ; ; ;; ; ; ; ; : ; : ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; : ; : ; , ; : ; : ; : ; ; ; ; ; ; ; : ; : ; : ; : ; : ; : ; : ; 1 ; 1 ; 1 ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;

%PARAMETEH_VALTDATION
%~YSTEM_EXCEPTION_HANDL~R

·, ,.., ,.,.,.,.,.., ,. ., ,. ., ,.., ,.., ,. ., ,.., ,.., ,..,..,.,.,.., ,.., ,. ., ,. ,.., ., ,. .,. ,.,.., ,. ., ,.., ,.., ,.., ,.., ., ., ,.., ,.., ,.., ,.., ,.., ,..,

SEJECT

,

,•

~

,•

NUCLEUS PRIMITIVE CQNFIGURATTON TAJ\LE

·

TO CONF'lGUR~ A NtJCLEUS PRIMITIVE onT OF" THE 1R"'X 86 SI'STEM,
PlPLACE THE '~' RI TH~ COMMENT CHARACTER ' ; ' . CALLS TO
PRIMITIV~S NOt CON~IGURED TN TH~ SYST~M WILL RESULT IN AN
E$NOT$CO~FIGURED EXCEPTIONAL CONDlTION.

,•
,•
,
,•

,•

·,,• ,.., ,.., ,.., ,.,.,.,.,.., ,.., ,.,.,. ., ,.., ,.., ,.., ,.., ,.., ,.., ,.,.,.., ,.., ,. ,.,.., ,. ... ., ,. ., ,.., ,.., ,.., ,.., ,.., ,.., ., ., ,.., ,.., ,.., ,..,
,

%kQGF.'IT1PE
\RODISABLEDELETION
~RQENARL€DELETION

%k QCAT ALnGO B J E C'I

%ROUNCAIALOGOBJECT
%RQLOQKUP08JECT
:RQCREATEEXIEN510N
:ROOfLgT~EXTF.~810N

:RQCREAr~COMPOSITE

Figure A-3.

Example Nucleus Configuration File
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:RQDF.LET~COMP051TE

;ROINSPECTCOMPOSITE
:RQALfERCOMpnSITE
:kQFORCEDELETE
%HQCREATJO:JOH
: Rt1DELE'l'EJOB
:RQOFFSPRING
%RQCREATETASK
%RQDELF.'r~TASK

%kCHitJSPE"IDTASK

\RQRESUMFTl\SK
'R()SLEF.P
t;t(()GErTASKTOK~NS
~R(.)GErpRtoRITY

:t<QSEfPRTORITY
~RnCREATgMAILBOX
%R(.)DF.LF.;-r~M AI JJBOX

'RQSENOMESSAGE
%RORECEIVEMES5AG~
%ROCR~AT~SEMAPHORE
%RQOELEIESEMAPHOR~
'ROSEt\lf)U~ ITS

'kQRECEI VEUNI1'S
:HOCREATF.REGION
;RQOELET~R~GtON

:ROSENDCONTROL
:RORECEIVECONTROL
;HQACCEPTCONTROL
%RQCRt;ATF.SEGMt;~T
%RQDELErESEGM~NT

%ROGF:l'SI7.E
:ROGEIPOOLATTRIB
: ROSE-XPOOLM I N
;RQSEIOSEXTENSIUN
%ROSETtN"r.ERRIJPT
:RO~NTFRtNTERRUPT

%ROENABLF.:
%RQOTSABt,E

:RQRESFTINTERRUPT
; ROGF:TLEVEtJ
~ROEXITINTERRUPl

%~OSIGNALINTFHRUPT

%RQwAITINTERRUPT
:RQG~TEXCEPIIONHANOLFH

:HOSETExrEPTtuNHANnLER
%ROSIGNAIJEXCEPT ION
END

Figure A-3.

Example Nucleus Configuration File (continued)
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Next, copy the Nucleus SUBMIT file, NUCLUS.CSD from the release diskette
on drive F2 to the configuration diskette on drve Fl. Modify the ASM86
command in NUCLUS.CSD so that it reads the configuration file
(NTABLE.A86) from drive FI instead of from driveF2. Then call the
version of NUCLUS.CSD that resides on FI to assemble the configuration
files and link and locate the Nucleus. From the memory map in Figure
A-I, you can see that the Nucleus should be located at address ICO:O.
This allows room for the interrupt vector and the iSBC 957A monitor at
lower addresses, and also allows you to include the Bootstrap Loader in
your application system at a later date. Therefore, enter the following
command:
SUBMIT

:FI:WJ~LUS(date,

ICOOR)

where date is the date on which you submit the file. NUCLUS.CSD places
the located Nucleus in file NUCLUS on drive Fl. It places the locate map
in file NUCLUS.MP2 on drive F3. Figure A-4 shows the important parts of
the Nucleus locate map.

TSIS-IT MCS-R6 LOCAfFR, Vl.3 INVOKED bY:

t,oe ij 6

&

:t3:nuclus.lnK TO :fl:nuclus
MAP PRTNT(:f3:nuclus.mp2)
NOLIN~~ NOCOMMENT5 NOSYMBOL6
SEGSTZE(stack(O»)
OHDEF(claSSes(cone, nata)

&
&
&
&
&

ADDRESS~S(classes(cone(ulCOOH»))

WARNING 26:
DECREASING
St:GMJ":N'T': STACK

~lZ~

OF SEGMENT

SiMBOL TABLE 0F ~UD0Lg NRE~lN
PE~D fROM FILt: :F'3:NUCLUS.TJNK

WHITTEN TU fTLF :f1:Nu r LUS
wFfSET

OlCOH

UOuOH

PU~

ME~OFY

MAP Of

MonUL~

REAO FROM F r t.E

NBEGIN
NREGiN

: F 3: NUCT..US. fJNK

WRITTEN TO fILE :Fl:NU("LfJS
SEGM~NT
~'1'ART

OOOOOH
OlCOOH
O&45CH

MAP
STOP

LEN~TH

ALIGN NAME

CLASS

003F"f'H

0400~

(ABSOLUTF)

u645BH

485CH

CUOr~

COiJF:

06475H

001AH

ObJ_St,f';

CODE

••
•
Figure A-4.
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069r~OH

069~3H

0OO4Ji

069E.4t1

u69F4H

i.h)q~~OH

06818H

OOOOH
O12CH

ObAICH

()6B1C~

0000'"

JJIR_Bl_INIT

G
W

SlACK

~TACK

G
W

lS'l'ACK
MJ:.MOR'i

STACK
MF.MOHY

------@

GROUP MAP
ADORES5

06550H

GROUP UR ~EGi-l~NT NAM~

DGROuP
D.A1'A
H~AnkL15rpOOT_UATA

KS'LI\CK

()ELA'tI..lSl'ROOT_OA'fA

lOLF-TASK_nATA
ISTAel(
l.NTVEr_Rt:G_S~\'

t.:XT_Hr.G_SFG
Jl1b_KFG_SFG
SFM_kF"G_Sf.G
MAI TJ_PEG_SEG

OO_REG_St:G
POUL_Rt:,G_St;G

OlCOOH

DFLF.TION_PEG_SEG
CGHnup
cnOF
OP.J_SFG
JnS_Sf'G
TASK_St:..G
MR_~EG

SE't"_S~G

HEG_SFG
fS_S~G

INT_SFG

•
•
•
Figure A-4.

Nucleus Locate Map (continued)

As you can see from arrow Al in Figure A-4, the next available memory
location is 6BI:C. The last location used by the Nucleus was 6BI:B.
Record these values on the memory map as shown in portions A and part of
B in Figure A-2.
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EXAMPLE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
PREPARE. LINK, AND LOCATE THE DEBUGGER
You should continue the configuration process with the Debugger. This
example assumes that you can use the released versions of the Debugger
SUBMIT file and configuration file. Thus you do not need to copy any
files to your configuration dlskette and make modifications. Just make
sure that you place the diskettes in the proper drives of your
development system (system diskette in drive FO. configuration diskette
in drive FI, Debugger release diskette in drive F2, and scratch and
listing diskette in drive F3). Then call the Debugger SUBMIT file.
DB.CSD, to assemble the DTHCNF.A86 and link and locate the Debugger.
Since you have already located the Nucleus, you know that the last memory
location used is 6BIBH. Therefore, use a figure of 6B20H in the call to
DB.CSD. This call appears as follows:
SUBMIT :F2:DB(date. 6B20H)
where date is the date on which you submit the file. DB.CSD places the
located Debugger in file DB on drive Fl. It places the lO'cate map in
file DB.MP2 on drive F3. Figure A-S shows the important parts of this
locate map.

TSIS-II MCS·~b LnCATFrl, Vl.3 INVOKfU 8Y:
LOC86
~
&
:t3:db.lnk TU :fl:dh
&
MAP PRINT(:f3:db.mp2)
&
~OLIN~~

NUCOMMFNTS NOSYMRULS

S~GSJz~(stack(Ol)
OHO~R(classes(code, datal)
ADnRFS~~S(cl~s~es(code(06H20H»)

WARNI~G

26:

SEGMf.NT:

OFCREISTNG

RIZ~

OF

~

&
&

S~GME~T

Sl'~CJ<:

5r:MBOLIA,Bt.,t:,: OF MunUr~E lH~UC;'A
READ fROpA rIlJE :FJ:OR.tJNK
WRITTEN TO fTLF :F1;Ob

BASE

BAS£:;

ObB2H

OOOOH

PUB

OFFS~T

HQORUGINIT

MAP DF ~UnULE URUGA'
E A0 F R(1 M FIT! to.: : F" j : u R • L l~ I(
wRTTTt;N TO ftLF' :1"1, :Od

MEMOR~
Q

STAHT

06R20H

ODBFEH

OOhF'DH

ODCOjH

70nt::H

OOObH
Figure A-S.
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CUDE

CODF:

TH_CN(i:_SEGl

CODE
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OD~04H

ODC09J.f

00004

B

Th_CNF_Sf.G2

cnUF.:

ODCOAH
ODC12H
OOC16H
ODC18H

OOC11P
vOCtSH
ODC17H
ODC22P

OOOdH

~

TH_C~!F_Sf.G3

cauF.

OQ04H

p

TH_CNf_SF.G4

CODF

0OO2Y
f)OO8H

~

T H_ C "f F _ b ~ (; 'i

CrOE
CODE

NORM_IN_~BX_S~

B

-~

NURM_OHT_MBX_ti
-FG

ODC23H

ODC2EfJ

OOOCH

R

ODC30H
OEOFOH
OEOfOH

oFO F. ~~H

04(",OH

OOO()4

W
G

DATA

OEOFuH
OF:OFOJ-l

nono'"'

w

STACK

OE;OFOH

OF.OF'OH

OOOOH

W

Mt;MOR~

COOF.
DATA

?tst.:G
STACK
MF.MOkY

----@
81

(;HOUP MAP
ODC30H

GROUP UR SEGMENT NAMt:
DGHOUP

06820h

CGROUP

ADDHESS

DA'f~

CODt:'

IH_C'NF'_SEGl
'l'H_rNF'_S~G2
IH_("NF_~I£;Gj

TH_('I~F _St.;G4
TH_('f'lf _SE·G~

NnRM_TN_M~X_5FG
NOHM_nUT_~tiX_S~G

Figure A-S.

Debugger Locate Map (continued)

Arrow BI shows the only important piece of information in Figure A-5 that
you should record on the memory map. It identifies the next available
memory location, address OEOF:O. The last location used by the Debugger
is OEOE:F. Record these addresses on the memory map. This is shown in
portions Band C of Figure A-2. You need to know the next available
address in order to leave enough space for the root job and correctly
locate the application job.
The entry point of the Debugger is determined from the address at which
you locate the Debugger. The base portion of the entry point is the base
portion of the location addr~ss (6B2). The offset portion of the ,entry
point isO. Thus the 'Debugger entry point is 6B2:0. You must supply
this address later in the%JOB macro call for the Debugger.

A-II

EXAMPLE .SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
ALLOW SPACE FOR THE ROOT JOB
Use the address OEIO:O as the starting address of the root job. Record
this value and the estimated size on the memory map. You do not know the
exact size since you have not created the root job yet. However, for
this system, use a size estimate of 600H bytes. Add this value to the
starting address and record the result, OE70:0, on the memory map. Use
this value as the starting address of the application job. Portion C of
Figure A-2 shows this.

LINK THE APPLICATION JOB
Next, use LINK86 to link the modules of the TBASIC interpreter job
together. Before you do this, however, copy the file SBCIOL.LIB from the
iSBC 957A release diskette to your configuration diskette. Also copy the
interface library, RPIFL.LIB, from the Nucleus release diskette to your
configuration diskette. Place the diskettes in the proper drives of the
development system (system diskette in drive FO, .configuration diskette
in drive Fl, demonstration system release diskette in drive F2, and
scratch and listing diskette in drive F3), and enter the following
command:
LINK86

TO

:F2:TBASIC.OBJ,
:F2:PTHIO.OBJ,
:F2:PTOKEN.OBJ,
:F2:PERR.OBJ,
:F2:PINT.LIB,
:Fl:SBCIOL.LIB,
:Fl: RPIFL .LIB
:F3:TBASIC.LNK MAP PRINT(:F3:TBASIC.MPl)

&
&
&

&
&
&
&

The files linked in this process contain the following information:
TBASIC.OBJ

This file contains the initialization task and the
interpreter.

PERR.OBJ

This file contains error printing routines.

PTOKEN.OBJ

This file contains a token scanner for PL/M-86
routines.

PTHIO.OBJ

This file contains the interface between the
Terminal Handler and the interpreter.

PINT.LIB

This file contains a library of PL/M-86 routines
that interface with the iRMX 86 Operating System.

SBCIOL.LIB

This file

RPIFL.LIB

This file contains the interface library for
application jobs.

~ontains

LINK86 places the linked application job
A-12

the.iSBC 957A library.

in

file TBASIC.LNK on drive F3.

EXAMPLE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
LOCATE THE APPLICATION JOB
After linking the application job, use LOC86 to assign absolute
locations. By examining the memory map, you can see that the next
available location is OE70:0. Use LOC86 to locate the application job
there. To do this, enter the following command:
LOC86

:F3:TBASIC.LNK TO :FI:TBASIC
ORDER (CLASSES (CODE, DATA, STACK, MEMORY))
ADDRESSES (CLASSES (CODE (OE700H)))
MAP PRINT (:F3:TBASIC.MP2)
OBJECTCONTROLS(NOLINES, NOCOMMENTS,
NOPUBLICS,NOSYMBOLS)

&
&
&
&
&

LOC86 places the located application job in file TBASIC on drive Fl. It
places the locate map in file TBASIC.MP2 on drive F3. Figure A-6 shows
the important portions of the application job locate map.

TSIS-ll
LUC86

~CS-qb

LnCAT~R,

VI.3 INVOKEU bY:

:f3:tbasic.lnK Tu :fl:tbasic
Order (classes (co~e, data, stack, m~morv)
~ddr~sses (classes (code (OOf700H»))
map prInt (:fj:tba~ic.mp2)
OthJECTCUNTROr.S (NI')L T NF:S, NOt,;:OMMENTS,

.,

&
&
&
&

&
&

&

NnSYMRULS,NOPUbLICS)

s Y,.. Hn L l' AB JJ t; 0 F M 0 f) UL E 'f R A SIC
R E ft, 0 f' RUM F 1 [d!: : F" 3 : l' BAS I (' • .JJ r.. K
WkTTT£N 'TO fILF, :F1. :TdASTC
BASt:

GFFSt:.T

"f'~Pr.,;

SYI~p.or..l

RAS~

UFr~St;T

O~70J.f

OOCFH
008BH
0OO4H

PUR

"STAHT

PUB

TX'l''RGN

OE70H
10R9H

1. u89H

T~P~

SYMF\UL

0090H

PUB

lO8RH

PUB

CS'1'AHT.
TX'l'FND

----@

1089H
OF20H
OF20H
OF20H

PUR

V~.t<~Gr.J

lo84H

0051H

PUJ3

rXl'lH~ F

01f6H

PUR

\.iF''!'CHAR

01~qH

014BH
0024H

PUB
PUR

PUICHAR
lNlTT410

OF'2QH
Of'20H

PUR
PUB

FLUShlt'4PUT
fLUStir)UTPU'f

Of44H

0030H

PUB

TOKENJZF:

Of·44H

OOlCH

Pup.

dF.X

Of44f-'

PU8

HFXCHARS

Of8bH

005F:H

PU8

t>F:KRUR

Of8fH

0OO4H
0014h

PU~

PCRTSEMA

OOf4H

•
•
•
Figure A-6.

Application Job Locate Map
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MEMORY MAP OF MUOUIJE;
~Ea.D

FRO~

WRI 'rT~N

F 1 (Jt:;

:

~3:

l'AA~I("

'IRASrr. .ld~K

TO FILF :f1:T8ASTC

MODULE ~TARI
SEGMJi:NT MAP

AODR£:;SS

STOP

START

PARAGl{APH = Ot;70H

LF.i~r;lH

UFfSa:.T

ALIGN NAM£

= OOQOH
CLASS

OE100H

OF2ogH

rODE

OF443~

Oa()9H
()23AH

G

Ot'"'20AH

W

T~RMINALHANDrJ~

OF444H
Of86CH

OF86dH
OF8FCH

0428H
0091 fJ

W

TOK E" I Z.E_<,:OOE

COl)F.

W

Pt.;RHOR_COP~

CODF.

I

OA I'A

CODE
CODF.

-prO_CUD~

•
•
•
l1C44H

l1C44H

OOOOH

W

j\i

I TTASKSIGNAL

-_i.)AT~

11C50H

12653H

12660H

12660~

126bOH
127AOH

127q~H
127~Ol-'

OA04H
OOOOH

G

STACK

G

??SEG

O13F'H
000011

W

CONST

11/

rJ.EMORt

STACK
CONST
MFfJ\nRY

----@
--@)

GROUP MAP
ADDkE:)S

10S340H

GRon ... UR St;G/,'\f'NT NAME

DGROOP
Cf1NSl'

DATA
OJ\1'A2
STArt<.
MFtllnHY

OE700H

CGH0UP

cnDF

Figure A-6.

Application Job Locate Map (continued)

As with the Debugger locate map, there are three pieces of important
information in Figure A-6 which you must record on the memory map.
Arrows Dl, D2, and D3 mark them.
Arrow Dl shows the next available memory location, l27A:O. Record this
value on the memory map. It will be used when when calling the %SAB
macro to reserve memory for the application system. This is shown in
portion D of Figure A-2.
A-l4

EXAMPLE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
Arrow D2 shows the entry point of the first-level job's initialization
task, CSTART. Record the address of CSTART, OE70:090, on the left
portion of the memory map, near the other information for the application
job. This is shown in portion D of Figure A-2. You must later provide
this information in the %JOB macro call for the application job.
Arrow D3 shows the stack segment starting address and length. Record the
starting address, IIC5:0, and the length, OA04, on the left portion of
the memory map, near the other information for the application job. This
is shown in portion D of Figure A-2. This job has a statically allocated
stack and so you must provide t"his information in the %JOB macro call.
This application job assumes that the code segment and the data segment
are the same. Therefore, it is not necessary to record any information
about the data segment in the memory map.

BUILD THE CONFIGURATION FILE
After you have located the Nucleus, the Debugger, and the application job
and filled out the memory map, you have enough information to build the
configuration file needed by the root job. This involves creating a file
containing an $INCLUDE statement, a %SYSTEM macro call, %SAB macro calls,
%JOB macro calls and an %END macro call. The following sections show
filled out worksheets for these macros and discuss the parameters. Then
the actual configuration file itself is shown.

%JOB MACRO CALLS
For this system, you must make two %JOB calls; one for the Debugger and
one for the application job. The order in which you include these calls
in the configuration file is important because that is the order in which
the jobs are initialized when the system starts running. Make the %JOB
call for the Debugger first.

Debugger %JOB Call
Figure A-7 shows the completed worksheet for the Debugger's %JOB call.
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EXAMPLE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

r-~----------------------~~------------------------------------------'-

Macro call:

JOB (defines first-level jobs)

- for Debugger-

Number of calls required ____o_n_e__f~o_r_e_a~ch_._f_1_·r_s~t~-_I_e~v~e_l~j~o~b~______
CONFIGURATION FILE NAME:

CONFIG.A86

. FORMAT:

%JOB

I

parameter

type

(directory_size,
pool_min,
pool_max,
max_objects,
max_tasks,
max_job_priority
exception_handIer_entry,
exception handler mode,
job_flags~
init task priority,
init task entry,
data_segment_base,
stack_pointer,
stack size,
task_flags)

word
word
word
word
word
byte
addr
byte
word
byte
addr
base
addr
word
word

suggested
default
(0)
(OFFFFH)

(0:0)
(1)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0:0)
(512)
(0)

value
0
IFFH
IFFH
OFFFFH
OFFFFH
0
0:0
1
1
0

6B2:0000
0
0:0
512
0

NOTES;
1.

Type addr is specified as base:offset

2.

Types addr and base must be entered as hexadecimal numbers
without the suffix H. Types word and byte default to
decimal, but will accept all radix suffixes.

Figure A-7.

Completed Debugger %JOB Macro Worksheet
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The parameters are described in the following:
directory_size
through
max tasks

The first five parameters affect the Debugger
while it is running. Enter these parameters
as shown in Figure A-7.
The 0 indicates that the priority of the root
job is the maximum priority for tasks in this
job.

exception_handIer_entry

The 0:0 value means that the default system
exception handler identified in the %SYSTEM
call is used.
The 1 indicates that the exception handler is
called in the event of programming errors.
The 0 indicates that the Nucleus does not
validate parameters.
This value was listed in Table 4-1.
This value depends on the address specified
when locating the Debugger. It is always
(base of the location address):O.
The 0 indicates that the Debugger assigns its
own data segment.

stack_pointer

The 0:0 indicates that the Nucleus allocates
the stack segment.

stack size

This value was listed in Table 4-1.
The 0 indicates that the Debugger does not
use the 8087 NDP component.

Application Job %JOB Call
Figure
job.

A~8

shows the completed %JOB macro worksheet for the application
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EXAMPLE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

Macro, call:

JOB (defines first-level jobs) - for TBASIC

Number of calls required:
CONFIGURATION FILE NAME:

one for each first-level job
CONFIG.A86

FORMAT:

%JOB

parameter

type

(directory_size,
pool_min,
pool_max,
max_objects,
max_tasks,
max_job-yriority,
exception_handIer_entry,
exception handler mode,
job_flags~
init task priority,
init=task entry,
data_segment_base,
stack_pointer,
stack size,
task_flags)

word
word
word
word
word
byte
addr
byte
word
byte
addr
base
addr
word
word

suggested
default
(0)
(OFFFFH)

(0:0)
(1)

(0)
(0)
(0)
(0:0)
(512)
(0)

value
20
IFFH
OFFFFH
OFFFFH
OFFFFH
0
0:0
1
1
131

OE70:090
0
l1C5:0
OA04H
0

NOTES:
1.

Type addr is specified as base:offset

2.

Types addr and base must be specified as hexadecimal numbers
without the suffix H. Types word and byte default to decimal
but will accept all radix suffixes.

Figure A-8.

Completed Application Job %JOB Macro Worksheet
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The values shown in Figure A-8 are very similar to those shown in Figure
A-7. The major differences are outlined as follows:
A value of 131 is the recommended value for
this job.
This value was taken from the memory map.
This 0 indicat.es that the task assigns the data
segment.
stack_pointer

This job has a statically allocated stack.
This value was taken from the memory map.

stack size

This value was taken from the memory map.

%SAB MACRO CALLS
This system uses two %SAB calls, one for the memory needed by the Nucleus
and the first-level jobs, and the other for the remainder of the address
space over 128K. Figure A-9 contains the completed worksheet for the two
%SAB calls.
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..

Macro call:

SAB (for system address blocks)

Number of calls required:

one or more

CONFIGURATION FILE NAME:

FORMAT:

%SAB

%SAB

paramet.er

type

(start_base,
end base,
type)

base
base
see note
1

(start_base,
end base,
type)

base
base
see note
1

suggested
default

value
0

U

127A
U

2000

FFFF

u

U

-------------------------------------------------------------------------%SAB

(start_base,
end base,
type)

base
base
see note

u

1

NOTES:
1.

The type parameter is reserved for future use.
character U for this parameter.

2.

A SAB is declared between start_base:O and end_base:F,
inclusive.

3.

Types addr and base must be entered as hexadecimal numbers
wi thout the suffix H. Types word and;;~by:t,e default to decimal
but will accept all radix suffixes.

Figure A-9.

Completed %SAB Macro Worksheet
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Enter the

EXAMPLE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
The first %SAB call shown in Figure A-9 reserves the memory needed for
the entire application system. The end base parameter is taken from the
memory map. It includes the estimate for the root job.
The second %SAB call shown in Figure A-9 reserves memory that is not
actually in the system. This system has only l28K bytes of memory. Thus
addresses 2000:0. to OFFFF:F are not used. Reserving these locations
speeds the system initialization process.

%SYSTEM MACRO CALL
Figure A-lO shows the completed worksheet for the %SYSTEM call.
place this call last in the configuration file.
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EXAMPLE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

SYSTEM (system parameters)

Macro call:

Number of calls required:

exactly one

CONFIGURATION FILE NAME:

CONFIG.A86

FORMAT:
suggested
default

parameter

%SYSTEM

(nucleus_entry,
rod_size,
min_tran s_size,
debugger,

base
word
word
see note

value

ICO
(0)

20

(64)

64

(A)

A

(N)

D

1

default_e_h_provided, see note
2

mode)

word

1

NOTES:
1.

Valid entries for the debugger parameter include:
A
N

2.

Valid entries for the default_e_h_provided parameter include:
Y
D
N

3.

Debugger available
No Debugger available

Yes
Debugger
No

Types addr and base must be entered as hexadecimal numbers
without the suffix H. Types word and byte default to
decimal, but will accept all radix suffixes.

Figure A-I0.

Completed %SYSTEM Macro Worksheet
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The parameters are described in the following:
nucleus_entry

This value is taken from the memory map.

rod size
andmin trans size

These values affect the system at run time.
the values listed in Figure A-10.

debugger

The A indicates that the Debugger is available.

default_e_h_provided

The D indicates that the Debugger is used for
the default exception handler.

mode

The 1 indicates that the Operating System
transfers control to the exception handler (the
Debugger) in the event of a programming error
condition.

Use

CREATE THE ACTUAL CONFIGURATION FILE
After you have filled out the macro worksheets, you can create the
configuration file. To do this, create a file called CONFIG.A86 on your
configuration diskette, and copy the information from the worksheets into
it as well as an $INCLUDE statement for file CTABLE.MAC and an %END
call. The statements in this file appear as follows:
$INCLUDE (:F2:CTABLE.MAC)
%SAB (0, 127A, U)
%SAB (2000, FFFF, U)
%JOB(0,lFFH,lFFH,OFFFH,OFFFFH,0,0:0,1,1,0,6B2:000D,0,0:0,512,0)
%JOB(20,lFFH,OFFFFH,OFFFFH,OFFFFH,0,0:0,1,1,131,OE70:090,0,11C5:0,
OA04H,0)
%SYSTEM (lCO, 20, 64, A, D, 1)
%END

GENERATE THE ROOT JOB
You can now use the CROOT.CSD SUBMIT file to assemble the configuration
file, link the root job, and locate the root job. Place the diskettes in
the proper drives of your development system (system diskette in drive
FO, coniguration diskette in drive F1, Nucleus release diskette in drive
F2, scratch and listing diskette in drive F3), and enter the following
command:
SUBMIT :F2:CROOT(CONFIG, date, OEIOOH)
Where date can be in any form, as long as it does not exceed nine
characters.
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EXAMPLE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
This command assembles the configuration file, links it to the root job,
and locates the root job at thE! correct address. LOC86 places the
located root job in file CONFIG on drive Fl. It also places the locate
map for the root job in file CONFIG.MP2 on drive F3. You can use the
locate map to determine the actual size of the root job. When you
configure your ROM/RAM system, you can update the memory map to reflect
this value.

LOAD THE SYSTEM
At this point you can use either the ICE-86 in-circuit emulator or the
iSBC 957A package to load the system into memory. When you do, load the
following files, in order, from your configuration diskette:
NUCLUS
DEBUGR
TBASIC
CONFIG
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BURNING THE NUCLEUS INTO 2732 PROM

If you use the Universal PROM Mapper (UPM) version 3.0 to burn code into
PROM, you cannot load the entire Nucleus with a single UPM READ command.
In order to burn the Nucleus (and possibly some of your other programs),
you must burn 16K byte pieces of the code into PROM. This appendix
describes the procedures required to do this., It also lists the required
hardware and software. Although this appendix refers specifically to the
Nucleus, you can use the procedures described here to burn any large
module into PROM.

REQUIREMENTS
In order to use the procedure outlined in this appendix, you must have
the following hardware and software.
•

A linked Nucleus (NUCLUS.LNK)

•

LOC86 software

•

A UPP universal PROM Programmer with a 2732 personality module

•

8 erased 2732A PROM modules

With this hardware and software you can use the procedures in the
following sections to place the Nucleus code into PROM.

LOCATE THE NUCLEUS
Use LOC86 to locate the Nucleus for a ROM/RAM configuration.
command similar to the following:
LOC86

NUCLUS.LNK TO ROMNUC
ORDER (CLASSES (DATA, STACK, MEMORY))
SEGSIZE (STACK (0))
ADDRESSES (CLASSES (CODE (rom address),
(DATA (ram address)))
MAP PRINT (map file)
OBJECTCONTROLS(NOLINES,NOCOMMENTS,
NOPUBLICS,NOSYMBOLS)
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BURNING THE NUCLEUS INTO 2732 PROM
Chapter 5 describes the parameters of· this command in detail. However,
for the discussion in this appendix, the important parameter is
rom_address. This parameter specifies the address in ROM where the'
Nucleus will reside.
Also examine the locate map to determine the exact size of the code
class. You need this information to determine the number of pieces to
burn.

BURN THE CODE INTO PROM
To burn the code into PROM, insert the 2732 personality module into the
appropriate program socket (this appendix assumes socket 2). Then enter
the commands shown in Figure B-1. These commands are structured so that
you can place them in a SUBMIT file. The CNTL/E (control/E) characters
in the figure return control to you so that you can insert a PROM into
the UPP. After doing this, enter another CNTL/E to return control to the
SUBMIT file. Make sure to place a new PROM into the UPP before each
PROGRAM statement.

UPM
2732
SOCKET=2
READ OBJECT FILE :F2:ROMNUC FROM 0 TO 3FFFH START OE8000H
STRIP LOW FROM 0 TO 3FFFH INTO 4000H
STRIP HI FROM 0 TO 3FFFH INTO 6000H
CNTL/E
PROGRAM FROM 4000H TO 4FFFH START 0
CNTL/E
PROGRAM FROM 6000H TO 6FFFH START 0
CNTL/E
PROGRAM FROM 5000H TO 5FFFH START 0
CNTL/E
PROGRAM FROM 7000H TO 7FFFH START 0
READ OBJECT FILE :F2:ROMNUC FROM 0 TO 2AF9H START OECOOOH

STRIP LOW FROM 0 TO 2AF9H INTO 4000H
STRIP HI FROM 0 TO 2AF9H INTO 6000H
CNTL/E
PROGRAM FROM 4000H TO 4FFFH START
CNTL/E
PROGRAM FROM 6000H TO 6FF,FH START
CNTL/E
PROGRAM FROM 5000H TO 557DH START
CNTL/E
PROGRAM FROM 7000H TO 757DH START

0
0
0
0

EXIT

Figure B-1.

UPM SUBMIT File to Burn the Nucleus into PROM
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BURNING THE NUCLEUS INTO 2732 PROM
The commands in Figure B-1 assume that the Nucleus code class ranges from
OE8000H to OEEAF:9. You must modify the SUBMIT file to specify the
correct addresses for your system. To give you a better understanding of
how to do this, the individual UPM commands used to burn the first
portion of the Nucleus are listed and discussed in detail.

READ OBJECT FILE :F2:ROMNUC FROM 0 TO 3FFFH START OE8000H
This command reads the first piece of the object file from disk into
a 16K INTELLEC memory buffer. The logical addresses of the memory
buffer are 0 through 3FFFH. The absolute address of the module is
specified as OE8000H.

STRIP LOW FROM 0 TO 3FFFH INTO 4000H
This command separates the even address (low order) bytes from the
file and copies them into another memory buffer.

STRIP HI FROM 0 TO 3FFFH INTO 6000H
This command separates the odd address (high order) bytes from the
file and copies them into another memory buffer.

CNTL/E PROGRAM FROM 4000H TO 4FFFH START 0
This command burns the first half of the low order bytes into PROM.
Make sure that you insert a 2732 PROM into the UPP before entering
this command. Include the CNTL/E character only if you use a SUBMIT
file. This character returns control to you so that you can insert
the PROM. After you do, enter another CNTL/E and processing resumes.

CNTL/E PROGRAM FROM 6000H TO 6FFFH START 0
This command burns the first half of the high order bytes into PROM.

CN~L/E

PROGRAM FROM SOOOH TO SFFFH START 0

This command burns the second half of the low order bytes into PROM.
CNTL/E PROGRAM FROM 7000H TO 7FFFH START 0
This command burns the second half of the high order bytes into PROM.
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BURNING THE NUCLEUS INTO 2732 PROM
The remainder of the commands in Figure B-1 function similarly. For
further information about UPM" refer to the UNIVERSAL PROM PROGRAMMER
USER'S MANUAL.
After you have burned all the PROMs, plug them into the memory board and
test the system.
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APPENDIX C.

SYSTEM CALL USAGE

This appendix lists the system calls used by fully-configured versions of
the optional subsystems. This information is important when you decide
which system calls to include in your final application system. Table
C-l lists the system calls used by the Terminal Handler, Table C-2 lists
those used by the Debugger, Table C-3 lists those used by the I/O System,
Table C-4 lists those used by the Extended I/O System, Table C-5 lists
those used by the Application Loader, and Table C-6 lists those used by
the Human Interface.

Table C-l.

System Calls Used by the Terminal Handler

NUCLEUS SYSTEM CALLS

CATALOG$OBJECT
CREATE$MAILBOX
CREATE $SEGMENT
CREATE $TASK
DELETE$SEGMENT
DISABLE
ENABLE
END$INIT$TASK
EXIT$ INTERRUPT

GET$SIZE
GET$TASK$TOKENS
GET$TYPE
RECEIVE$MESSAGE
SEND$MESSAGE
SET$INTERRUPT
SIGNAL$INTERRUPT
WAIT$INTERRUPT
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Table C-2.

System Calls Used by the Debugger

NUCLEUS SYSTEM CALLS

CATALOG$OBJECT
CREATE$JOB
CREATE$MAILBOX
CREATE $SEGMENT
CREATE $TASK
DELETE $SEGMENT
DISABLE
DISABLE$DELETION
ENABLE
ENABLE $DELETION
END$INIT$TASK
EXIT$INTERRUPT
GET$PRIORITY

Table C-3.

GET$SIZE
GET$TASK$TOKENS
LOOKUP$OBJECT
RECEIVE$MESSAGE
RESUME$TASK
SEND$MESSAGE
SET$INTERRUPT
SET$PRIORITY
SIGNAL$INTERRUPT
SLEEP
SUSPEND$TASK
WAIT $INTERRUPT

System Calls Used by the I/O System

NUCLEUS SYSTEM CALLS

CATALOG$OBJECT
CREATE$COMPOSITE
CREATE$EXTENSION
CREATE $MAILB OX
CREATE$REGION
GREATE $SEGMENT
CREATE $TASK
DELETE$GOMPOSITE
DELETE$MAILBOX
DELETE$REGION
DELETE$SEGMENT
DELETE$TASK

DISABLE$DELETION
ENABLE$DELETION
END$INIT$TASK
FORCE$DELETE
GET $LEVEL
GET$TASK$TOKENS
GET$TYPE
LOOKUP$OBJECT
RECEIVE $CONTROL
RECEIVE$ME SSAGE
RESET$INTERRUPT
RESUME$TASK
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SEND$CONTROL
SEND$MESSAGE
SET$INTERRUPT
SET$OS$EXTENSION
SIGNAL$EXCEPTION
SIGNAL$INTERRUPT
SLEEP
UNCATALOG$OBJECT
WAIT$INTERRUPT

SYSTEM CALL USAGE
Table C-4.

System Calls Used By the Extended I/O System

NUCLEUS SYSTEM CALLS

CATALOG$OBJECT
CREATE$COMPOSlTE
CRETE$EXTENSION
CREATE$JOB
CREATE$MAILBOX
CREATE$REGION
CREATE $SEGMENT
CREATE$TASK
DELETE$COMPOSITE
DELETE$JOB

Table C-S.

BASIC I/O SYSTEM CALLS

DELETE$MAILBOX
DELETE$SEGMENT
GET$TASK$TOKENS
GET $TYPE
LOOKUP$OBJECT
RECElVE$CONTROL
RECEIVE $ME SSAGE
SEND$CONTROL
SEND$MESSAGE
SET$OS$EXTENSION
UNCATALOG$OBJECT

A$ATTACH$FILE
A$CHANGE$ACCESS
A$CLOSE
A$CREATE$DlRECTORY
A$CREATE$FILE
A$DELETE $CONNECTION
A$DELETE$FILE
A$GET$CONNECTION$STATUS
A$GET$FILE$STATUS
A$OPEN
A$PHYSICAL$ATTACH$DEVICE
A$PHYSICAL$DETACH$DEVICE
A$READ
A$RENAME$FlLE
A$SEEK
A$SPECIAL
A$TRUNCATE
A$WRITE
CREATE $USER

System Calls Used by the Application Loader

NUCLEUS SYSTEM CALLS

I/O SYSTEM SYSTEM CALLS

CATALOG$OBJECT
CREATE$MAILBOX
CREATE $SEGMENT
CREATE $TASK
DELETE$JOB
DELETE$MAILBOX
DELETE$SEGMENT
DELETE$TASK
END$INIT$TASK
GET$POOL$ATTRIB
LOOKUP$OBJECT
RECEIVE$MESSAGE
SEND$MESSAGE
SET$EXCEPTION$HANDLER
SET$OS$EXTENSION

A$ATTACH$FILE
A$ DELETE $CONNECTION
A$CLOSE
A$OPEN
A$READ
A$SEEK
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EXTENDED I/O SYSTEM CALLS
(if load job features
are included)

CREATE $IO$JOB
S$ATTACH$FILE
S$DELETE$CONNECTION

SYSTEM CALL USAGE

Table C-6.

System Calls Used by the Human Interface

NUCLEUS SYSTEM CALLS

CATALOG$OBJECT
CREATE$MAILBOX
CREATE $REGION
CREATE $SEGMENT
CREATE $SEMAPHORE
CREATE$TASK
DELETE$JOB
DELETE$MAILBOX
DELETE $SEGMENT
END$INIT$TASK
GET$SIZE
GET$TASK$TOKENS

GET$TYPE
LOOKUP$OBJECT
RECEIVE$CONTROL
RECElVE$MESSAGE
RECEIVE$UNITS
SEND$CONTROL
SEND$MESSAGE
SEND$UNITS
SET$EXCEPTION$HANDLER
SET$OS$EXTENSION

BASIC I/O SYSTEM CALLS
A$ATTACH$FILE
A$ DELETE $CONNECTION
A$GET$CONNECTION$STATUS
A$OPEN
A$PHYSICAL$ATTACH$DEVICE
A$READ

A$WRITE
GET$TlME
SET$TlME

EXTENDED I/O SYSTEM CALLS
EXIT$IO$JOB
S$ATTACH$FILE
S$CHANGE$ACCESS
S$CREATE$FILE
S$DELETE$CONNECTION
S$DELETE$FILE
S$GET$CONNECTION$STATUS
S$GET$EXTENSION$DATA

S$GET$FILE$STATUS
S$OPEN
S$READ$MOVE
S$RENAME$FILE
S$SEEK
S$SPECIAL
S$TRUNCATE
S$WRITE$MOVE

APPLICATION LOADER SYSTEM CALLS
A$LOAD
A$LOAD$IO$JOB
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